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denominational	 education	 for	 middle-class	 children.	 The	 public	 and	 grammar	
schools	were	usually,	 though	not	 invariably,	 narrowly	 focused	on	 classical	 studies,	
and	 many	 grammar	 schools	 went	 into	 a	 period	 of	 decline,	 which	 lasted	 until	 the	
middle	 of	 the	 nineteenth	 century.	 For	 information	 on	 the	 role	 of	 the	 Dissenting	
Academies,	 I	 have	 used	 two	 relatively	 early	 texts:	 Irene	 Parker’s	 Dissenting	
Academies	in	England:	their	rise	and	progress	and	their	place	among	the	educational	
systems	 of	 the	 country	 (1914)	 and	 Joe	 Smith’s	The	 Birth	 of	 Modern	 Education:	 the	
contribution	 of	 the	 dissenting	 academies,	 1660-1800	 (1954).20	 The	 Dissenting	
Academies	underwent	 a	 rise	 followed	by	a	dramatic	decline	during	 the	eighteenth	
century.	 Their	 decline	 has	 been	 ascribed	 to	 various	 causes,	 but	 perhaps	 the	most	
significant	 was	 the	 identification	 of	 key	 figures	 in	 the	 Academies,	 such	 as	 Joseph	
Priestley,	 with	 radical	 political	 causes,	 in	 particular	 the	 French	 Revolution.	 Such	

















his	 work	 centres	 around	 Hackney	 New	 College,	 Stephen	 Burley	 has	 investigated	
many	primary	 sources	 relating	 to	 the	decline	of	 individual	Academies,	 collected	 in	




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































	 In	 addition	 to	 criticizing	 the	 narrow	 viewpoint	 that	 a	 Classical	 education	
tends	 to	 produce	 in	 the	 learned,	 in	 this	 essay	 Hazlitt	 celebrates	 the	 contrasting	
advantages	that	the	uneducated	possess:	‘The	common	people	[…]	understand	their	
own	business	and	the	characters	of	those	they	have	to	deal	with;	for	it	is	necessary	
















express	 their	 contempt	 and	 provoke	 laughter.’542	 As	 in	 his	 essay	 on	 Whitbread’s	
proposed	system	of	mass	education,	Hazlitt	is	insistent	that	‘the	vulgar’	do	not	need	
to	be	told	what	to	think:	 ‘Above	all,	the	mass	of	society	have	common	sense,	which	
the	 learned	 of	 all	 ages	 want.	 The	 vulgar	 are	 in	 the	 right	 when	 they	 judge	 for	
themselves;	they	are	wrong	when	they	trust	to	their	blind	guides.’543		
	 In	 praising	 the	 uneducated	 at	 the	 expense	 of	 scholars,	 Hazlitt	 also	 softens	





uneducated	 mind,	 both	 in	 the	 freshness	 of	 his	 imagination	 and	 the	 variety	 of	 his	
views.	 […]	 If	 we	 wish	 to	 know	 the	 force	 of	 human	 genius,	 we	 should	 read	
Shakespear.	If	we	wish	to	see	the	insignificance	of	human	learning,	we	may	study	his	
commentators.’545	 There	 is	 more	 than	 a	 hint	 of	 irony	 here,	 given	 Hazlitt’s	 own	
Shakespearean	 criticism;	Hazlitt	 seems	 to	 be	 viewing	 himself	with	 detachment,	 as	
someone	 who	 has	 been	 to	 some	 extent	 spoiled	 by	 his	 education,	 and	 also	
deprecating	 his	 own	 writing	 as	 ‘insignificant’	 compared	 with	 the	 ‘genius’	 of	
Shakespeare.	
																																																						
542	Hazlitt,	‘On	the	Ignorance	of	the	Learned’,	Selected	Writings	VI,	65.	
	
543	Hazlitt,	‘On	the	Ignorance	of	the	Learned’,	Selected	Writings	VI,	65.	
	
544		Hazlitt,	‘On	the	Ignorance	of	the	Learned’,	Selected	Writings	VI,	66.	
	
545	Hazlitt,	‘On	the	Ignorance	of	the	Learned’,	Selected	Writings	VI,	66.	
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Unless	one	chooses	to	see	‘On	the	Ignorance	of	the	Learned’	as	a	purely	
rhetorical	exercise,	it	represents	a	considerable	change	of	mind	on	Hazlitt’s	part	
from	his	stance	in	‘On	Classical	Education’.	Why	did	Hazlitt’s	opinion	change	so	
dramatically?	There	are	several	possible	reasons.	The	(Classically	educated)	writers	
of	Blackwood’s	Magazine	frequently	used	the	lack	of	a	Classical	education	as	a	stick	
with	which	to	beat	writers	of	the	‘Cockney	School’	such	as	Keats,	and	Hazlitt	would	
clearly	wish	to	be	on	the	opposite	side	of	the	argument	from	them.	Indeed,	whether	
genuinely	or	as	a	ruse,	the	editors	of	Blackwood’s	chose	to	read	‘On	the	Ignorance	of	
the	Learned’	as	a	personal	attack,	although,	as	Hazlitt	pointed	out	in	his	reply	to	
Blackwood’s	article	‘Hazlitt	Cross-Questioned’,	the	essay	opens	with	an	apposite	
quotation	from	A	Satyr	Upon	the	Imperfection	and	Abuse	of	Human	Learning,	a	poem	
attributed	to	Samuel	Butler	(1613-1680),	who	could	hardly	be	seen	as	part	of	the	
Cockney	School.	As	Hazlitt	put	it:	‘The	motto	to	that	article	expresses	the	whole	
doctrine	of	it,	and	is	taken	from	Butler.	Was	he	too	one	of	a	Cockney	crew,	or	did	he	
wish	to	depreciate	learning	from	the	want	of	it?’546	The	quotation	from	Butler	ends:	
‘Yet	he	that	is	but	able	to	express/No	sense	at	all	in	several	languages/Will	pass	for	
learneder	than	he	that's	known/To	speak	the	strongest	reason	in	his	own’,	which	is,	
indeed,	the	key	point	that	Hazlitt	makes	in	the	essay;	that	book-learning	often	
disguises	a	lack	of	knowledge	of	the	world	and	disqualifies	the	learned	from	the	
common	sense	approach	to	life	of	the	uneducated.	
More	significantly,	perhaps,	Hazlitt	was	increasingly	of	Horne	Tooke’s	view	
that	the	use	of	scholarly	language	and	jargon	by	those	in	authority	was	all	too	often	a	
																																																						
546	Hazlitt,	‘A	Reply	to	“Z”’,	Complete	Works	IX,	A	Reply	to	‘Z’,	A	Letter	to	William	
Gifford,	Liber	Amoris,	Characteristics,	&c.,	ed.	by	P.	P.	Howe	(London,	J.	M.	Dent	and	
Sons,	Ltd.,	1932),	pp.	3-10	(p.	8).	See	also	Maclean,	p.	390	and	Wu,	pp.	254-59.	
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ruse	to	conceal	the	truth.	As	Tooke	wrote:	‘Truth,	in	my	opinion,	has	been	
improperly	imagined	at	the	bottom	of	a	well;	it	lies	much	nearer	to	the	surface,	
though	buried	indeed	at	present	under	mountains	of	learned	rubbish.’547	This	was	
not	merely	an	academic	argument;	Tooke	saw	close	verbal	reasoning,	using	plain	
English,	as	essential	if	ordinary	people	were	to	successfully	defend	themselves	
against	injustice,	as	‘words	without	meaning,	or	of	equivocal	meanings,	are	the	
everlasting	engines	of	fraud	and	injustice.’548	Hazlitt’s	essay	on	Tooke	in	The	Spirit	of	
the	Age	(1825),	though	hedged	with	reservations	about	Tooke’s	limitations,	
demonstrates	his	regard	for	Tooke’s	ability	to	perceive	the	underlying	truth:	‘There	
is	a	web	of	old	associations	wound	round	language,	that	is	a	kind	of	veil	over	its	
natural	features;	and	custom	puts	on	the	mask	of	ignorance.	But	this	veil,	this	mask	
[Tooke]	threw	aside,	and	penetrated	to	the	naked	truth	of	things.’549	Hazlitt	was	
coming	to	see	the	‘charm’	of	language	as	a	tool	of	oppression,	which	sometimes	
required	a	‘hard,	unbending,	concrete,	physical,	half-savage’	person	such	as	Tooke	to	
strip	it	from	the	‘clothing	of	habit	or	sentiment,	or	the	disguises	of	doting	
pedantry.’550		
																																																						
547	John	Horne	Tooke,	Diversions	of	Purley,	Part	I,	p.	15,	cited	in	Susan	Manly,	
Language,	Custom,	and	Nation	in	the	1790s:	Locke,	Tooke,	Wordsworth,	Edgeworth	
(Aldershot:	Ashgate,	2007),	p.	49.	
	
548	John	Horne	Tooke,	Diversions	of	Purley,	Part	I,	pp.	103-4,	cited	in	Manly,	p.	13.	
	
549	Hazlitt,	‘The	Spirit	of	the	Age:	The	Late	Mr	Horne	Tooke’,	Selected	Writings	VII,	
114-23	(p.	120).	Hazlitt’s	description	of	Tooke	is	in	many	ways	also	a	self-portrait;	
he	describes	with	admiration	Tooke’s	ability	to	argue	effectively	on	both	sides	of	any	
question,	and	to	shock	others’	prejudices.	Hazlitt	was	an	early	admirer	of	Tooke	and	
incorporated	many	of	Tooke’s	ideas	about	language	in	his	own	New	and	Improved	
Grammar	of	the	English	Language	(1809).	
	
550	Hazlitt,	‘The	Spirit	of	the	Age:	The	Late	Mr	Horne	Tooke’,	Selected	Writings	VII,	
120.	
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In	this	essay,	Hazlitt	adopts	Wordsworth’s	rather	than	Coleridge’s	approach	
to	language.	Wordsworth	believed	that	the	best	language	for	poetry	was	‘language	
really	used	by	men’,	particularly	those	involved	in	rural	occupations.	Coleridge’s	
view,	by	contrast,	was	that	to	avoid	ambiguity,	language	must	be	precise,	and,	
particularly	in	poetry,	needed	to	be	protected	by	the	educated	from	corruption.	
Their	dispute	arose	from	Wordsworth’s	Preface	and	Essay	supplementing	the	
second	and	subsequent	editions	of	Lyrical	Ballads	(1800	and	1802).	In	the	Preface,	
Wordsworth	states	that	his	poems	are	about	‘incidents	and	situations	from	common	
life’,	and	are	‘described,	as	far	as	was	possible,	in	a	selection	of	language	really	used	
by	men.’	Such	language,	Wordsworth	claims:	
Is	a	more	permanent,	and	a	far	more	philosophical	language,	than	that	which	
is	frequently	substituted	for	it	by	Poets,	who	think	that	they	are	conferring	
honour	upon	themselves	and	their	art,	in	proportion	as	they	separate	
themselves	from	the	sympathies	of	men,	and	indulge	in	arbitrary	and	
capricious	habits	of	expression,	in	order	to	furnish	food	for	fickle	tastes,	and	
fickle	appetites,	of	their	own	creation.551			
Coleridge’s	contrasting	views	on	the	subject	are	set	out	in	detail	in	Biographia	
Literaria,	(1817)	in	which	he	defines	‘blameless	style’	as	‘untranslatebleness	in	words	
of	the	same	language	without	injury	to	the	meaning’.	He	continues:		
Be	it	observed,	however,	that	I	include	in	the	meaning	of	a	word	not	only	its	
correspondent	object,	but	likewise	all	the	associations	which	it	recalls.	[…]	I	
believe	not	only	from	grounds	of	reason,	but	from	[…]	actual	though	limited	
experience,	that	to	a	youth	led	from	his	first	boyhood	to	investigate	the	
																																																						
551	Wordsworth,	Preface	to	Lyrical	Ballads	(1802),	in	Lyrical	Ballads,	ed.	by	Michael	
Mason.	pp.	55-87	(pp.	59-61).	
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meaning	of	every	word	and	the	reason	of	its	choice	and	position,	Logic	
presents	itself	as	an	old	acquaintance	under	new	names.552		
In	his	poetical	criticism,	Hazlitt	consistently	favoured	Wordsworth’s	use	of	simple	
everyday	language	over	‘poetic	language’,	denying	that	it	was	unsuited	to	elevated	
themes.	As	he	put	it:	‘The	extreme	simplicity	which	some	persons	have	objected	to	
Mr.	Wordsworth's	poetry,	is	to	be	found	only	in	the	subject	and	the	style:	the	
sentiments	are	subtle	and	profound.’553	Hazlitt	saw	Wordsworth’s	‘popular,	
inartificial	style’	as	having	got	rid	of	‘all	the	trappings	of	verse,	[…]	all	the	high	places	
of	poetry	[…]	All	the	traditions	of	learning,	all	the	superstitions	of	age,	are	obliterated	
and	effaced.’554		
In	the	introductory	remarks	to	his	‘Lectures	on	the	Age	of	Elizabeth’	(1820),	
Hazlitt	outlines	another	argument	against	an	exclusively	Classical	education:	
One	cause	that	might	be	pointed	out	here,	as	having	contributed	to	the	long-
continued	neglect	of	our	earlier	writers,	lies	in	the	very	nature	of	our	
academic	institutions,	which	unavoidably	neutralizes	a	taste	for	the	
productions	of	native	genius,	estranges	the	mind	from	the	history	of	our	own	
literature,	and	makes	it	in	each	successive	age	like	a	book	sealed.	The	Greek	
and	Roman	classics	are	a	sort	of	privileged	text-books	[…],	in	a	University	
education,	and	leave	little	leisure	for	a	competent	acquaintance	with,	or	due	
																																																						
552	Coleridge,	Collected	Works	VII,	Biographia	Literaria,	II,	142.	
	
553		Hazlitt,	‘Observations	on	Mr	Wordsworth’s	poem	“The	Excursion”:	The	Same	
Subject	Continued’	(1817),	Selected	Writings	II,	121-25	(p.	121).		
	
554		Hazlitt,	‘The	Spirit	of	the	Age:	Mr	Wordsworth’,	Selected	Writings	VII,	161-69	(p.	
162).			
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admiration	of,	a	whole	host	of	able	writers	of	our	own,	who	are	suffered	to	
moulder	in	obscurity	on	the	shelves	of	our	libraries.555			
In	Hazlitt’s	view,	this	focus	on	the	Classics	in	the	universities	had	resulted	in	an	
unnatural	separation	between	the	‘learned	professors’	and	‘the	reading	public’,	with	
the	result	that,	with	a	few	exceptions,	English	writers	did	not	receive	the	attention	
they	deserved,	as	‘pedantry	has	combined	with	ignorance	to	cancel	their	unsatisfied	
claims.’556		
	 Another	drawback	of	Classical	education	that	Hazlitt	identified	was	the	
unthinking	use	of	a	Roman	style	of	rhetoric	by	contemporary	politicians.	Discussing	
Cicero	in	one	of	his	conversations	with	James	Northcote,	Hazlitt	comments:	‘I	see	
that	Canning	borrowed	his	tautology	from	Cicero,	who	runs	on	with	such	
expressions	as	‘I	will	bear,	I	will	suffer,	I	will	endure	any	extremity’.	This	is	bad	
enough	in	the	original:	it	is	inexcusable	in	the	copy.’557	Hazlitt	rejected	the	often-
made	comparison	between	Cicero	and	Burke,	pointing	out	what	he	saw	as	Burke’s	
superiority:	
Burke	has	been	compared	to	Cicero,	I	do	not	know	for	what	reason.	Their	
excellences	are	as	different,	and	indeed	as	opposite,	as	they	well	can	be.	
Burke	had	not	the	polished	elegance;	the	glossy	neatness,	the	artful	
																																																						
555	Hazlitt,	‘Lectures	on	the	Age	of	Elizabeth:	General	View	of	the	Subject’,	Selected	
Writings	V,	Lectures	on	the	English	Comic	Writers;	Lectures	on	the	Dramatic	Literature	
of	the	age	of	Elizabeth;	A	Letter	to	William	Gifford,	Esq.,	ed.	by	Duncan	Wu	(London:	
Pickering	&	Chatto,	1998),	159-74	(p.	163).		
	
556	Hazlitt,	‘Lectures	on	the	Age	of	Elizabeth:	General	View	of	the	Subject’,	p.	163.	
	
557	Hazlitt,	‘Conversations	with	Northcote:	Conversation	the	Twenty-First’	(1830),	
Complete	Works	XI,	The	Spirit	of	the	Age	and	Conversations	of	James	Northcote,	Esq.,	
R.A.,	ed	by	P.	P.	Howe	(London:	J.	M.	Dent	and	Sons,	Ltd.,	1932),	309-16	(p.	316).	
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regularity,	the	exquisite	modulation	of	Cicero:	he	had	a	thousand	times	more	
richness	and	originality	of	mind,	more	strength	and	pomp	of	diction.558		
Hazlitt	also	deplored	the	tendency	of	Classically	educated	writers	to	rely	too	
much	on	the	Greek	and	Latin	authors	whose	works	they	had	learned	by	rote	at	
school.		Stephen	Cheeke	points	out	that	this	was	a	charge	Hazlitt	made	against	Byron	
in	particular,	Hazlitt	claiming	that	Byron’s	writing	was	‘a	tissue	of	superb	common-
places;	even	his	paradoxes	are	common-place.	They	are	familiar	in	the	schools.’559	As	
Cheeke	comments:	‘the	repeated	charge	of	producing	“common-places”	is	partly	
directed	at	Byron’s	ability	to	draw	upon	a	stock	of	classical	quotations,	allusions,	tags	
and	mottoes	available	to	him	as	a	result	of	his	liberal	education	at	Harrow.’560	This	
echoes	a	charge	made	against	classical	education	by	Locke	in	Some	Thoughts	
Concerning	Education:	
Languages	are	to	be	learn’d	only	by	reading,	and	talking,	and	not	by	scraps	of	
Authors	got	by	heart;	which	when	a	Man’s	Head	is	stuff’d	with,	he	has	got	the	
just	Furniture	of	a	Pedant,	and	’tis	the	ready	way	to	make	him	one;	than	
which	nothing	is	less	becoming	a	Gentleman.	For	what	can	be	more	
ridiculous,	than	to	mix	the	rich	and	handsome	Thoughts	and	Sayings	of	
others,	with	a	deal	of	poor	Stuff	of	his	own;	which	is	thereby	the	more	
exposed.561				
																																																						
558	Hazlitt,	‘Conversations	with	Northcote:	Conversation	the	Twenty-First’	(1830),	
Complete	Works	XI,	312.	
	
559	Hazlitt,	‘The	Spirit	of	the	Age:	Lord	Byron’,	Selected	Writings	VII,	134-142	(p.	141).	
	
560	Stephen	Cheeke,	‘Byron	and	the	Horation	Commonplace’	in	The	Byron	Journal,	
Volume	36:1	(2008),	5-17,	(p.	5).		
	
561	Locke,	Some	Thoughts	Concerning	Education,	p.	231.	
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Locke	is	in	turn	echoing	the	view	expressed	by	both	Castiglione	in	The	Book	of	the	
Courtier	(1528)	and	by	Montaigne	in	his	Essais	(1580)	that,	whilst	knowledge	of	the	
Classical	languages	is	an	essential	accomplishment,	pedantry	is	unbecoming	to	a	
gentleman.	Hazlitt’s	argument	against	Byron	is,	of	course,	undermined	a	little	by	his	
own	liberal	use	of	quotations	in	his	essays,	mostly	from	English	authors,	and	often	
misquoted	from	memory.	
The	education	of	Hazlitt’s	son	
Whatever	Hazlitt’s	misgivings	about	Classical	education,	it	would	have	been	
his	preference	for	his	son’s	education.	His	only	surviving	son,	William,	was	brought	
up	by	his	first	wife	following	their	divorce,	though	Hazlitt,	with	help	from	his	second	
wife,	partly	funded	his	education,	and	took	a	close	interest	in	his	progress.	Up	to	the	
age	of	twelve,	he	attended	Dawson’s	School	in	London,	where	his	cousin,	also	called	
William	Hazlitt,	was	already	a	pupil,	and	is	recorded	as	taking	lessons	in	Latin	
grammar,	taught	by	Charles	Lamb’s	sister	Mary.562			
Hazlitt	wanted	his	son	to	go	on	to	Charterhouse	School;	as	he	told	James	
Northcote:	‘I	thought	of	the	Charter-House,	if	I	could	compass	it.	I	liked	those	old	
established	places	where	learning	grew	over	hundreds	of	years,	better	than	any	
new-fangled	experiments	or	modern	seminaries.’563	(This	is	ironic,	as	Charterhouse	
																																																						
562	Perceval	Presland	Howe,	The	Life	of	William	Hazlitt,	(London:	Martin	Secker,	
1928),	p.	327.	
	
563	Baker,	p.	120;	‘Conversations	with	Northcote:	Conversation	the	Ninth’	(1830),	
Complete	Works	XI,	234-42	(p.	237).	Charterhouse	was	in	vogue	at	this	time,	having	
adopted	Andrew	Bell’s	methods	of	teaching	under	its	dynamic	young	headmaster,	
the	Rev	John	Russell,	who	took	up	his	post	at	the	age	of	twenty-four.	Under	Russell,	
pupil	numbers	rose	rapidly	after	the	introduction	of	Bell’s	system	in	1811,	from	
under	100	to	238	by	1818,	and	480	by	1825.	See	Ben	Weinreb	and	Christopher	
Hibbert	(eds.)	The	London	Encyclopaedia	(London:	Macmillan,	1983),	p.	142.	
Godwin’s	son	studied	at	Charterhouse	for	three	years,	and	as	mentioned	in	Chapter	
two,	Wordsworth	wanted	his	two	sons	to	attend	the	school.		
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had	itself	recently	adopted	the	‘new-fangled’	teaching	methods	of	Bell’s	Madras	
system,	but	Hazlitt	was	probably	unaware	of	this).	Hazlitt’s	opposition	to	‘modern	
seminaries’	may	have	stemmed	from	his	own	abortive	education	at	Hackney	New	
College,	but	was	also	part	of	his	wider	opposition	to	the	Utilitarian	ideas	of	such	
educational	reformers	as	Jeremy	Bentham	and	Henry	Brougham.	In	the	event,	
Hazlitt’s	son	went	to	a	boarding	school	in	Tavistock,	Devon,	run	by	an	Anglican	
clergyman,	probably	so	that	he	could	be	near	his	mother	and	grandmother.	A	
Dissenting	Academy	might	have	provided	a	broader-based	education,	but	Hazlitt	
may	have	seen	such	an	education	as	disadvantageous	in	‘worldly’	terms,	and	along	
with	his	distaste	for	the	narrowness	of	dissenting	communities,	his	own	educational	
experience	at	Hackney	was	not	encouraging.	Moreover,	the	Dissenting	Academies	
were	by	this	time	entering	a	long	period	of	decline,	and	the	choice	of	school	may	in	
any	case	have	been	outside	Hazlitt’s	control.	
In	a	letter	to	his	son	when	he	was	about	to	go	to	boarding	school,	later	
published	in	a	shortened	form	as	‘On	the	Conduct	of	Life,	Or,	Advice	to	a	Schoolboy’	
(1825),	Hazlitt	sets	out	what	he	perceives	to	be	the	best	education,	together	with	
hints	about	behaviour.564	This	letter	is	perhaps	the	fullest	statement	of	Hazlitt’s	
mature	views	on	education,	and	draws,	poignantly,	on	his	own	experiences	and	
regrets.	Given	the	context,	it	can	also	be	seen	as	being	meant	to	be	taken	literally,	
rather	than	as	a	rhetorical	exercise.		Along	with	the	‘valuable	social	skills’	of	French	
																																																						
564	The	letter	is	given	in	full	in	Letters,	pp.	216-36.	The	essay	‘On	the	Conduct	of	Life;	
Or,	Advice	to	a	Schoolboy’	was	published	in	the	French	edition	of	The	Round	Table	in	
1825	(Hazlitt,	Complete	Works	XVII,	86-100),	but	was	unpublished	in	Britain	during	
Hazlitt’s	lifetime.	(See	Hazlitt,	Letters,	p.	216	n1).	Hazlitt’s	son	was	at	this	time,	by	all	
accounts,	and	by	Hazlitt’s	own	admission,	thoroughly	spoilt	and	had	appalling	
manners.	He	was,	for	example,	described	by	Keats	as	‘that	little	Nero’:	Selected	
Letters	of	John	Keats,	ed.	by	Robert	Gittings,	(Oxford:	Oxford	University	Press,	1970,	
reprinted	1982),	p.	211.	
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and	dancing,	Hazlitt	suggests	that	his	son	learns	Latin,	as	‘I	learnt	it	myself,	and	I	
would	not	have	you	without	any	of	the	advantages	or	sources	of	knowledge	that	I	
possessed	-	it	would	be	a	bar	of	separation	between	us	-	and	secondly,	because	there	
is	an	atmosphere	round	this	sort	of	classical	ground,	to	which	that	of	actual	life	is	
gross	and	vulgar.’565	Hazlitt	goes	on	to	quote	further	conventional	arguments	in	
favour	of	learning	the	Classics	which	he	had	outlined	in	‘On	Classical	Education’	and	
‘Observations	on	Mr	Wordsworth’s	Poem	“The	Excursion”’.	As	was	the	case	with	
Wordsworth,	Hazlitt’s	wish	to	see	his	son	succeed	in	life	was	in	some	ways	at	odds	
with	his	theoretical	views	about	the	value	of	education;	here	he	seems	to	be	lapsing	
into	truism	and	conventional	thinking	in	attempting	to	guide	his	son.	
Balancing	the	arguments	in	favour	of	a	Classical	education,	Hazlitt	warns	
about	the	dangers	of	becoming	only	a	scholar,	which	he	had	identified	in	‘On	the	
Ignorance	of	the	Learned’:	
There	is	one	almost	certain	drawback	on	a	course	of	scholastic	study,	that	it	
unfits	men	for	active	life.	[…]	We	must	think	again	before	we	determine,	and	
thus	the	opportunity	of	action	is	lost.	While	we	are	considering	the	very	best	
possible	mode	of	gaining	an	object,	we	find	that	it	has	slipped	through	our	
fingers,	or	that	others	have	laid	rude,	fearless	hands	upon	it.	[…]	It	is	the	vice	
																																																						
565	Hazlitt,	‘On	the	Conduct	of	Life;	Or,	Advice	to	a	Schoolboy’,	Complete	Works	XVII,	
91.	Baker	suggests	that	Hazlitt	had	allowed	his	own	schoolboy	Latin	and	Greek	to	
fade;	‘As	it	was,	he	remembered	only	enough	Latin	to	cite	a	few	tags	and	deplore	
Cicero’s	effect	on	English	style;	of	the	Greek	and	Hebrew	prescribed	for	him	at	
Hackney	not	a	trace	remained.’	(Baker,	p.	119).	Baker’s	slightly	tenuous	source	for	
this	suggestion	is	a	brief	section	in	one	of	Hazlitt’s	conversations	with	Northcote	
(Complete	Works	XI,	316),	where	Hazlitt	deplores	Canning’s	use	of	a	Ciceronian	
rhetorical	style.	However,	it	is	clear	from	other	evidence	that	Hazlitt’s	Greek,	at	least,	
had	deteriorated;	for	example,	he	writes	of	trying	to	read	Plato’s	Dialogues	in	
Thomas	Taylor’s	translation;	see	‘On	Reading	New	Books’	(1827),	Complete	Works	
XVII,	200-211	(p.	203&n).	
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of	scholars	to	suppose	that	there	is	no	knowledge	of	the	world	but	that	of	
books.	Do	you	avoid	it,	I	conjure	you;	and	thereby	save	yourself	the	pain	and	
mortification	that	must	otherwise	ensue	from	finding	out	your	mistake	
continually!566	
Perhaps	inevitably,	much	of	this	well-meant	advice	went	unheeded,	and	Hazlitt’s	
son,	having,	to	his	father’s	dismay,	set	his	heart	on	being	a	professional	singer,	found	
it	difficult	to	settle	to	a	career	when	this	ambition	failed;	he	finally	settled	to	a	
permanent	job	at	the	age	of	forty-three.567		
Conclusion	
In	general	terms,	Hazlitt’s	opinions	on	education	reflect,	albeit	with	
considerable	reservations,	the	contemporary	‘progressive’	view,	developed	from	
Milton,	Locke,	Rousseau	and	Edgeworth,	that	more	is	learnt	if	learning	is	made	
enjoyable,	and	that	the	development	of	a	child’s	character	and	manners	is	more	
important	than	mere	‘book-learning’.		Hazlitt	was	ambivalent	about	the	value	of	
Classical	education.	He	saw	it	as	giving	a	broader	view	of	life	and	providing	an	
abstract	standard	of	‘good’	divorced	from	transient	values	and	fashions.	Against	this,	
he	believed	that	it	often	led	to	pedantry	in	its	worst	form,	providing	only	a	narrow,	
sterile	and	self-contained	knowledge,	which	prevented	an	individual	from	
experiencing	anything	at	first	hand.	Only	the	very	best	scholars	could	transcend	such	
pedantry,	by	combining	knowledge	with	learning.	As	Hazlitt	puts	it	in	his	late	essay	
‘The	Shyness	of	Scholars’	(1827):	‘the	most	enlightened	and	accomplished	scholars	
																																																						
566	Hazlitt,	‘On	the	Conduct	of	Life;	Or,	Advice	to	a	Schoolboy’	Complete	Works	XVII,	
93-4.		
	
567	See	Oxford	Dictionary	of	National	Biography,	‘Hazlitt,	William	(1811-1893)’,	by	
Margaret	Lesser.	<https://doi.org/10.1093/ref:odnb/98381>	[Accessed	3	
January	2017].	
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will	be	less	likely	to	be	humbled	or	put	to	the	blush	by	the	display	of	common	sense	
or	native	talent,	than	the	more	ignorant,	self-sufficient	and	pedantic	among	the	
learned.’568	Furthermore,	the	almost	exclusive	focus	on	Classical	authors	at	grammar	
schools	and	the	Universities	had	led	to	the	neglect	of	native	authors,	and	to	what	
Hazlitt	(despite	his	own	reliance	on	Classical	forms	of	rhetoric)	saw	as	the	
inappropriate	use	of	Roman	rhetoric	in	British	politics,	and	an	over-dependence	on	
Classical	authors	by	contemporary	writers.	More	seriously,	learned	and	legalistic	
jargon,	derived	from	the	Classical	languages,	had	become	a	weapon	used	by	the	
authorities	to	confuse	and	subdue	the	populace.		
Despite	all	these	serious	reservations,	Hazlitt,	whilst	by	no	means	a	Classical	
scholar,	retained	a	‘romantic’	attachment	to	the	Classics	throughout	his	life,	as	a	
means	of	raising	the	mind	above	the	vulgar	and	commonplace.	Perhaps		
because	of	this	attachment,	and	despite	his	later	view	that	education	should	be	made	
pleasurable,	Hazlitt	maintained	a	deep-seated,	almost	snobbish,	opposition	to	‘new-
fangled’	education,	in	particular	to	anything	connected	with	‘useful’	knowledge.	He	
was,	indeed,	sceptical	about	the	benefits	of	any	sort	of	State-funded	mass	education	
beyond	the	most	elementary,	either	for	individuals	or	for	society.	This	scepticism	is	
perhaps	at	odds	with	Hazlitt’s	current	image	as	a	radical,	progressive	thinker,	and	
indeed	is	closer	to	what	is	generally	seen	as	the	reactionary	attitude	to	such	
Utilitarian	education	of	Wordsworth,	Southey	and	Coleridge.		
Hazlitt’s	scepticism	arose,	of	course,	from	different	motivations.	Wordsworth,	
Southey	and	Coleridge,	and	later	De	Quincey,	from	their	conservative	viewpoints,	
feared	that	an	‘unsuitably’	educated	working	class	would	be	easily	radicalized,	
whereas	Hazlitt	feared	that	mass	education	would	become	a	tool	of	oppression	and	
																																																						
568	Hazlitt,	‘The	Shyness	of	Scholars’,	Complete	Works	XVII,	254-64	(p.	259).	
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would	erode	the	common	sense	and	ready	wit	of	the	uneducated.	By	consistently	
opposing	all	schemes	of	mass	education,	Hazlitt	avoided	the	dilemma,	in	which	
Wordsworth,	Coleridge	and	Southey	placed	themselves,	of	having	to	decide	what	
mode	and	level	of	education	was	appropriate	for	the	lower	classes.	Hazlitt	could,	of	
course,	be	accused	of	unwittingly	helping	to	leave	the	common	people	in	ignorance	
by	opposing	any	specific	proposals	to	improve	their	education.	In	turn,	once	they	
had	become	disillusioned	with	Bell’s	Madras	system,	both	Wordsworth	and	
Coleridge	came	to	share	Hazlitt’s	long-standing	distrust	of	‘systems	of	education’	as	a	
panacea	for	the	nation’s	ills.	
	
Chapter	Five:	De	Quincey	
In	this	chapter	I	look	at	De	Quincey’s	education,	in	particular	at	Manchester	
Grammar	School	and	Oxford	University,	and	consider	how	his	ideas	on	education	
were	shaped	by	his	experiences	there.	The	chapter	goes	on	to	examine	De	Quincey’s	
growing	concerns	about,	firstly,	the	politically	de-stabilising	effects	of	mass	
education,	and	secondly,	the	possible	degeneration	of	the	English	language	arising	
from	mass	literacy.	It	outlines	De	Quincey’s	ideological	opposition	to	State-provided	
or	compulsory	education,	and	the	education	of	his	own	children.	
De	Quincey’s	early	education	
De	Quincey’s	education	was	erratic	and	interrupted	several	times,	partly	
through	his	own	choice,	partly	through	changes	in	family	circumstances.	In	
particular,	De	Quincey	believed	that	the	actions,	however	well-intentioned,	of	the	
four	guardians	appointed	after	his	father’s	death	to	look	after	his	interests,	had	often	
caused	him	to	lose	out	financially.	He	cites	as	an	example	the	sale	of	his	father’s	
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house	and	grounds	for	£1,500	when	‘by	waiting	a	few	years,	four	times	that	sum	
might	have	been	obtained	with	ease.’569	
De	Quincey’s	father	was	a	successful	West	Indies	merchant,	who	had	retired	
from	business	and	established	himself	as	a	landed	gentleman	in	rural	Lancashire.	
According	to	De	Quincey,	his	father	and	his	friends,	relatively	uneducated	
themselves,	had	a	disproportionate	respect	for	scholarly	learning.	As	De	Quincey	put	
it,	in	words	similar	to	those	used	by	Hazlitt	in	such	essays	as	‘The	Ignorance	of	the	
Learned’	(see	Chapter	four):	
[T]he	reverence	they	paid	to	learning,	to	scholastic	erudition,	I	mean,	was	
disproportionate	and	excessive.	Not	having	had	a	college	education	
themselves	[they]	looked	up	with	too	much	admiration	to	those	who	had;	
ascribing	to	them	[…]	a	superiority	greatly	beyond	the	fact,	and	not	[…]	
discerning	that	too	often	the	scholar	had	become	dull	and	comatose	over	his	
books;	whilst	the	activity	of	trade,	and	the	strife	of	practical	business,	had	
sharpened	their	own	judgments.570	
Like	Coleridge	and	Hazlitt,	De	Quincey	was	a	solitary	child	with	few	friends.	As	he	
describes	his	childhood:	‘I	never	played	in	my	life	[…]	I	had	no	companion	but	an	
elder	brother;	and	he,	being	five	years	older	[…]	naturally	enough	disdained	me.	I,	
again,	on	the	same	principle,	neglected	my	next	brother.’571	Moreover,	as	the	family	
																																																						
569	De	Quincey,	‘Sketches	of	Life	and	Manners,	from	the	Autobiography	of	an	English	
Opium-Eater’,	Works	X,	Articles	from	Tait's	Edinburgh	Magazine,	1834-8,	ed.	by	Alina	
Clej	(London:	Pickering	&	Chatto,	2003),	pp.	3-233	(p.	15).	
	
570	De	Quincey,	‘Sketches	of	Life	and	Manners,	from	the	Autobiography	of	an	English	
Opium-Eater’,	pp.	9-10.	
	
571	De	Quincey,	‘Sketches	of	Life	and	Manners,	from	the	Autobiography	of	an	English	
Opium-Eater’,	p.	11.	
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home	was	in	the	countryside,	with	no	near	neighbours,	De	Quincey	was	‘left	to	
myself;	no	creature	had	I	to	converse	with,	[…]	I	[became]	a	self-dialogist.’572	
When	De	Quincey	was	seven,	his	father	died	and	De	Quincey’s	mother	moved	
the	family	to	Bath,	where	De	Quincey	was	sent	to	the	local	Grammar	School.	By	his	
own	account,	De	Quincey	was	something	of	a	child	prodigy:	‘At	thirteen	I	wrote	
Greek	with	ease;	and	at	fifteen	my	command	of	that	language	was	so	great,	that	I	not	
only	composed	Greek	verses	in	lyric	metres,	but	could	converse	in	Greek	fluently.’	
One	of	the	masters	at	Bath	Grammar	School,	pointing	out	De	Quincey	to	a	stranger,	
remarked	‘“that	boy	could	harangue	an	Athenian	mob,	better	than	you	or	I	could	
address	an	English	one.”’573	After	his	promising	beginning,	De	Quincey	was	involved	
in	an	accident,	resulting	in	a	head	injury.	Once	he	had	recovered,	he	expected	to	
return	to	Bath	Grammar	School.	Indeed,	according	to	De	Quincey,	the	headmaster	
and	the	father	of	a	fellow	pupil	visited	his	mother	to	persuade	her	to	return	him	to	
the	school	on	the	basis	of	his	good	performance	there.	This,	however,	had	the	
opposite	of	the	desired	effect:	‘[I]t	illustrates	my	mother’s	sincere	moral	severity,	
that	she	was	shocked	at	my	hearing	compliments	to	my	own	merits,	and	was	
altogether	disturbed	at	what	doubtless	these	gentlemen	expected	to	see	received	
with	maternal	pride.’574	De	Quincey	was	instead	transferred	to	Wingfield	(Winkfield)	
School	in	Wiltshire,	a	private	school	‘of	which	the	recommendation	lay	in	the	
																																																						
572	De	Quincey,	‘Sketches	of	Life	and	Manners,	from	the	Autobiography	of	an	English	
Opium-Eater’,	p.	11.	
	
573	De	Quincey,	‘Confessions	of	an	English	Opium-Eater	(1821)’,	Works	II,	Confessions	
of	an	English	Opium-Eater	1821-1856,	ed.	by	Grevel	Lindop	(London:	Pickering	&	
Chatto,	2000),	1-86	(p.	14).	
	
574	De	Quincey,	‘Sketches	of	Life	and	Manners,	from	the	Autobiography	of	an	English	
Opium-Eater’,	p.	17.	
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religious	character	of	the	master.’575	De	Quincey	regarded	Wingfield	as	greatly	
inferior	to	Bath	Grammar	School,	and	described	the	headmaster	as	a	‘blockhead,	who	
was	in	a	perpetual	panic,	lest	I	should	expose	his	ignorance.’576	De	Quincey	was	at	
Wingfield	for	one	year,	and	on	leaving	the	school	at	the	age	of	fifteen,	was,	following	
a	short	stay	with	relatives	in	Ireland,	moved	to	Manchester	Grammar	School.	The	
intention	was	that	he	would	prepare	for	a	scholarship	to	Brasenose	College,	Oxford,	
with	which	Manchester	Grammar	School	had	links.	(The	choice	of	Manchester	
Grammar	School	was	probably	made	because	De	Quincey’s	guardians	lived	in	the	
area.)577	
De	Quincey’s	first	reaction	to	Manchester	Grammar	School	was	
disappointment	at	its	lack	of	decoration	or	ornament:	‘The	school-room	showed	
already	in	its	ample	proportions	some	hint	of	its	pretensions	as	an	endowed	school	
[…].	[T]he	dreary	expanse	of	white-washed	walls	[…]	were	as	bare	as	the	walls	of	a	
poor-house	or	a	lazaretto.’578	At	Manchester,	De	Quincey	was	quickly	identified	as	a	
gifted	pupil	and	placed	in	the	highest	class	in	the	school,	and	was	also	allowed	his	
own	study-bedroom	in	the	headmaster’s	house.579	De	Quincey	regarded	this	privacy	
as	a	mixed	blessing.	By	nature	an	introverted	and	very	private	person,	in	retrospect	
he	saw	this	separation	from	his	schoolmates	as	encouraging	the	early	solitary	habits	
																																																						
575	De	Quincey,	‘Sketches	of	Life	and	Manners,	from	the	Autobiography	of	an	English	
Opium-Eater’,	p.	17.	
	
576	De	Quincey,	‘Confessions	of	an	English	Opium-Eater	(1821)’,	p.	14.	
	
577	Grevel	Lindop,	The	Opium-Eater:	A	Life	of	Thomas	De	Quincey	(London:	
Weidenfield	&	Nicholson,	1993),	p.	46.		
	
578	De	Quincey,	‘Confessions	of	an	English	Opium-Eater	(1856)’,	p.	120.	
	
579	Lindop,	p.	47.	
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which	persisted	throughout	his	life.	De	Quincey	traced	his	wish	for	solitude	to	the	
deaths	in	early	childhood	of	his	two	sisters,	which	he	believed	had	given	him	a	
prematurely	sombre	outlook	on	life.	It	is	worth	noting,	however,	that	his	younger	
brother	(Richard,	nicknamed	‘Pink’)	was	also	of	solitary	habits:	‘from	the	time	he	had	
reached	his	eleventh	birthday,	he	had	begun	already	to	withdraw	himself	from	the	
society	of	all	other	boys	-	to	fall	into	long	fits	of	abstraction	-	and	to	throw	himself	
upon	his	own	resources	in	a	way	neither	usual	nor	necessary.’580	
The	headmaster	of	Manchester	Grammar	School,	unnamed	in	the	1821	
edition	of	the	Confessions	of	an	English	Opium-Eater,	is	described	by	De	Quincey	as	‘a	
sound,	well-built	scholar	but	[…]	coarse,	clumsy	and	inelegant.’581	A	slightly	more	
sympathetic	portrait	is	given	of	the	headmaster,	now	named	as	Mr	Lawson,	in	the	
1856	edition	of	the	Confessions.	Lawson	was,	in	De	Quincey’s	words,	a	man	‘for	
whom	life	was	over,	for	its	hopes	and	trials.’	Lawson’s	disillusion	with	life	had,	
according	to	De	Quincey,	two	sources.	Firstly	Lawson	‘had	been	obliged	to	witness	
the	final	prostration	of	his	[the	Whig]	political	party’	and	secondly,	‘he	had	been	
jilted	and	with	circumstances	(so	I	have	heard)	of	cruel	scorn.’582	Notwithstanding	
these	drawbacks,	De	Quincey	concluded	that	the	school	was,	on	the	whole,	
‘honourable	both	to	the	masters	and	to	the	upper	boys’.583		
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De	Quincey	was	particularly	impressed	by	the	fact	that	‘all	punishments,	that	
appealed	to	any	sense	of	bodily	pain,	had	fallen	into	disuse	[…]	long	before	any	
public	agitation	had	begun	to	stir	in	that	direction.’	How,	then,	he	asked	rhetorically,	
was	discipline	maintained?	He	responded	that	it	‘was	maintained	through	the	self-
discipline	of	the	senior	boys,	and	through	the	efficacy	of	their	examples.’584	The	
senior	boys	were	all	lodged	in	the	headmaster’s	house,	and	were	thus	‘bound	
together	by	the	links	of	brotherhood’,	unlike	the	day-scholars	who	were	
‘disconnected’	from	the	school	and	each	other.	De	Quincey	also	believed	that	the	lack	
of	a	playground	in	the	upper	school,	although	a	defect	in	some	ways,	reinforced	the	
senior	boys’	authority;	had	they	played	with	the	younger	boys,	‘indiscriminate	
familiarity	would	have	followed	as	an	uncontrollable	result.’585		As	discussed	below,	
De	Quincey	believed	that	any	system	of	education	would	have	a	better	chance	of	
success	with	boarding	pupils	than	with	day-scholars,	because	the	latter	would	have,	
in	their	parents,	a	competing	authority	to	that	of	the	school.		
De	Quincey	was	impressed	by	his	schoolmates’	knowledge	of	both	Classical	
and	English	literature,	and	also	by	their	personal	qualities.		He	overcame	his	innate	
snobbery	to	conclude	that	although	‘the	parents	of	many	boys	were	artisans,	or	of	
that	rank	[and]	some	even	had	sisters	that	were	menial	servants’,	the	boys,	almost	
without	exception	Lancastrians	like	himself,	had	‘the	pre-eminence	as	regards	
energy,	power	to	face	suffering,	and	other	high	qualities.’586	For	a	time,	he	was	happy	
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at	the	school.		After	he	had	been	there	for	eighteen	months,	however,	two	factors	
caused	De	Quincey	to	wish	to	leave.	Firstly,	revisions	to	the	school’s	timetable	meant	
that	he	was	unable	to	take	the	exercise	he	believed	was	necessary	for	his	health	and,	
secondly,	a	misdiagnosed	liver	illness	resulted,	in	his	own	words,	in	‘profound	
melancholy.’587	The	medicine	prescribed	by	an	ignorant	doctor	made	his	condition	
deteriorate,	until	De	Quincey	felt	‘absolute	despair.’588		
De	Quincey	had	for	some	time	been	asking	his	main	guardian	for	permission	
to	leave	Manchester	Grammar	School	and	go	up	to	Oxford	a	year	early,	but	when	his	
guardian	refused,	De	Quincey	left	the	school	(in	his	own	words,	‘absconded’)	and	
walked	to	his	mother’s	house	in	Chester.	He	then	travelled	to	London	and	broke	off	
all	contact	with	his	family	and	guardians,	intending	to	remain	separated	from	them	
until	he	came	of	age	and	could	claim	his	inheritance.		
De	Quincey	at	Oxford	
Leaving	Manchester	Grammar	School	when	he	did	had	several	adverse	
consequences	for	De	Quincey,	and,	with	hindsight,	he	regarded	his	decision	to	leave	
as	the	‘fatal	error’	of	his	life.589		In	purely	financial	terms,	by	leaving	the	school	early,	
De	Quincey	forfeited	£50	a	year	for	up	to	seven	years,	which	Manchester	Grammar	
School	paid	to	ex-pupils	who	went	on	to	Brasenose	College.	To	make	matters	worse,	
his	annual	allowance	of	£150	was	subsequently	reduced	to	£100	because	of	his	
mother’s	financial	difficulties,	meaning	that	De	Quincey	had	only	£100	a	year	to	
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cover	all	his	expenses	whilst	at	Oxford.		In	Suspiria	de	Profundis	(1845)	De	Quincey	
claims	that	his	guardians	had	offered	to	make	him	an	allowance	of	£200	a	year	
whilst	he	was	a	student,	but	only	on	the	condition	that	he	studied	for	‘a	positive	and	
definite	[…]	profession.’	De	Quincey	states	that	he	refused	on	principle	to	accept	such	
a	condition	even	though	he	knew	that	‘no	law	existed,	nor	could	any	obligation	be	
created	[…]	by	which	I	could	be	compelled	into	keeping	my	engagement.’590	De	
Quincey	wanted	to	‘bear	my	future	course	untrammelled	by	promises	that	I	might	
repent.’591	As	discussed	in	Chapter	two,	Wordsworth	had	also	wished	to	study	at	
Cambridge	without	being	constrained	by	a	definite	choice	of	career,	and	effectively	
followed	his	own	interests	in	the	subjects	he	studied,	though	he	never	corrected	the	
implicit	understanding	of	his	relatives	that	he	would	become	a	clergyman	upon	
graduating.		
	 After	failing	to	obtain	a	place	at	Christ	Church,	De	Quincey	entered	Worcester	
College,	Oxford,	in	1803	as	a	‘commoner’	and	read	widely,	though,	as	had	
Wordsworth,	in	a	‘desultory’	and	unfocused	fashion.	As	Lindop	points	out,	Worcester	
College,	‘far	from	being	the	grandest	of	Oxford	colleges’,	had	a	reputation	for	lax	
discipline	and	was	also	one	of	the	few	at	Oxford	which	allowed	its	students	to	reside	
outside	the	city	for	the	majority	of	the	academic	year,	requiring	them	to	attend	for	
only	thirteen	weeks	a	year.	It	also	charged	the	lowest	rate	of	‘caution	money’	(a	
deposit	paid	in	advance	by	students	against	future	fines	and	unpaid	bills).	De	
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Quincey,	possibly	for	reasons	of	economy,	spent	most	of	his	time	after	his	first	year	
at	the	University	in	the	village	of	Littlemore.592		
Whilst	at	Oxford,	De	Quincey	was	struck	by	the	ignorance	of	his	fellow	
students	about	English	literature:	
At	Oxford,	pupils	from	most	schools	left	a	painful	memento	of	failure;	[…]	of	
wilful	and	intentional	disregard	[…]	in	relation	to	modern	literature	[…]	and	
[…]	a	special	neglect	of	our	own	English	literature.	To	myself,	whose	homage	
ascended	night	and	day	towards	the	altars	of	English	Poetry	or	Eloquence,	it	
was	shocking	and	revolting	to	find	in	high-minded	young	countrymen,	
burning	with	sensibility	that	sought	vainly	for	a	corresponding	object	and	
deep	unconsciousness	of	an	all-sufficient	object–	namely	that	great	
inheritance	of	our	literature.593		
To	address	this	failing,	De	Quincey	urged	the	teaching	of	English	literature	in	
schools,	suggesting	that	selections	‘from	Milton,	from	Dryden,	from	Pope	and	many	
other	writers	[…]	would	not	generally	transcend	the	intelligence	of	a	boy	of	sixteen	
or	seventeen	years	of	age.’594		
De	Quincey’s	lack	of	funds	whilst	at	Oxford	meant	that	he	was	unwilling	to	
take	part	in	social	activities,	as	he	would	not	have	been	able	to	reciprocate	others’	
hospitality,	and	this,	together	with	his	solitary	habits	and	choice	of	residence	away	
from	the	city,	reinforced	his	isolation	from	his	fellow	students.	In	De	Quincey’s	
words:	‘for	the	first	two	years	of	my	residence	in	Oxford,	I	compute	that	I	did	not	
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utter	one	hundred	words’,	whilst	his	first,	and	also	his	last,	conversation	with	his	
tutor	‘consisted	of	three	sentences,	two	of	which	fell	to	his	share,	one	to	mine.’595	
Despite	having	done	very	well	in	the	first	part	of	his	final	examinations,	De	Quincey	
suddenly	left	Oxford	in	May	1808	and	made	his	way	back	to	London.	The	precise	
reasons	for	this	decision	are	unclear;	Lindop	speculates	that	De	Quincey	may	have	
suffered	some	form	of	nervous	breakdown,	brought	on	by	excessive	use	of	opium.596		
Robert	Morrison	and	Frances	Wilson	both	suggest	that	De	Quincey	was	disconcerted	
by	a	last-minute	change	in	the	format	of	the	viva	voce	examination;	he	had	expected	
to	be	both	questioned,	and	to	answer,	in	Greek,	but	he	was	informed	just	before	the	
examination	that	he	would	be	questioned	in	Greek,	but	would	be	required	to	reply	in	
English.	This,	according	to	Wilson,	made	the	examiners	‘contemptible’	in	De	
Quincey’s	eyes.597	De	Quincey’s	name	remained	on	Worcester	College’s	books	until	
December	1810,	up	to	which	date	he	could	have	submitted	himself	for	re-
examination,	but	in	the	event	he	never	returned	to	Oxford.	
	 De	Quincey’s	own	experiences	at	Oxford	had	in	many	ways	been	
unsatisfactory;	indeed	he	states	in	his	Autobiographical	Sketches	that	he	‘owes	the	
University	nothing’.	598	De	Quincey	nevertheless	defended	the	University	against	the	
attacks	of	reformers	who	claimed	that	the	teaching	provided	was	of	a	poor	standard,	
that	the	Professorships	were	essentially	sinecures,	and	that	the	students	were	
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uncontrollable	and	drank	to	excess.	599	He	was	particularly	critical	of	comparisons	
between	Oxford	and	the	Scottish	universities,	pointing	out	that	in	the	latter,	many	
students	were	as	young	as	fourteen	and	thus	still	children,	whereas	the	vast	majority	
of	Oxford	students	were	at	least	eighteen	and	were	mostly	resident	in	the	University	
for	their	first	year	of	study.	De	Quincey	claimed	that	during	his	time	at	Oxford	he	
knew	of	only	one	student	who	was	younger	than	eighteen.600	
	
	
‘Education:	Instruction	of	Boys’	
A	useful	insight	into	De	Quincey’s	early	ideas	about	education	is	provided	by	
his	lengthy,	mostly	favourable,	two-part	review	of	Matthew	Davenport	Hill’s	book	
Plans	for	the	Government	and	Liberal	Instruction	of	Boys,	in	Large	Numbers,	Drawn	
From	Experience	(1822).	Hill’s	book	is	based	on	his	experiences	at	the	Hazelwood	
School,	Birmingham,	which	had	been	established	by	his	father,	Thomas	Wright	Hill,	
at	the	beginning	of	the	nineteenth	century.	Hill’s	Preface	states	that	the	purpose	of	
his	book	is	to	follow	the	example	set	by	the	Edgeworths,	by	accurately	recording	the	
results	of	an	experiment	in	education.601	De	Quincey	describes	Hill’s	book	as	‘the	
work	of	a	very	ingenious	man,	[which]	records	the	most	original	experiment	in	
Education	which	in	this	country	at	least	has	been	attempted	since	[…]	those	
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communicated	by	the	Edgeworths.’602	In	the	review	De	Quincey	defends	the	Madras	
system	against	claims	that,	firstly,	it	was	only	suitable	for	the	education	of	the	poor	
(‘[it]	has	been	adopted	in	some	of	the	great	classical	schools	of	the	kingdom’),	and	
that	secondly,	the	system	damaged	the	‘freedom	of	the	human	intellect’	by	
mechanising	the	process	of	learning	(as	both	Coleridge	and	Wordsworth	eventually	
came	to	believe).	De	Quincey	held	that,	because	it	‘works	itself’,	Bell’s	system	was	
able	to	‘neutralize	and	set	at	defiance	all	difference	of	ability	in	the	teachers	–	which	
previously	determined	the	success	of	[a]	school.’603	As	discussed	above,	De	Quincey	
believed	that	the	generally	effective	systems	in	operation	at	Manchester	Grammar	
School,	which	also	devolved	much	of	the	running	of	the	school	to	the	senior	boys,	
had	been	to	some	extent	undermined	by	the	character	of	the	headmaster.			
However,	De	Quincey	sees	Hill’s	system	as	going	much	further	than	Bell’s.	Not	
only	is	Hill’s	system,	like	Bell’s,	‘laudably	solicitous	for	the	fullest	and	most	accurate	
communication	of	knowledge’,	it	‘contemplates	the	whole	man	with	a	reference	to	
his	total	means	of	usefulness	and	happiness	in	life.’604	De	Quincey	argued	that	for	
such	a	‘whole	man’	system	to	be	fully	effective	‘the	whole	child	should	be	
surrendered	to	the	school;	ie	[…]	there	should	be	no	day-scholars.’	Otherwise,	he	
believed,	the	authority	of	the	school	would	always	be	open	to	challenge	by	the	rival	
authority	of	a	child’s	parents.605			
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Hill’s	system,	like	Bell’s,	devolved	discipline	to	the	boys,	and,	in	Hill’s	words,	
the	only	punishments	imposed	were	‘fines	and	imprisonment.	[presumably	the	latter	
refers	to	detention].	Impositions,	public	disgrace,	and	corporeal	pain,	have	been	for	
some	years	discarded	among	us.’606	De	Quincey	would	have	approved	of	such	a	
system	of	discipline,	as	he	had	seen	a	similar	system	working	well	at	Manchester	
Grammar	School.	De	Quincey	also	had	specific	personal	reasons	for	disapproving	of	
corporal	punishment	in	schools,	and	his	attitude	towards	it	provides	an	interesting	
contrast	to	the	relatively	relaxed	attitude	of	Coleridge	(see	Chapter	three).	De	
Quincey’s	younger	brother,	nicknamed	‘Pink’,	was	at	first	taught	by	a	clergyman	in	‘a	
very	sequestered	parsonage	in	a	northern	county’.	This	suited	his	brother	very	well;	
as	the	clergyman	was	‘learned,	quiet,	absorbed	in	his	studies	[…]	treating	my	brother	
in	all	points	as	a	companion:	whilst,	on	the	other	hand,	my	brother	was	not	the	
person	to	forget	the	respect	due	to	[…]	a	clergyman,	a	scholar,	and	his	own	
preceptor.’	Unfortunately,	his	guardians	for	some	reason	moved	him	from	the	
parsonage	and	placed	him	in	a	school	under	the	care	of	an	‘active,	bustling	man	of	
the	world’,	who	thought	that	‘physical	coercion	was	the	sole	engine	by	which	man	
could	be	managed’,	and	who	accordingly	‘beat	–	beat	brutally	–	kicked,	trampled	
upon’	his	pupils.	‘Sometimes	he	would	deliberately	speak	unclearly	to	the	timid,	
sensitive	boy	whom	he	intended	to	set	a	charge	of	disobedience.	“Sir,	if	you	please,	
what	was	it	that	you	said?”	“What	was	it	that	I	said?	What!	playing	upon	my	words?	
[…]	Strip,	sir;	strip	this	instant”.’607	De	Quincey’s	brother	ran	away	twice;	on	the	first	
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occasion	he	was	quickly	found	and	returned	to	the	school,	where	‘the	grim	tyrant	[…]	
repeated	his	brutalities	more	fiercely	than	before	–	now	acting	in	the	double	spirit	of	
tyranny	and	revenge.’608		On	the	second	occasion,	Pink	made	his	way	to	the	docks	at	
Liverpool,	and	signed	up	as	a	member	of	the	crew	of	a	merchant	vessel.	He	was	then	
captured	by	pirates,	held	prisoner	for	a	number	of	years,	and	eventually	made	his	
way	back	to	England.609			
Hill’s	system,	like	Bell’s,	was	intended	to	operate	as	self-government	by	the	
pupils.	In	Hill’s	words,	‘The	principle	of	our	government	is	to	leave,	as	much	as	
possible,	all	power	in	the	hands	of	the	boys	themselves:	To	this	end	we	permit	them	
to	elect	a	committee,	which	enacts	all	the	laws	of	the	school,	subject	however	to	the	
veto	of	the	head	master.’610	Hill’s	school	had	what	amounted	to	a	system	of	courts	to	
try	penal	and	civil	offences,	with	judicial	officers,	a	judge	and	jury,	and	appeal	courts	
for	disputed	verdicts.	De	Quincey	approves	of	Hill’s	methods	of	discipline,	not	only	
because	they	saved	masters	from	‘a	grievous	waste	of	time	in	administering	justice’,	
but	because	the	boys	obtained	valuable	moral	and	intellectual	experience	in	hearing	
and	judging	cases:	‘forensic	ability	is	thus	cherished;	[…]	the	logical	facility	of	
abstracting	the	essential	from	the	accidental	is	involved	in	the	summing	up	of	the	
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610	Matthew	Davenport	Hill,	Plans	for	the	Government	and	Liberal	Instruction	of	Boys,	
in	Large	Numbers,	Drawn	From	Experience,	p.	1.	
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judge;	in	the	pleadings	for	and	against	are	involved	the	rhetorical	arts	of	narrating	
facts	perspicuously	[…]	to	say	nothing	of	elocution	and	the	arts	of	style	and	
diction.’611			
Hill’s	system	sought	to	address	what	Coleridge	had	identified	as	two	of	the	
main	failings	with	his	education	at	Christ’s	Hospital,	as	described	in	Chapter	three;	
firstly,	the	favouritism	or	antagonism	of	teachers	towards	certain	pupils,	and	
secondly,	the	amount	of	wasted	time	between	lessons	and	play,	which	led	to	
boredom	and	thus	to	bad	behaviour.	Regarding	the	latter,	in	Hill’s	words:	‘The	
middle	state	between	work	and	play	is	extremely	unfavourable	to	the	habits	of	the	
pupil;	we	have	succeeded,	by	great	attention	to	order	and	regularity,	in	reducing	it	
almost	to	nothing.’612		
De	Quincey	examines	how	Hill’s	system,	having	eliminated	this	wasted	time,	
encourages	pupils	to	make	the	best	use	of	their	time.	He	quotes	with	approval	Hill’s	
words	that	‘if	it	were	possible	for	the	pupil	to	acquire	a	love	of	knowledge	[…]	he	
would	have	done	more	towards	insuring	a	stock	of	knowledge	[…]	than	if	he	had	
been	the	recipient	of	as	much	learning	as	ever	was	infused	into	the	passive	school	
boy.’613	De	Quincey	adds	that	‘we	are	further	of	opinion	that	[…]	every	system	of	
tuition	in	proportion	as	it	approaches	to	a	good	one	will	inevitably	involve	the	
																																																						
611	De	Quincey,	‘Education:	Instruction	of	Boys’,	p.	130.	
	
612	Matthew	Davenport	Hill,	Plans	for	the	Government	and	Liberal	Instruction	of	Boys,	
in	Large	Numbers,	Drawn	From	Experience,	p.	1.	
	
613	Matthew	Davenport	Hill,	Plans	for	the	Government	and	Liberal	Instruction	of	Boys,	
in	Large	Numbers,	Drawn	From	Experience,	quoted	in	De	Quincey,	‘Education:	
Instruction	of	Boys’,	p.	132.	
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generation	of	this	love	of	knowledge	concurrently	with	the	generation	of	knowledge	
itself.’614		De	Quincey	contrasts	this	positive	approach	towards	knowledge	with:		
[M]elancholy	[…]	cases	[…]	of	good	faculties	wholly	lost	to	their	possessor	
and	an	incurable	disgust	for	literature	and	knowledge	founded	[…]	solely	on	
the	stupidity	and	false	methods	of	the	teacher,	who	[…]	was	incapable	of	
connecting	one	spark	of	pleasurable	feeling	with	any	science.615		
How,	De	Quincey	asks,	is	such	a	love	of	knowledge	to	be	created?	According	to	Hill,	
by	‘combining	the	most	obvious	utility	with	[…]	the	exercises	of	the	intellect;	[…]	by	
matching	the	difficulties	of	the	learner	exactly	with	his	abilities;	[…]	by	connecting	
with	the	learner’s	progress	the	sense	of	continual	success’,	and,	finally,	‘by	
communicating	clear,	vivid	and	accurate	conceptions.’616	This	matching	of	teaching	
to	each	individual	pupil’s	ability	was	also	a	key	feature	of	Bell’s	system.	
De	Quincey	recalls	from	his	own	childhood	how	‘at	eight	years	of	age,	though	
even	then	passionately	fond	of	study’	he	had	‘passed	some	of	the	most	wretched	and	
ungenial	days	of	our	life	in	“learning	by	heart”	as	it	is	called’	Latin	phrases	
supposedly	illustrating	grammatical	rules,	‘and	to	this	hour	their	accursed	
barbarisms	cling	to	our	memory	as	ineradicably	as	the	golden	lines	of	Aeschylus	or	
Shakspeare	[sic].’	Not	only	was	the	task	itself	irksome,	but	‘this	loathsome	heap	of	
rubbish	thus	deposited	in	the	memory’	was	of	no	practical	use,	because	the	examples	
learned	could	not	encompass	all	possible	grammatical	variations.	In	De	Quincey’s	
opinion,	‘daily	experience	of	books,	actual	intercourse	with	Latin	authors,	is	
																																																						
614	De	Quincey,	‘Education:	Instruction	of	Boys’,	p.	132.	
	
615	De	Quincey,	‘Education:	Instruction	of	Boys’,	p.	132.	
	
616	De	Quincey,	‘Education:	Instruction	of	Boys’,	p.	132.	
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sufficient	to	teach	all	the	irregularities	of	that	language:	just	as	the	daily	experience	
of	an	English	child	leads	him	without	trouble	into	all	the	anomalies	of	his	own	
language.’617	This,	of	course,	was	hardly	an	original	insight;	as	described	in	Chapter	
one,	Montaigne	was	taught	Latin	through	conversations	with	his	tutor	in	that	
language.	
As	noted	above,	Hill’s	system	did	away	with	all	forms	of	corporal	punishment.	
Hill	also	abolished	all	punishments	that	would	‘destroy	self-respect.	[…]	Expulsion	
even	has	been	resorted	to,	rather	than	that	a	boy	should	be	submitted	to	treatment	
that	might	lead	him	and	his	school-fellows	to	forget	that	he	was	a	gentleman.’618	De	
Quincey	reminds	his	readers	that	it	was	Coleridge’s	objection	to	‘shaming’	
punishments	in	particular	which	led	to	his	attacks	on	Lancaster’s	monitorial	system	
in	his	lectures	on	education,	and	his	preference	for	Bell’s	system.	In	De	Quincey’s	
words,	Lancaster’s	system	differed	from	Bell’s	‘chiefly	in	the	complexity	of	the	
details,	and	by	pressing	so	cruelly	in	its	punishments	upon	the	principle	of	shame.’619			
Noticing	that	Hill’s	book	contained	a	comparison	of	private	and	public	
education,	De	Quincey	comments	that,	whilst	‘the	question	is	very	sensibly	discussed	
[…]	it	is	useless	to	discuss	any	question	like	this,	which	is	a	difficult	problem	only	
because	it	is	an	unlimited	problem.’	The	choice	between	public	and	private	
education	could	only	be	considered	in	the	context	of	a	particular	child’s	
requirements,	and	the	means	of	the	individual	parent.	In	De	Quincey’s	view,	as	far	as	
the	acquirement	of	knowledge	is	concerned	‘it	is	always	possible	to	secure	a	good	
																																																						
617	De	Quincey,	‘Education:	Instruction	of	Boys’,	p.	133.	
	
618	Matthew	Davenport	Hill,	Plans	for	the	Government	and	Liberal	Instruction	of	Boys,	
in	Large	Numbers,	Drawn	From	Experience,	p.	2.	
	
619	De	Quincey,	‘Education:	Instruction	of	Boys’,	p.	141.	
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public	education,	and	not	always	possible	to	acquire	a	good	private	one’	whilst,	for	
many	destinations	in	future	life,	‘a	public	education	[is]	much	more	eligible	than	for	
others.’620	
De	Quincey’s	verdict	on	Hill’s	system	is	almost	wholly	favourable:	‘In	the	
hands	of	its	founder	we	are	convinced	that	it	is	calculated	to	work	wonders	[and]	we	
should	confide	a	child	to	his	care	with	[…]	perfect	confidence’,	but	he	wonders	
whether	the	system,	however	good	in	Hill’s	hands	‘is	[…]	adapted	for	general	
diffusion?’	He	concludes	that	whilst	Hill	is	a	‘very	original	thinker	on	the	science	of	
education’,	his	system,	unlike	Bell’s,	is	not	independent	enough	of	the	teacher’s	
ability	to	guarantee	its	success	in	all	cases.	De	Quincey	ends	the	review	by	
recommending	to	Hill	the	work	of	German	educationalists,	as	the	subject	of	
education	has	been	‘much	cultivated	in	Germany:	“Paedogogic”	journals,	even,	have	
been	published	periodically,	like	literary	or	philosophical	journals	[…]	not	without	
very	considerable	success.’621	It	is	worth	noting	that	De	Quincey	does	not	share	the	
concerns	about	foreign	writers	on	education	of	earlier	conservative	writers	such	as	
Hannah	More	and	Sarah	Trimmer.					
‘Letters	to	a	Young	Man	Whose	Education	has	been	Neglected’	
De	Quincey’s	most	considered	writings	on	education	are	contained	in	a	series	
of	five	articles	collectively	entitled	‘Letters	to	a	Young	Man	Whose	Education	has	
been	Neglected’,	published	in	the	London	Magazine	from	January	to	July	1823.622	The	
																																																						
620	De	Quincey,	‘Education:	Instruction	of	Boys’,	p.	142.	
	
621	De	Quincey,	‘Education:	Instruction	of	Boys’,	pp.	145-47.	De	Quincey	does	not	
identify	any	specific	journals,	and	the	only	German	reformer	he	names	is	Johann	
Basedow	(1723-90)	who,	in	De	Quincey’s	words:	‘naturalized	Rousseau	in	Germany’.		
	
622	De	Quincey,	‘Letters	to	a	Young	Man	Whose	Education	has	been	Neglected’,	
Works:	III,	Articles	and	translations	from	the	London	Magazine,	Blackwood's	Magazine	
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‘Letters’	indirectly	echo	Wordsworth’s	‘Reply	to	Mathetes’,	published	in	Coleridge’s	
The	Friend	in	1809-10	(see	Chapter	three).623	De	Quincey’s	Letters	are	supposedly	
written	in	response	to	a	request	for	advice	from	‘a	young	man	of	talent’	whose	
education	has	been	neglected,	whilst	Wordsworth	was	advising	a	young	man	‘bred	
up	under	our	unfavourable	System	of	Education’.	The	‘Letters’	are	also,	as	Frederick	
Burwick	points	out	in	his	Introduction,	a	direct	response	to	Coleridge’s	advice	in	
Biographia	Literaria	that	one	should	‘never	pursue	literature	as	a	career’,	De	Quincey	
countering	in	detail	several	of	Coleridge’s	objections.624		
	 The	‘young	man’	to	whom	the	Letters	are	addressed	was	an	acquaintance	of	
De	Quincey’s,	aged	thirty-two,	who	believed	that	he	had	been	‘defrauded	of	the	
education	to	which	even	[his]	earliest	and	humblest	efforts	had	entitled	[him]’,	and	
whose	own	‘heroic	efforts’	had	not	been	sufficient	to	repair	‘that	greatest	of	
losses.’625	The	young	man	had	asked	for	De	Quincey’s	advice	on	two	specific	
questions;	firstly,	whether	he	should	take	up	residence	at	either	of	the	two	English	
universities,	or	at	a	foreign	university;	secondly,	for	De	Quincey’s	opinion	of	
Coleridge’s	advice	in	Biographia	Literaria	that	the	‘trade	of	authorship’	should	
always	be	regarded	as	a	secondary	occupation.626		On	the	first	question,	De	Quincey’s	
advice	is	unequivocal:		
																																																																																																																																																																		
and	others	1821-1824,	ed.	by	Frederick	Burwick	(London:	Pickering	&	Chatto,	2000),	
pp.	39-97.		
	
623	One	of	the	two	joint	authors	of	the	letter	from	‘Mathetes’	was	Christopher	North,	
an	Oxford	contemporary	of	De	Quincey.	
	
624	De	Quincey,	‘Letters	to	a	Young	Man	Whose	Education	has	been	Neglected’,	p.	40.	
	
625	De	Quincey,	‘Letters	to	a	Young	Man	Whose	Education	has	been	Neglected’,	p.	41.	
	
626	De	Quincey,	‘Letters	to	a	Young	Man	Whose	Education	has	been	Neglected’,	pp.	
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The	majority	of	the	under-graduates	[…]	will	be	your	juniors	by	twelve	or	
fourteen	years;	a	disparity	of	age	which	could	not	but	make	your	society	
mutually	burthensome.	What	then	is	it,	that	you	would	seek	in	a	university?	
Lectures?	These	[…]	are	surely	the	very	worst	mode	of	acquiring	any	sort	of	
accurate	knowledge	[…].	But	besides	this,	university	lectures	are	naturally	
adapted	not	so	much	to	the	general	purpose	of	communicating	knowledge,	as	
to	the	specific	purpose	of	meeting	a	particular	form	of	examination	for	
degrees,	and	a	particular	profession.627		
De	Quincey	suggests	that	the	only	potential	advantages	that	lectures	have	over	
books	are	‘a	better	apparatus	for	displaying	illustrative	experiments’,	and	‘a	
rhetorical	delivery	[…]	(as	in	lectures	on	poetry,	&c.).’	Even	these	advantages,	
however,	are	‘more	easily	commanded	in	a	great	capital	than	in	the	most	splendid	
university.’628	The	value	of	access	to	university	libraries	can	be	exaggerated:	‘to	the	
greatest	of	them	under-graduates	have	not	free	access:	to	the	inferior	ones	(of	their	
own	college,	&c.)	the	libraries	of	the	great	capitals	are	often	equal	or	superior:	and	
for	the	purpose	of	mere	study,	your	own	private	library	is	far	preferable	to	the	
Bodleian	or	the	Vatican.’	De	Quincey	concludes	that	the	only	advantage	of	a	
university	education	to	the	young	man	would	be	if	he	wished	to	adopt	a	particular	
profession,	for	which	a	degree	would	be	either	useful	or	indispensable.	629	
																																																																																																																																																																		
	
627	De	Quincey,	‘Letters	to	a	Young	Man	Whose	Education	has	been	Neglected’,	p.	41.	
	
628	De	Quincey,	‘Letters	to	a	Young	Man	Whose	Education	has	been	Neglected’,	pp.	
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	 De	Quincey	then	examines	at	some	length	Coleridge’s	view	that	literature	
should	only	ever	be	a	‘subordinate	pursuit’.	De	Quincey	argues	that	Coleridge	is	
actually	considering	two	distinct	objections	to	literature	‘as	the	principal	pursuit	of	
life.’	The	first	is	to	literature	considered	‘as	a	means	of	livelihood’,	and	here	De	
Quincey	agrees	that	‘the	evils	anticipated	by	Mr	Coleridge	are	of	a	high	and	positive	
character,	and	such	as	tend	directly	to	degrade	the	character,	and	indirectly	to	
aggravate	some	heavy	domestic	evils.’630		The	second	is	to	literature	‘considered	as	
the	means	of	sufficiently	occupying	and	exercising	the	intellect’,	and	here	De	Quincey	
claims	that,	whilst	it	is	true	that	literature	alone	is	not	sufficient,	there	is	an	
alternative	approach	possible	to	that	advocated	by	Coleridge,	which	he	will	explain	
in	subsequent	Letters.	Although,	De	Quincey	states,	‘it	is	a	vain	thing	for	any	man	to	
hope	that	he	can	arrive	at	my	age	without	many	troubles’,	setting	aside	particular	
sorrows,	‘the	great	account	of	my	days	[…]	would	produce	a	great	overbalance	of	
happiness;	and	of	happiness,	during	those	years	in	which	I	lived	in	solitude,	of	
necessity	derived	exclusively	from	intellectual	sources.’631			
De	Quincey	goes	on	to	contrast	the	approaches	to	study	of	Leibnitz,	whose	
reading	was	‘discursive’,	and	who	was	always	‘cheerful	and	obliging’,	and	an	un-
named	Englishman,	whose	reading	was	‘desultory’,	and	who	was	‘continually	in	ill-
humour,	distempered	and	untuned	with	charitable	feelings;	directing	too	harsh	and	
acrimonious	a	spirit	of	criticism	always	against	the	age	in	which	he	lives,	sometimes	
																																																						
630	De	Quincey,	‘Letters	to	a	Young	Man	Whose	Education	has	been	Neglected’,	p.	43.	
There	is	considerable	irony	here,	given	De	Quincey’s	subsequent	financial	difficulties	
when	working	as	a	professional	writer.	
	
631	De	Quincey,	‘Letters	to	a	Young	Man	Whose	Education	has	been	Neglected’,	pp.	
44-45.	De	Quincey	was	thirty-eight	when	he	wrote	the	Letters.	
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even	against	individuals.’632	De	Quincey	suggests	that	the	difference	between	the	two	
was	essentially	that	whilst	Leibnitz	was	‘generously	just	to	the	claims	of	others;	
uncensorious,	and	yet	patient	of	censure;	willing	to	teach,	and	most	willing	to	be	
taught’,	the	Englishman	was	‘querulous	under	criticism,	almost	to	the	extent	of	
believing	himself	the	object	of	conspiracies	and	persecution.’	De	Quincey	ascribes	
the	difference	to	the	Englishman’s	‘unfortunate	plan	of	study’,	which	had	‘too	often	
left	him	with	no	subjects	for	intellectual	exertion.’633						
In	the	second	Letter,	De	Quincey	sets	out	the	basic	elements	of	his	plan	for	
self-education,	which	consist	of	‘first	Logic;	secondly,	Languages;	thirdly,	Arts	of	
Memory.’634	De	Quincey	promises	to	develop	these	further	in	three	future	Letters,	
and	to	then	‘unfold[…]	the	course	of	study.’635	In	words	that	anticipate	the	
arguments	of	John	Stuart	Mill	(see	Chapter	six),	De	Quincey	emphasises	that	what	is	
of	paramount	importance	is	knowing	how	to	think,	as	opposed	to	knowing	about	
particular	subjects,	which	is	of	secondary	importance.	He	dismisses	almost	all	
previous	educational	theorists,	including	Locke,	because	he	regards	them	as	having	
missed	this	fundamental	point:	‘I	venture	to	denounce,	as	unprofitable,	the	whole	
class	of	books	written	on	the	model	of	Locke’s	Conduct	of	the	Understanding.’	De	
Quincey	condemns	Locke’s	book,	and	those	modelled	on	it,	as	‘aphoristic;	and,	as	
																																																						
632	De	Quincey,	‘Letters	to	a	Young	Man	Whose	Education	has	been	Neglected’,	p.	45.	
	
633	De	Quincey,	‘Letters	to	a	Young	Man	Whose	Education	has	been	Neglected’,	p.	46.	
De	Quincey	strongly	hints,	but	does	not	state,	that	the	Englishman	in	question	is	
Coleridge,	although	the	description	could	equally	fit	Hazlitt,	or	indeed,	De	Quincey	
himself,	whose	own	reading	at	Oxford	had	been	‘desultory’.	
	
634	De	Quincey,	‘Letters	to	a	Young	Man	Whose	Education	has	been	Neglected’,	p.	51.	
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might	be	expected	from	that	method,	without	a	plan;	and,	which	is	partly	the	cause	
and	partly	the	consequence	of	having	no	plan,	without	a	foundation.’636		
De	Quincey	goes	on	to	describe	what	he	sees	as	the	necessary	‘foundation’	
which	most	writings	on	education	lack:	‘the	corner-stone	of	strong-built	knowledge,	
viz,	on	logic;	on	a	proper	choice	of	languages;	on	a	particular	part	of	what	is	called	
metaphysics;	and	on	mathematics.’	Of	the	latter	subject,	De	Quincey	argues	that	
mathematicians	have	exaggerated	the	amount	of	intelligence	necessary	to	master	
the	subject:	‘from	the	entire	absence	of	all	those	acts	of	mind	which	do	really	imply	
profundity	of	intellect,	it	is	a	question	whether	an	idiot	might	not	be	made	an	
excellent	mathematician.	[…]	[M]athematics	are	very	easy	and	very	important.’637	De	
Quincey	recommends	that	the	young	man	begin	by	studying	Euclid,	and	suggests	
that	‘by	reading	for	two	hours	a-day,	you	will	easily	accomplish	in	about	thirteen	
weeks’	the	‘eight	books	of	the	Elements	which	are	usually	read,	and	the	Data.’638		As	
discussed	in	Chapter	six,	John	Stuart	Mill	was	equally	dismissive	of	the	alleged	
difficulty	of	mathematics	as	an	academic	subject.	
De	Quincey’s	third	Letter	is	devoted	to	languages;	in	particular,	to	identifying	
the	languages	most	necessary	to	enable	the	young	man	to	access	‘the	largest	body	of	
literature	[…]	at	the	least	possible	price	of	time	and	mental	energy.’	As	with	
																																																						
636	De	Quincey,	‘Letters	to	a	Young	Man	Whose	Education	has	been	Neglected’,	pp.	
56-57.	The	work	of	Locke	which	De	Quincey	criticizes	is	the	philosophical	An	Essay	
Concerning	Human	Understanding	(1690)	rather	than	the	more	practical	Some	
Thoughts	on	Education	(1693).	The	latter	book,	discussed	in	Chapter	one,	contains	
several	ideas,	for	instance	on	the	best	method	of	teaching	Classical	languages	and	the	
avoidance	of	corporal	punishment,	with	which	De	Quincey	would	almost	certainly	
have	concurred.		
	
637	De	Quincey,	‘Letters	to	a	Young	Man	Whose	Education	has	been	Neglected’,	p.	57.	
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mathematics,	De	Quincey	suggests	that	the	study	of	languages	per	se	is	of	limited	
intellectual	value:		
The	act	of	learning	a	science	is	good,	not	only	for	the	knowledge	which	
results,	but	for	the	exercise	which	attends	it:	the	energies	which	the	learner	is	
obliged	to	put	forth,	are	true	intellectual	energies:	and	his	very	errors	are	full	
of	instruction.	[…]	But	in	the	study	of	languages	[…]	nothing	of	all	this	can	
take	place,	and	for	one	simple	reason	-	that	all	is	arbitrary.639		
De	Quincey	suggests	that	the	current	over-emphasis	on	the	study	of	languages	was	‘a	
national	fashion’,	pointing	out	that	even	in	the	‘humblest	schools,	in	which	however	
low	the	price	of	tuition,	&c.	is	fixed,	French	never	fails	to	enter	as	a	principle	[sic]	
branch	of	the	course	of	study.’640	This	echoes	the	concerns	of	earlier	conservative	
writers,	such	as	Hannah	More,	that	too	much	time	was	wasted	on	teaching	
‘accomplishments’,	such	as	foreign	languages,	which	were	unlikely	to	be	of	any	
practical	use.	
De	Quincey	then	enters	into	a	long	digression,	contrasting	the	huge	numbers	
of	books	in	print	with	the	limited	time	which	an	individual	can	devote	to	studying	
them:	‘From	the	age	of	twenty	to	eighty	[…]	the	utmost	[a	man]	could	hope	to	travel	
through	would	be	twenty	thousand	volumes;	a	number	not,	perhaps,	above	5	per	
cent	of	what	the	mere	current	literature	of	Europe	would	accumulate	in	that	period	
of	years.’641	De	Quincey	scathingly	criticizes	German	writers,	such	as	Bouterwerk	
																																																						
639	De	Quincey,	‘Letters	to	a	Young	Man	Whose	Education	has	been	Neglected’,	p.	61.	
	
640	De	Quincey,	‘Letters	to	a	Young	Man	Whose	Education	has	been	Neglected’,	p.	
62&n.	De	Quincey	was	consistently	dismissive	of	the	French	as	a	nation,	in	contrast	
to	Hazlitt’s	equally	consistent	admiration.	
	
641	De	Quincey,	‘Letters	to	a	Young	Man	Whose	Education	has	been	Neglected’,	p.	64.	
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and	Schlegel,	who	had	produced	histories	of	literature.	Of	the	former’s	plan	De	
Quincey	writes:	‘Conceive,	if	you	can,	the	monstrous	and	insane	pretensions	involved	
in	such	a	scheme.	At	the	outset	he	had	five	languages	to	learn	besides	the	dialects	of	
his	own;	[…]	the	mere	printed	books	[…]	in	any	one	of	these	languages	[…]	would	
have	found	full	employment	for	twelve	able-bodied	men	through	an	entire	life.’642	
Schlegel’s	plan	was	even	more	ambitious,	adding	Oriental,	Scandinavian	and	
Provencal	literature	‘and,	for	ought	I	know,	a	billion	of	things	beside:	to	say	nothing	
of	an	active	share	in	the	current	literature,	as	Reviewer,	Magazinist,	and	author.’	
Knowing	how	much	effort	is	required	to	gain	a	proper	understanding	of	only	a	few	
authors,	such	as	Milton,	Shakespeare	and	Euripides,	should,	De	Quincey	suggests,	
convince	us	that	the	claims	of	Bouterwek	and	Schlegel	are	‘a	monstrous	fiction.’	
Moreover,	he	suggests	that	a	person	is	deluded	who	believes	that	‘it	is	reading	to	
cram	himself	with	words,	the	bare	sense	of	which	he	can	hardly	have	time	to	glance,	
like	the	lamps	of	a	mail	coach,	upon	his	hurried	and	bewildered	understanding.’643						
De	Quincey	advises	the	young	man	to	follow	the	advice	of	Thomas	James	
Mathias	in	The	Pursuits	of	Literature	(1794-7),	to	‘dare	to	be	ignorant	of	many	
things.’644	A	good	scheme	of	study	would	‘exclude	as	powerfully	as	it	will	
appropriate’,	and	thus	enable	the	young	man	to	‘forsake	popular	paths	of	knowledge	
[…]	that	[…]	are	not	favourable	to	the	ultimate	ends	of	knowledge.’645	De	Quincey	
																																																						
642	De	Quincey,	‘Letters	to	a	Young	Man	Whose	Education	has	been	Neglected’,	pp.	
66-67.	
	
643	De	Quincey,	‘Letters	to	a	Young	Man	Whose	Education	has	been	Neglected’,	p.	67.	
	
644	The	Pursuits	of	Literature	was	a	lengthy	poem	satirizing	Matthias’s	literary	
contemporaries.	It	went	through	sixteen	editions.	
	
645	De	Quincey,	‘Letters	to	a	Young	Man	Whose	Education	has	been	Neglected’,	p.	69.	
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argues	that,	in	choosing	which	particular	literature	is	most	worthy	of	study,	the	
young	man	should	ignore	the	usual	contrast	that	is	made	between	books	of	
knowledge	and	books	of	pleasure.	The	true	antithesis	to	knowledge,	he	claims,	is	‘not	
pleasure	but	power.	All,	that	is	literature,	seeks	to	communicate	power;	all,	that	is	not	
literature,	to	communicate	knowledge.’	De	Quincey	claimed	to	have	evolved	the	
concept	of	‘the	literature	of	power’	during	the	course	of	‘many	years’	of	conversation	
with	Wordsworth.646	De	Quincey	gives	King	Lear	as	an	example	of	such	‘power’:	
‘When	in	King	Lear,	the	height,	and	depth,	and	breadth	of	human	passion	is	revealed	
to	us	[…]	when	I	am	thus	startled	into	a	feeling	of	the	infinity	of	the	world	within	me,	
is	this	power?	Or	what	may	I	call	it?’647		
Given	this	contrast	between	the	literature	of	knowledge	and	the	literature	of	
power,	De	Quincey	claims	that	the	study	of	Classical	literature	must	be	on	the	basis	
of	its	power,	since	the	knowledge	it	contains	has	been	adequately	translated,	whilst	
the	power	of	Greek	literature	is	of	a	different	‘genus’	to	that	of	modern	or	Christian	
literature:	‘the	antique	being	the	other	hemisphere,	as	it	were,	which,	with	our	own,	
or	Christian	hemisphere,	composes	the	entire	sphere	of	human	intellectual	
energy.’648	Latin	literature	serves	an	entirely	different	purpose;	having	been	‘the	
universal	language	of	Christendom	for	so	long	a	period’	and	there	being	‘no	hope	
																																																						
646	De	Quincey,	‘Letters	to	a	Young	Man	Whose	Education	has	been	Neglected’,	p.	70	
&n.	
	
647	De	Quincey,	‘Letters	to	a	Young	Man	Whose	Education	has	been	Neglected’,	pp.	
70-71.	
	
648	De	Quincey,	‘Letters	to	a	Young	Man	Whose	Education	has	been	Neglected’,	pp.	
72-73.	
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that	the	immense	bibliotheca	of	Latin	accumulated	in	the	last	three	centuries	will	
ever	be	translated	[…]	you	cannot	possibly	dispense	with	[it].’649		
De	Quincey	elaborates	on	the	distinction	between	the	literature	of	knowledge	
and	the	literature	of	power	in	a	review	of	William	Roscoe’s	1847	edition	of	
Alexander	Pope’s	poems,	and	encapsulates	the	dichotomy	between	‘useful’	
knowledge	and	‘pure’	learning	that	lay	at	the	heart	of	the	debate	about	education	
during	the	eighteenth	and	nineteenth	centuries.	De	Quincey	asks	the	reader	what	
can	be	learned	from	Paradise	Lost,	compared	to	what	can	be	learned	from,	for	
example,	a	cookery	book.	He	concludes	that	the	former	does	not	actually	teach	us	
anything,	whilst	from	the	latter,	in	every	paragraph	you	learn	something	you	did	not	
know	before.		‘What	you	owe	to	Milton	is	not	any	knowledge;	[…]	what	you	owe	-	is	
power,	that	is,	exercise	and	expansion	to	your	own	latent	capacity	of	sympathy	with	
the	infinite.’650		
De	Quincey	goes	on	to	argue	that:	‘Tragedy,	romance,	fairy-tales,	epopee	[epic	
poems]	alike	restore	to	man’s	mind	the	ideals	of	justice,	of	hope,	of	truth,	of	mercy,	of	
retribution	[…].	It	is	certain	that,	were	it	not	for	the	literature	of	power,	these	ideals	
would	often	remain	amongst	us	as	mere	arid	notional	forms.’651		This	looks	back	to	
the	claims	made	for	imaginative	writing	made	by	Samuel	Johnson,	Wordsworth	and	
Coleridge,	and	forward	to	John	Henry	Newman’s	ideas	about	the	‘humanizing’	effects	
																																																						
649	De	Quincey,	‘Letters	to	a	Young	Man	Whose	Education	has	been	Neglected’,	pp.	
73-74.	
	
650	De	Quincey,	‘The	Poetry	of	Pope’,	Works	XVI,	Articles	from	Tait's	Edinburgh	
Magazine,	MacPhail's	Edinburgh	Ecclesiastical	Journal,	the	Glasgow	Athenaeum	
Album,	the	North	British	Review,	and	Blackwood's	Edinburgh	Magazine	1847-9,	ed.	by	
Robert	Morrison	(London:	Pickering	&	Chatto,	2003),	pp.	332-364	(p.	337).	
	
651	De	Quincey,	‘The	Poetry	of	Pope’,	p.	337.	
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of	literature	as	set	out	in	The	Idea	of	a	University	(1852).	It	also	echoes	the	claims	for	
literature	made	by	John	Stuart	Mill	a	decade	or	so	previously	(see	Chapter	six).		
In	his	fourth	Letter,	De	Quincey	considers	the	competing	claims	of	modern	
European	languages,	and	concludes	that,	apart	from	English,	the	only	languages	that	
need	to	be	considered	for	a	scholar	are	French	and	German.	He	quickly	dismisses	the	
Slavonic	and	Celtic	languages:	‘No	Celt	even,	however	extravagant,	pretends	to	the	
possession	of	a	body	of	Celtic	philosophy,	and	Celtic	science	of	independent	
growth.’652	He	then	argues	that	the	Italian,	Spanish	and	Portuguese	languages	can	be	
ignored	because	‘these	three	nations	have	but	feebly	participated	in	the	general	
scientific	and	philosophic	labours	of	the	age.’653	Whilst	conceding	that	French	
literature	has	certain	advantages	over	English	literature,	De	Quincey	concludes	that	
German	has	stronger	claims	over	either;	‘the	most	conspicuous	advantage	of	the	
German	literature	is	its	great	originality	and	boldness	of	speculation,	and	the	
character	of	masculine	austerity	and	precision	impressed	upon	their	scientific	
labours.’654		The	Letters	are	incomplete;	of	the	seven	promised	in	the	first	Letter	only	
five	were	published,	and	the	fifth	is	essentially	a	digression	on	Kant.	The	Letters	are	
also	very	discursive,	and	fail	to	address	some	of	the	key	elements	indicated;	for	
example,	there	is	nothing	on	cultivating	memory,	nor	is	there	anything	remotely	
resembling	the	promised	‘plan	of	study’.		
Indeed,	De	Quincey’s	two	experiences	of	actually	teaching	were	short-lived	
and	unsatisfactory.	He	taught	Wordsworth’s	son	John	for	a	brief	period	in	1813.	
																																																						
652	De	Quincey,	‘Letters	to	a	Young	Man	Whose	Education	has	been	Neglected’,	p.	81.	
	
653	De	Quincey,	‘Letters	to	a	Young	Man	Whose	Education	has	been	Neglected’,	p.	81.	
	
654	De	Quincey,	‘Letters	to	a	Young	Man	Whose	Education	has	been	Neglected’,	p.	84.	
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Dorothy	Wordsworth	wrote	scathingly	to	Mary	Hutchinson	that	John	‘goes	to	Mr	De	
Quincey	for	a	nominal	hour	every	day	to	learn	Latin	upon	a	plan	of	Mr	De	Quincey’s	
own	“by	which	a	boy	of	the	most	moderate	abilities	may	be	made	a	good	Latin	
scholar	in	six	weeks!!!”	This	said	nominal	hour	now	generally	is	included	in	the	space	
of	twenty	minutes;	either	the	scholar	learns	with	unusual	rapidity,	[…]	or	the	Master	
tires.’655	A	scheme	to	teach	his	own	son	William	Latin	and	Greek	proved	equally	
abortive.	According	to	Jane	Carlyle,	De	Quincey	wanted	William	‘to	learn	[Greek]	
through	the	medium	of	Latin	and	he	was	not	entered	in	Latin	yet	because	his	father	
wished	to	teach	him	from	a	grammar	of	his	own	which	he	had	not	yet	begun	to	
write.’656	
De	Quincey’s	views	on	the	benefits	of	Classical	education	
A	further	insight	into	De	Quincey’s	developing	ideas	about	education	is	
provided	by	his	two-part	review	of	James	Henry	Monk’s	biography	of	the		
Classical	scholar	Richard	Bentley	(1662-1742),	published	in	Blackwood’s	Magazine	
in	1830.	De	Quincey	concludes	the	first	part	of	the	review	with	a	criticism	of	‘modern	
schemes	of	education’	and	picks	up	this	theme	in	the	second	part	of	the	review	with	
an	examination	of	what	he	sees	as	the	unique	advantages	bestowed	by	a	Classical,	as	
opposed	to	a	scientific	education.	It	is	interesting	to	compare	De	Quincey’s	
comments	with	those	of	Hazlitt,	written	some	ten	years	previously,	which	take	a	
much	more	sceptical	view	of	the	supposed	advantages	of	Classical	education.657	De	
																																																						
655	William	and	Dorothy	Wordsworth	Letters	III,	80,	quoted	in	Morrison,	p.	167.	
	
656	Collected	Letters	of	Thomas	and	Jane	Welsh	Carlyle,	ed.	by	C.R.	Saunders	(Durham	
NC:	Duke	University	Press,	1970),	IV,	282-3,	quoted	in	Wilson,	p.	267.	
	
657	Hazlitt’s	ideal	Classical	scholar	was	Richard	Porson	(1759-1808).	It	is	possibly	
relevant	to	Hazlitt’s	and	De	Quincey’s	preferences	that	Porson	was	the	son	of	a	
parish	clerk,	whilst	Bentley	was	of	more	gentlemanly	descent.	Bentley	eventually	
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Quincey	begins	by	asking	rhetorically	what	subjects	modern	educationalists	propose	
to	replace	Classical	studies,	and	responds:	‘Some	acquaintance	with	the	showy	parts	
of	Experimental	Philosophy	and	Chemistry	–	a	little	practical	Mathematics	-	a	slight	
popular	survey	of	the	facts	of	History	and	Geography	–	[…]	a	little	Law,	a	little	
Divinity	–	perhaps	even	a	little	Medicine	and	Farriery.’658	De	Quincey	argues	that	the	
only	‘respectable’	parts	of	such	a	scheme,	‘mathematics	and	mechanical	
Experimental	philosophy’,	are	already	combined	successfully	with	Classical	studies	
at	the	University	of	Cambridge,	so	there	is	no	‘innate	hostility’	between	‘the	
philological	researches	of	the	Greek	and	Latin	literature	on	the	one	hand,	and	the	
severe	meditations	on	the	other	of	the	geometrician	and	the	inventive	analyst.’659	De	
Quincey	then	proceeds	to	examine	the	specific,	rather	than	comparative	merits	of	a	
Classical	education.	
De	Quincey	points,	firstly,	to	the	‘vast	advances	made	in	Biblical	knowledge’	
since	the	Reformation,	and	claims	that	these	are	due,	‘in	great	proportion,	to	the	
general	prosecution	of	classical	learning.’	Secondly,	Classical	learning	has	a	beneficial	
effect	on	character;	like	travel,	it	‘liberalizes	the	mind.	Edmund	Burke	has	noticed	
the	illiberal	air	which	is	communicated	to	the	mind	by	an	education	exclusively	
scientific.’	This	explains,	in	De	Quincey’s	view,	the	hatred	that	radicals	have	for	the	
Classics:	‘They	hate	the	classics	for	the	same	reason	that	they	hate	the	manners	of	
																																																																																																																																																																		
became	Master	of	Trinity	College,	Cambridge,	whilst	Porson	by	contrast	was	forced	
to	resign	his	Fellowship	at	Trinity	because	he	would	not	take	holy	orders.	
	
658	De	Quincey,	‘Life	of	Dr	Richard	Bentley,	D.	D.,	By	J.	H.	Monk,	D.	D.’,	Works	VII,	
Articles	from	the	Edinburgh	Literary	Gazette	and	Blackwood's	Magazine	1829-1831,	
ed.	by	Robert	Morrison	(London:	Pickering	&	Chatto,	2000),	pp.	79-159	(p.	118).	
Almost	certainly	intentionally,	the	list	of	subjects	closely	resembles	the	proposed	
curriculum	of	Bentham’s	Chrestomathic	school.	
	
659	De	Quincey,	‘Life	of	Dr	Richard	Bentley,	D.	D.,	By	J.	H.	Monk,	D.	D.’,	p.	119.	
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chivalry,	or	the	characteristic	distinctions	of	a	gentleman.’	Classical	scholars	deserve	
respect	from	other	scholars	if	only	for	the	extent	of	their	knowledge	and,	finally,	‘the	
difficulty	[…]	of	mastering	the	two	classical	languages	of	antiquity	[…]	is	itself	a	test	
of	very	unusual	talent.	[…]	[N]one	but	a	man	of	singular	talent	can	attain	the	power	
of	reading	Greek	fluently	at	sight.’660	De	Quincey	concludes	that	‘a	fair	pleader’	could	
make	out	a	strong	case	in	favour	of	the	true	scholar	being	a	classical	scholar	against	
any	counter-argument	of	‘a	modern	education-monger.’661	As	discussed	in	Chapter	
one,	scientific	studies	had,	in	the	late	eighteenth	century,	and	particularly	following	
the	French	Revolution,	come	to	be	associated	with	radical	ideas,	as	exemplified	by	
Joseph	Priestley,	and	with	Godlessness.	Amongst	conservative	writers	such	as	De	
Quincey	there	was	thus	a	political,	as	well	as	a	cultural	bias	in	favour	of	a	Classical	as	
opposed	to	a	scientific	education.	
Despite	their	obvious	political	differences,	there	is	some	congruity	between	
De	Quincey’s	and	Hazlitt’s	views	of	the	advantages	of	a	Classical	education,	and	their	
shared	distaste	for	strictly	Utilitarian	systems	of	education.	Both	ascribe	to	a	
Classical	education	a	broadening	of	view,	and	an	indefinable	air	of	‘gentility’.	As	
described	in	Chapter	four,	Hazlitt	concluded	in	a	letter	to	his	son	that	‘there	is	an	
atmosphere	round	this	sort	of	classical	ground,	to	which	that	of	actual	life	is	gross	
and	vulgar.’	Whilst	Hazlitt	also	pointed	out	the	accompanying	dangers	of	a	narrowly	
Classical	education,	such	as	a	remoteness	from	everyday	life,	and	a	tendency	
																																																						
660	De	Quincey,	‘Life	of	Dr	Richard	Bentley,	D.	D.,	By	J.	H.	Monk,	D.	D.’,	pp.	119-120.	
‘Reading	Greek	fluently	at	sight’	was	an	ability	upon	which	De	Quincey	particularly	
prided	himself.	
	
661	De	Quincey,	‘Life	of	Dr	Richard	Bentley,	D.	D.,	By	J.	H.	Monk,	D.	D.’,	p.	121.	The	
term	‘education-monger’	is	significant.	John	Stuart	Mill	used	the	term	‘religious	and	
scientific	education-mongers’	in	an	1838	article	to	denigrate	those	who,	in	his	
opinion,	were	denying	young	people	access	to	imaginative	fiction;	see	Chapter	six.		
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towards	pointless	pedantry,	his	opposition	to	Bentham’s	Chrestomathic	school	
seems,	in	part	at	least,	to	have	stemmed	from	a	snobbish,	or	culturally	elitist	distaste	
for	‘useful’	education	(see	Chapter	four).	
Mass	literacy	and	political	unrest	
Like	many	other	conservative	writers,	De	Quincey	had	concerns	about	the	
deleterious	effects	of	mass	literacy.	Initially,	in	De	Quincey’s	case,	these	concerns	
focused	around	the	radicalization	of	the	newly	literate	working	class.	The	Stamp	Act,	
introduced	in	1712,	had	imposed	a	tax	on	newspapers,	essentially	making	them	
unaffordable	to	the	poor.	A	similar	tax	was	imposed	on	newspapers	in	France	at	
around	the	same	time.	De	Quincey	feared	that,	under	pressure	from	radical	
politicians,	the	tax	would	be	lowered	or	abolished,	bringing	newspapers,	and	
‘incendiary’	ideas,	within	the	reach	of	the	working	class.	In	an	article	for	Blackwood’s	
Magazine,	published	in	October	1830,	De	Quincey	mused	on	the	results	of	such	a	
change.	Seeing	a	link	between	mass	education	and	political	subversion,	and	noting	
that	‘books	and	journals	of	every	sort	are	now	coming	into	the	hands	of	the	humblest	
poor’,	he	wrote:	
Immense	exertions	have	been	pushed	forward	by	good	men	and	bad	men	[…]	
for	the	last	twenty-five	years	to	promote	the	education	of	the	poor:	and	at	the	
very	moment	[…]	that	newspapers	[…]	are	on	the	point	of	being	carried	
plentifully	amongst	that	class,	the	whole	body	are	in	the	fullest	state	of	
preparation	to	read	and	understand	them,	and	to	follow	out	the	worst	
appeals	of	incendiary	demagogues,	in	the	worst	spirit,	and	to	the	last	
results.662	
																																																						
662	De	Quincey,	‘Political	Anticipations’,	Works	VII,	212-33	(p.	219).	
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Not	only	did	‘true	knowledge’,	in	De	Quincey’s	view,	not	necessarily	grow	with	‘the	
growth	of	mechanic	skills	in	the	arts	of	reading,	writing	and	arithmetic’,	but	such	
skills	would	in	fact	result	in	‘conceit	and	discontent’	unless	they	were	accompanied	
by	the	‘discipline	of	sober	thinking’,	which	formed	‘no	part	of	the	modern	system	of	
tuition	for	the	poor.’663	De	Quincey	is	silent	on	what	might	constitute	‘sober	
thinking’,	but	given	his	writings	elsewhere,	the	term	probably	refers	to	the	teaching	
of	logic	as	a	necessary	precursor	to	the	teaching	of	specific	subjects.		
In	De	Quincey’s	opinion,	newspapers	were	better	suited	than	books	for	the	
spread	of	revolutionary	ideas,	because	in	newspapers	such	‘poisonous	and	
corrupting	doctrines’	could	be	combined	with	‘the	excitement	of	daily	news	and	
daily	rumours’	to	retain	the	interest	of	working-class	readers.664	In	the	event,	the	
newspaper	tax	in	France	remained,	whilst	the	Stamp	Tax	in	Britain	was	considerably	
reduced	in	1836,	and	abolished	entirely	in	1855,	at	which	point	the	so-called	‘penny	
papers’,	including	the	Daily	Telegraph,	began	to	appear.	Contrary	to	De	Quincey’s	
fearful	predictions,	most	of	these	publications	took	a	conservative	rather	than	a	
radical	political	stance.		
As	a	diehard	Tory,	De	Quincey,	like	Wordsworth	and	Southey,	was	opposed	in	
principle	to	any	widening	of	the	suffrage,	seeing	it	as	leading	inevitably	to	
demagoguery	and	mob	rule.	In	an	article	entitled	‘On	the	Approaching	Revolution	in	
Great	Britain,	and	its	Proximate	Consequences’,	published	in	Blackwood’s	in	August	
1831,	De	Quincey,	adopting	the	persona	of	an	ageing	country	landowner,	suggests	
that	by	introducing	a	radical	Reform	Bill,	the	government	had	‘evoked	the	demon	of	
																																																						
663	De	Quincey,	‘Political	Anticipations’,	p.	219.	
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robbery	and	confiscation,	at	the	bidding	of	a	mob.’665	Moreover,	far	from	mounting	
any	effective	opposition	to	reform,	‘ministers,	senates	and	nobles	of	the	land’	were	
‘co-operating	with	drunken	zealots.’666	Whilst	conceding	that	the	‘Approaching	
Revolution’	might	be	as	bloodless	as	the	Glorious	Revolution	of	1688,	the	narrator	
fears	that	now	‘the	temptations	to	violence	will	be	far	stronger,	[…]	when	the	
democratic	interest	[…]	no	longer	acts	under	the	restraining	influence	of	education,	
and	the	liberality	of	enlightened	views.’667	The	language	throughout	the	article	is	
heated,	and	arguably	at	times	verges	on	the	hysterical,	and	whilst	this	might	be	
ascribed	in	part	to	the	persona	De	Quincey	adopts,	the	tone	is	not	dissimilar	to	that	
used	around	this	time	by	Wordsworth	and	Southey	in	letters	to	friends.668	
In	a	subsequent	article,	‘The	Prospects	of	Britain’,	published	in	Blackwood’s	in	
April	1832,	ostensibly	as	a	review	of	James	Douglas’	pamphlet	of	the	same	title,	De	
Quincey	analyses	the	pressures	that	had	resulted	in	reform.	Here	De	Quincey	takes	
the	same	line	that	Wordsworth	had	in	suggesting	that	neither	improved	education	
nor	Parliamentary	reform	would	address	the	real	needs	and	concerns	of	the	
populace.	For	the	agricultural	working	class:	‘it	is	certain	that	comfortable	
																																																						
665	De	Quincey,	‘On	the	Approaching	Revolution	in	Great	Britain,	and	its	Proximate	
Consequences’,	Works	VIII,	Articles	from	Blackwood's	Edinburgh	Magazine	and	the	
Gallery	of	Portraits;	Klosterheim:	or,	The	Masque	1831-2,	ed.	by	Robert	Morrison	
(London:	Pickering	&	Chatto,	2001),	pp.	98-120	(p.	99).			
	
666	De	Quincey,	‘On	the	Approaching	Revolution	in	Great	Britain,	and	its	Proximate	
Consequences’,	p.	102.	
	
667	De	Quincey,	‘On	the	Approaching	Revolution	in	Great	Britain,	and	its	Proximate	
Consequences’,	pp.	118-119.	
	
668	For	instance,	Southey	wrote	to	C.	W.	Williams	Wynne	in	March	1832,	in	the	
context	of	Parliamentary	reform:	‘Wordsworth	is	more	out	of	heart	than	I	am	
because	he	has	no	constant	employment	to	relieve	him	from	the	thoughts	of	
impending	evils.’	Southey,	New	Letters	of	Robert	Southey	II,	p.	374.	
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subsistence	could	be	had	no	longer;	still	less	could	it	be	hoped	for	in	times	to	come’;	
indeed,	the	recent	increase	in	Irish	immigration	would,	by	driving	down	the	cost	of	
labour,	eventually	result	in	‘a	miserable	strife	for	a	miserable	pittance.’669	In	
response	to	these	concerns,	reformers	had	offered	two	possible	remedies.	Firstly:	
‘Instruct	the	people;	diffuse	knowledge	and	education’,	secondly:	‘Reform	your	
Parliament,	and	extend	the	basis	of	your	representation.’	Both	of	these	remedies,	De	
Quincey	suggests,	are	a	mockery;	‘The	children	of	the	soil	ask	for	bread,	and	these	
counsellors	would	give	them	a	stone.’670	This	echoes	Wordsworth’s	opinion	that	the	
extension	of	the	franchise	would	not	redress	‘grievances	which	from	the	nature	of	
things	can	never	be	eradicated’	(see	Chapter	two).	
Of	educational	reform,	De	Quincey	comments	that,	with	regard	to	‘the	
mechanic	aids	of	knowledge	–	the	arts	of	reading	and	writing	–	we	have	already	
more	than	a	sufficient	diffusion	to	augment	our	danger	incalculably’,	unless	such	
diffusion	was	supplemented	by	improved	‘systems	of	religious	instruction’	(De	
Quincey	is	again	silent	on	what	might	constitute	such	systems).	For	the	actual	needs	
of	the	peasantry,	he	asks,	‘what	redress	could	be	applied	by	increase	of	
knowledge?’671	In	a	sense,	De	Quincey’s	argument	echoes	not	only	Wordsworth,	but	
also	Hazlitt,	who	also	saw	educational	reform	as	a	distraction	from	the	real	needs	of	
the	working	class,	although,	as	explained	in	Chapter	four,	Hazlitt’s	conclusion	was	
almost	the	opposite	of	Wordsworth’s	and	De	Quincey’s.		Meanwhile,	Parliamentary	
reform	would,	De	Quincey	suggests,	provide	only	‘a	winter’s	truce’,	followed	by	a	
																																																						
669	De	Quincey,	‘The	Prospects	of	Britain’,	Works	VIII,	121-152	(p.	143).	
	
670	De	Quincey,	‘The	Prospects	of	Britain’,	p.	144.	
	
671	De	Quincey,	‘The	Prospects	of	Britain’,	p.	144.	
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‘fierce	reaction	of	disappointment’	when	the	unrealistic	hopes	of	the	working	class	
were	proved	to	have	been	unfounded.	Referring	to	the	recent	Reform	riots	in	Bristol,	
he	comments:	‘in	England	there	are	many	[…]	towns	equally	inflamed	–	stung	with	
the	same	frenzy	of	jacobinal	malice,	conscious	of	deeper	sufferings,	and	equally	blind	
in	their	expectations.’672	De	Quincey’s	dark	forebodings	of	riots	and	revolution	were,	
of	course,	not	borne	out	by	events.673		
In	his	1833	article	‘Mrs	Hannah	More’,	De	Quincey,	whilst	generally	sarcastic	
about	‘Holy	Hannah’,	as	he	nicknamed	her,	wrote	in	favourable	terms	about	her	
Sunday	schools	initiative.	More	had,	in	his	words,	‘greatly	strengthened	her	
pretensions	to	public	notice,	by	stepping	forward	as	the	organizer	of	Sunday	schools,	
upon	a	scale	of	unusual	extent	with	relation	to	the	means	at	her	disposal.’674	De	
Quincey	describes	More’s	motives	in	establishing	the	schools	as	‘pure,	originating	
[…]	in	no	love	of	power,	but	in	a	conscientious	sense	of	public	duty:	her	purpose	was	
noble	–	being	that	of	elevating	the	condition	of	human	nature	amongst	the	poorest	
and	the	humblest	of	her	fellow	creatures.’	Not	only	was	More	acting	from	noble	
motives,	but,	‘her	success,	both	directly	in	her	own	peculiar	field,	and	remotely	as	a	
precedent	which	rapidly	diffused	and	multiplied	itself,	was	so	great	as	to	attain	
																																																						
672	De	Quincey,	‘The	Prospects	of	Britain’,	p.	147.	The	Bristol	Riots	of	October	1831,	
triggered	by	the	rejection	by	the	House	of	Lords	of	the	second	Reform	Bill,	resulted	
in	great	damage	to	property	in	the	city,	and	eventually	to	the	execution	of	five	
rioters.		
	
673	It	is	interesting	to	compare	De	Quincey’s	near	panic	in	the	face	of	reform	to	
Matthew	Arnold’s	equally	fearful,	and	equally	overblown	response	to	the	Hyde	Park	
riot	of	1867	(see	Chapter	six).	
	
674	De	Quincey,	‘Mrs	Hannah	More’,	Works	IX,	Articles	from	Blackwood's	Edinburgh	
Magazine	and	Tait's	Edinburgh	Magazine,	1832-8,	ed.	by	Grevel	Lindop,	Robert	
Morrison	and	Barry	Symonds	(London:	Pickering	&	Chatto,	2001),	pp.	322-357	(p.	
332).	
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almost	a	national	value.’675	Referring	to	the	Blagdon	controversy	(discussed	in	
Chapter	three),	De	Quincey	argues	that	More	had	dealt	with	the	problem	adeptly,	
given	the	power	of	the	Church	of	England	in	educational	matters:	‘the	authority	with	
which	the	English	parochial	clergy	are	invested	by	their	official	stations,	make	their	
favour	at	least,	if	not	their	absolute	cooperation,	almost	a	sine	qua	non	towards	any	
[…]	success	in	schemes	like	those	of	Mrs	Hannah	More.’	More	had	emerged	well	from	
the	dispute,	De	Quincey	believed,	because	‘her	known	interest	[…]	exactly	coincided	
with	her	natural	courtesy	of	disposition.’676	
Although	De	Quincey	had	highly	praised	Andrew	Bell’s	Madras	system	of	
education	in	his	1822	review	of	Matthew	Hill’s	Plans	for	the	Instruction	of	Boys	in	
Large	Numbers,	in	his	1845	article	entitled	Coleridge	and	Opium-Eating	he	expressed	
surprise	that	Coleridge	had	admired	Bell	so	much	as	a	man.	De	Quincey	suggested	
that	Coleridge	had	often	used	‘ventriloquism’	to	put	his	own	ideas	into	others’	
mouths,	including	Bell’s:	‘Coleridge	had	blown	upon	these	withered	anatomies,	
through	the	blowpipe	of	his	own	genius,	a	stream	of	gas	that	swelled	the	tissue	of	
their	antediluvian	wrinkles.’	Of	Bell	specifically,	De	Quincey	writes:	‘We	knew	him.	
Was	he	dull?	Is	a	wooden	spoon	dull?	Fishy	were	his	eyes;	torpendius	was	his	
manner.	[…]	Coleridge	took	[the	Madras	system]	up;	Southey	also,	but	Southey	with	
his	usual	temperate	fervour.	Coleridge,	on	the	other	hand,	found	celestial	marvels	
both	in	the	scheme	and	in	the	man.’677		As	a	consequence,	De	Quincey	argued,	
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677	De	Quincey,	‘Coleridge	and	Opium-Eating’	Works	XV,	Articles	from	Blackwood's	
Edinburgh	Magazine,	and	Tait's	Edinburgh	Magazine,	1844-6,	ed.	by	Frederick	
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Coleridge	had	become	an	extreme,	unthinking	partisan	for	Bell	and	an	equally	
extreme	opponent	of	Joseph	Lancaster.	De	Quincey	chooses	to	ignore	Southey’s	
equally	vehement	opposition	to	Lancaster,	and	indeed	his	own	partisan	support	for	
Bell.	He	is	also	silent	about	Wordsworth’s	vociferous	support	for	Bell.	
Of	James	Boyer,	Coleridge’s	headmaster	at	Christ’s	Hospital,	‘this	horrid	
incarnation	of	whips	and	scourges’,	De	Quincey	suggested	that	Coleridge	had,	in	
Biographia	Literaria,	ascribed	to	him	‘ideas	upon	criticism	and	taste,	which	every	
man	will	recognise	as	the	intense	peculiarities	of	Coleridge.’678	For	similar	reasons,	
De	Quincey	expressed	scepticism	regarding	Coleridge’s	reports	in	The	Friend	of	
Alexander	Ball’s	statements	regarding	mass	education	(see	Chapter	four).	De	
Quincey,	whilst	expressing	admiration	for	Ball	both	as	a	sailor	and	‘a	true	practical	
philosopher’,	stated	that,	‘by	all	we	could	ever	learn,	Sir	Alexander	had	no	taste	for	
the	abstract	upon	any	subject,	and	would	have	read,	as	mere	delirious	wanderings,	
those	philosophical	opinions	which	Coleridge	fastened	like	wings	upon	his	
respectable	[…]	shoulders.’679		Against	De	Quincey’s	claims,	the	article	on	Ball	in	the	
Dictionary	of	National	Biography	describes	him	as	‘a	man	of	wide	culture,	humanity,	
and	judgement.’680			
De	Quincey’s	fears	for	the	English	language	
																																																						
678	De	Quincey,	‘Coleridge	and	Opium-Eating’,	p.	116.	Boyer’s	taste	for	‘flogging’	
would	have	been	anathema	to	De	Quincey,	who,	as	discussed	above,	detested	all	
forms	of	corporal	punishment.	
	
679	De	Quincey,	‘Coleridge	and	Opium-Eating’,	p.	117.	
	
680	See	Oxford	Dictionary	of	National	Biography,	‘Ball,	Sir	Alexander,	(1756–1809)’,	by	
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As	his	fears	of	revolution	diminished,	De	Quincey’s	concerns	about	mass	
education	and	mass	literacy	gradually	moved	away	from	the	purely	political	to	
worries	that	the	English	language	itself	was	becoming	corrupted.	Although	not	a	
linguistic	purist,	De	Quincey	felt	that	the	growing	spread	of	literacy	was	damaging	in	
that	colloquial	speech,	which	was	a	useful	way	of	refreshing	the	language,	was	being	
displaced	everywhere	by	a	standardised	‘newspaper	English’.	De	Quincey	set	out	his	
opinions	on	prose	style	in	a	lengthy	four-part	essay	entitled	‘Style’,	published	in	
Blackwood’s	Magazine	in	1840.		In	this	essay,	De	Quincey	argues	that	the	‘pure	racy	
idiom	of	colloquial	English’	could	now	only	be	found	in	the	circles	of	well-educated	
women	not	too	closely	connected	with	books,	because	‘books	[…]	tend	to	encourage	
a	diction	too	remote	from	the	style	of	spoken	idiom’,	whilst	‘the	language	of	high	life	
has	always	tended	to	simplicity	and	the	vernacular	ideal,	recoiling	from	every	mode	
of	bookishness.’681	However,	the	rise	of	what	De	Quincey	termed	the	‘evil’	of	
newspapers,	which	‘every	old	woman	in	the	kingdom	now	reads’	had	resulted	in	a	
‘bookish	idiom	[…]	barking	and	hide-binding	the	fine	natural	pulses	of	the	elastic	
flesh’	of	the	language.682			
As	an	example	of	this	contagion	of	colloquial	English,	De	Quincey	cites	a	
‘vulgar’	London	landlady	using	learned	and	legalistic	language	to	explain	to	De	
Quincey	the	terms	of	his	tenancy.	Cian	Duffy	sees	this	anecdote	as	reflecting	De	
Quincey’s	belief	that	such	an	appropriation	of	his	own	‘bookish	language’	was	a	sign	
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1840-1,	ed.	by	Grevel	Lindop	(London:	Pickering	&	Chatto,	2001),	pp.	3-84	(pp.	13-
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of	a	lower-class	‘social	insurgency	that	must	be	put	down.’683	De	Quincey	is,	
however,	more	obviously	concerned	about	the	effect	that	the	increasing	tendency	
towards	‘unconscious	pedantry’	would	have	on	the	educated	classes;	it	would	in	his	
view	eventually	‘stiffen	the	natural	graces	of	composition,	and	weave	fetters	about	
the	free	movement	of	human	thought.	This	would	interfere	as	effectually	with	our	
power	of	enjoying	much	that	is	excellent	in	our	past	literature,	as	it	would	with	our	
future	power	of	producing.’684	Ironically,	in	an	essay	that,	even	by	his	own	standards,	
is	verbose	and	discursive,	De	Quincey	then	criticizes	as	‘another	characteristic	defect	
of	this	age’	the	‘tumid	and	tumultuary	structure	of	our	sentences.’685	The	result	of	
this	verbosity,	De	Quincey	argues,	is	that	readers,	to	avoid	wasting	time,	slip	
‘naturally	into	a	trick	of	short-hand	reading’	and	consequently	form	‘an	incorrigible	
habit	of	desultory	reading’	not	just	of	newspapers,	but	of	books	which	should	
command	closer	attention.686	This	is	more	or	less	the	same	warning	about	the	
dangers	of	surface	reading	made	by	Coleridge	in	his	1818	lecture	on	education,	as	
discussed	in	Chapter	three.	
De	Quincey’s	proposed	remedy	is	to	teach	‘the	business	of	rhetoric,	the	
management	of	our	mother-tongue’	systematically,	‘as	regular	a	subject	for	training	
and	mechanic	discipline,	as	the	science	of	discrete	quantity	in	Arithmetic,	or	of	
continuous	quantity	in	Geometry.’	Such	training,	he	argues,	need	not	result	in	‘a	
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character	of	mechanic	monotony	upon	style’;	it	would	aim	solely		at	eliminating	
faults,	‘above	all	of	awkwardnesses	[…]	the	needless	jostlings	and	retardations	of	our	
fluent	motion’,	allowing	the	language	to	flow	freely	and	meaning	to	emerge	more	
clearly	from	writing.687	As	with	his	‘Letters	to	a	Young	Man	Whose	Education	has	
Been	Neglected’,	De	Quincey	promises	to	provide	further	details	on	his	proposed	
methodology	at	some	unspecified	future	date,	but	such	details	were	never	
forthcoming.			
De	Quincey	and	compulsory	education	
De	Quincey	returned	to	the	subject	of	mass	education	in	an	article	entitled	
‘Logic’	for	Hogg’s	Instructor	in	1850,	at	a	time	when,	whilst	the	need	for	universal	
elementary	education	was	accepted	by	the	majority,	sectarian	issues	were	
preventing	its	implementation.	In	the	article,	De	Quincey	wrote	that	whilst	the	
‘external	machinery	of	education’	might	have	improved,	the	‘matter	and	substance’	
of	education	had	not.	In	De	Quincey’s	opinion,	there	were	two	ways	of	improving	
education;	‘upwards,	beginning	from	below,	and	downwards,	beginning	from	above.’	
He	argues	that	in	Prussia,	improvements	in	mass	education	‘for	the	lowest	orders’	
had	forced	the	upper	class	to	change	its	own	methods	of	study,	whilst	in	England,	the	
changes	in	education	had	been	most	noticeable	in	the	class	just	above	the	working	
class.	Such	changes	had	mostly	taken	the	form	of	increased	‘self-education	amongst	
those	who	are	raised	a	little	above	the	crushing	necessities	of	unintermitting	
labours.’	This	had	stemmed	from	the	‘revolutionary	nature	of	the	times	–	the	
consequent	evocation	of	new	interests,	new	questions,	new	sympathies	–	and	the	
remarkable	concurrence	[…]	of	a	far	cheaper	and	more	stirring	literature.’	Young	
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people,	‘from	fourteen	to	twenty’,	were	more	reliant	than	their	parents	had	been	on	
intellectual	resources	which	in	turn	‘presuppose	a	higher	quality	of	self-culture’.	
Against	this	background,	De	Quincey	asks,	in	what	way	would	it	be	‘possible	most	
effectually	to	cooperate	with	a	movement	so	meritorious	and	so	widely	diffused?’688		
One	way,	he	suggests,	would	be	to	‘counsel	choice’	in	reading,	by	which	means	an	
‘individual	experience	would	be	made	available	to	thousands.’	An	alternative	
approach	would	be	to	develop	a	system	of	logic	‘adapted	to	the	present	modes	of	
thinking,	and	the	modern	aspects	of	literature.’689	As	usual,	De	Quincey	remained	
vague	about	both	the	means	of	‘counselling	choice’	and	the	details	of	such	a	‘system	
of	logic’.	
In	a	lengthy	footnote	to	this	article,	De	Quincey	explains	why,	in	his	view,	it	
had	so	far	proved	impossible	to	establish	a	truly	national	system	of	education	in	
England,	and	his	explanation	is	interesting	in	the	light	of	future	developments.	
Firstly,	he	states,	mass	education	had	spread	fastest	in	Prussia,	the	only	state	in	
Christendom	where	‘education	is	universal	and	inevitable’.	Far	from	regarding	this	
as	a	credit	to	the	Prussian	state	and	people,	however,	De	Quincey	instead	sees	it	as	‘a	
badge	of	cognisance	of	[the]	degradation’	of	the	people,	and	the	oppression	of	the	
state.		He	continues:	‘let	Prussia	establish	some	shadow	of	civil	liberty,	so	that	a	
citizen	may	have	the	power	to	say	“these	children	are	mine,	and	it	is	myself	that	shall	
have	the	sole	right	to	say	whether	they	shall	be	educated	or	not”,	from	that	moment	
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the	universal	education	in	Prussia	will	collapse.’690	As	discussed	in	Chapter	six,	
Matthew	Arnold	took	a	more	favourable	view	of	systems	of	mass	education	in	
Continental	Europe,	particularly	in	France,	contrasting	them	with	the	piecemeal	
provision	of	education	in	England	and	Wales,	and	did	not	share	De	Quincey’s	
concerns	about	state	interference.691	
Widespread	education	is,	De	Quincey	asserts,	a	good	thing	in	principle,	but	
not	at	the	price	paid	for	it	in	Prussia,	where	parental	wishes	and	preferences	are	‘set	
aside	by	summary	coercion	of	public	authority’.	Moreover,	in	England,	given	the	
level	of	poverty,	children	were	an	important	economic	resource,	and	‘no	authority	of	
the	state	[…]	can	make	good	this	public	claim	upon	children	as	subjects	for	education	
against	the	counter-claim	of	parents	[…]	upon	these	children	as	manufacturing	tools	
for	their	own	domestic	necessities.’	As	long	as	child	labour	was	allowed,	
[N]o	rival	claim	of	education	can	make	itself	heard	[…]	against	the	killing	
clamours	of	poverty	on	excess.	This	is	a	startling	thought,	[…]	that	precisely	at	
this	particular	era,	when	the	old	forces	arrayed	against	popular	education	are	
starting	to	give	way	before	the	revolutionary	temper	of	the	age,	two	colossal	
interests	of	man	[…]	are	moulding	themselves	steadily	into	hostile	powers	
and	placing	themselves	astride	of	the	only	road	upon	which	any	national	
scheme	of	education	can	advance.692	
																																																						
690	De	Quincey,	‘Logic’,	pp.	26-27nn.	
	
691	In	his	General	Report	for	1867	as	Inspector	of	Education,	for	example,	Arnold	
writes:	‘In	Prussia	[…],	education	is	not	flourishing	because	it	is	compulsory,	it	is	
compulsory	because	it	is	flourishing.	[…]	When	instruction	is	valued	in	this	country	
as	it	is	in	Germany	it	may	be	made	obligatory	here.’	Matthew	Arnold,	Reports	on	
Elementary	Schools	1853-1882	(London:	Her	Majesty’s	Stationery	Office,	1907),	p.	
117.		
	
692	De	Quincey,	‘Logic’,	p.	26n.	
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These	‘colossal	interests’	De	Quincey	defines	as,	firstly,	the	interests	of	man	‘in	his	
noblest	rights’;	that	is,	in	the	rights	of	men	to	‘think	as	they	please	on	all	questions	of	
Christian	philosophy	or	Christian	mystery.’	The	other	was	‘the	interest	of	working	
man	in	his	daily	bread.	[…]	Here	[…]	are	purposes	the	most	high	and	most	beneficent	
for	social	man,	separately	all	good,	and	yet	embattled	against	each	other	with	the	
enmity	of	snakes!’693	In	contrast	to	John	Stuart	Mill,	who,	exploring	this	conflict	
between	the	rights	of	parents	and	the	rights	of	the	State	in	On	Liberty	(see	Chapter	
six),	concluded	that	the	State	should	have	the	power	to	compel	education,	De	
Quincey	was	unequivocally	of	the	view	that	parents’	rights	over	their	children	were,	
and	must	remain,	absolute,	and	that	giving	the	State	the	power	to	compel	education	
would	amount	to	tyranny.	
The	education	of	De	Quincey’s	children	
	 The	education	of	De	Quincey’s	six	surviving	children,	particularly	that	of	his	
three	daughters,	was	sporadic,	mainly	because	of	the	family’s	constant	need	to	move	
house	and	evade	the	bailiffs.	When	his	mother	complained	to	him	that	a	short	letter	
from	his	eldest	daughter	Margaret	contained	three	elementary	mistakes,	and	offered	
to	help	pay	for	her	grandchildren’s	education,	De	Quincey	maintained	that	his	
children	were	receiving	an	excellent	education,	and	produced	as	proof	receipts	for	
payment	of	various	governesses	and	teachers	of	music	and	dancing.694	Despite	this,	
																																																																																																																																																																		
	
693	De	Quincey,	‘Logic’,	p.	26n.	
	
694	Morrison,	pp.	291-292.	De	Quincey’s	sons	attended	various	schools.	For	example,	
Horace	and	Francis	attended	Rydal	School	in	the	Lake	District	whilst	living	with	their	
grandparents	at	The	Nab	(Morrison,	p.	259).	As	discussed	in	Chapter	one,	education	
of	middle-class	girls	at	home	by	governesses	and	tutors	remained	the	norm	until	the	
end	of	the	nineteenth	century,	and	De	Quincey’s	daughters	do	not	seem	to	have	
attended	any	school.	
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his	daughter	Emily	later	complained	of	her	own	ignorance	and	lack	of	training.695	
However,	whilst	agreeing	that	her	formal	education	had	been	neglected,	writing	that	
‘Papa	left	us	to	nature’	and	had	‘behaved	very	badly	by	some	of	us	for	all	[…]	
ordinary	branches	of	education’,	Margaret	pointed	out	that	she	and	her	siblings	had	
been	allowed	to	read	whatever	books	they	pleased	amongst	their	father’s	large	
collection.	In	her	words:	‘I	always	feel	grateful	[to	him]	for	never	having	arbitrarily	
withheld	any	book	from	us	–	he	guided	our	tastes	in	forming	judgments	of	them.’696	
Following	the	death	of	De	Quincey’s	wife,	Margaret	took	over	the	running	of	the	
household	and	effectively	raised	her	younger	siblings	Florence,	Emily	and	Frederick.	
Emily	remained	single	and	took	over	the	task	of	looking	after	De	Quincey	from	
Margaret	after	her	marriage	and	subsequent	move	to	Dublin.697	
	 In	an	ironic	contrast	to	Wordsworth’s	sons,	both	of	whom	had	wished	to	join	
the	Army	but	had	for	financial	reasons	been	unable	to	obtain	commissions,	two	of	De	
Quincey’s	sons	became	Army	officers.	Despite	his	continuous	financial	difficulties,	De	
Quincey	and	his	mother	between	them	somehow	found	the	then	enormous	sum	of	
£900	(over	£87,000	at	today’s	prices)	to	buy	a	commission	for	his	eldest	surviving	
son	Horace,	who	died	of	malaria	while	on	active	service	in	the	Opium	Wars.	His	
second	son	Frederick	was	found	a	commission	in	the	Indian	Army	through	the	
																																																						
695	Morrison,	p.	292.	
	
696	Morrison,	p.	292.	Margaret’s	words	are	strikingly	reminiscent	of	Virginia	Woolf’s	
unstructured	‘self-education’	in	her	father’s	library;	see	Quentin	Bell,	Virginia	Woolf:	
a	Biography,	Volume	I,	Virginia	Stephen	1882-1912	(London:	Hogarth	Press,	1972),	
pp.	50-51.	
	
697	Wilson,	p.	308;	Morrison,	pp.	326-27.		
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patronage	of	the	Duke	of	Wellington,	following	the	intervention	of	Wordsworth.698	
Frederick	survived	the	Indian	Mutiny	and	later	settled	in	New	Zealand.	De	Quincey’s	
son	Francis,	after	a	short-lived	apprenticeship	with	an	Edinburgh	merchant,	studied	
at	the	University	of	Edinburgh	and	qualified	as	a	surgeon,	subsequently	emigrating	
to	Brazil.699		
Conclusion	
Over	a	period	of	some	thirty	years,	De	Quincey’s	writings	on	education	
represent	a	transitional	phase	between	conservative	writers	in	the	early	nineteenth	
century	and	liberal	writers	from	around	the	middle	of	the	century.	During	this	
period,	De	Quincey’s	priorities	shifted	in	response	to	the	changing	social	and	
political	environment.	In	his	earlier	writings,	De	Quincey	echoed	the	fears	of	earlier	
conservative	writers	on	education,	such	as	Sarah	Trimmer	and	Hannah	More,	that	
the	increased	literacy	of	the	working	class	would	leave	them	open	to	exploitation	by	
revolutionaries,	unless	their	reading	could	be	closely	guided.			
From	these	early	fears	about	mass	literacy	leading	to	political	instability,	De	
Quincey’s	focus	moved	to	the	vulgarising	effects	of	readily	available	reading	matter	
on	the	middle	class,	and	the	barriers	to	mass	education	caused	by	the	conflicting	
interests	of	working-class	parents	between	the	wish	to	improve	their	children’s	
education	and	the	need	for	the	income	provided	by	their	children.	The	increasing	
restrictions	on	child	labour,	introduced	in	various	Factory	Acts	throughout	the	
																																																						
698	Morrison,	p.	330.	The	Duke	of	Wellington	had	promised	to	find	Frederick	a	
commission,	and	De	Quincey’s	daughter	Margaret	wrote	to	Wordsworth,	by	then	
Poet	Laureate,	asking	him	to	intervene	when	she	suspected	that	the	promise	had	
been	forgotten.	
	
699	Morrison,	p.	365.	
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nineteenth	century,	removed	this	conflict	by	effectively	reducing	the	value	of	
children	as	economic	units.		
De	Quincey’s	parallel	concerns	about	the	vulgarising	effects	of	popular	
literature	on	the	middle	class,	as	well	as	echoing	those	of	Coleridge,	prefigure	
Matthew	Arnold’s	warnings	about	the	growing	‘Philistinism’	of	the	middle	class	in	
Culture	and	Anarchy	(1869).	John	Stuart	Mill	had	earlier	expressed	similar	concerns	
about	the	reading	public’s	growing	distaste	for	‘difficult’	works	(see	Chapter	six).	
Cian	Duffy	argues	that	a	combination	of	intellectual	snobbery	about	the	literary	
tastes	of	the	middle	class	and	fear	of	insubordinate,	newly-literate	‘lower	orders’	led	
to	De	Quincey’s	neglect	of	the	novel,	just	at	the	point	when	the	novel	was	displacing	
poetry	as	the	primary	literary	genre.700		 	
																																																						
700	Duffy,	pp.	12-14.		
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Chapter	Six:	The	‘Afterlives’	of	Wordsworth	and	Coleridge	in	
Victorian	educational	theory	and	practice.	
	
This	final	chapter	explores	the	impact	of	the	Romantic	writers,	particularly	
Wordsworth	and	Coleridge,	on	educational	ideas	in	the	second	half	of	the	nineteenth	
century.	It	considers	the	advocacy	of	Wordsworth’s	poems	in	an	educational	context	
by	John	Stuart	Mill	and	Matthew	Arnold,	the	influence	on	Mill	of	Coleridge’s	ideas	
about	the	role	of	the	State	in	education,	and	the	effects	of	Mill	and	Arnold’s	views	on	
educational	policies	and	practices.	
In	his	study	of	the	growth	of	English	as	an	academic	subject	in	the	nineteenth	
century,	Ian	Reid	explores	the	competing	claims	for	Coleridge	and	Wordsworth	as	
influencers.701	Whilst	Reid’s	main	focus	is	on	the	growth	of	the	study	of	English	
literature	as	a	university	subject	towards	the	end	of	the	nineteenth	century,	his	early	
chapters	examine	the	extent	to	which	Coleridge	and	Wordsworth	can	be	seen	as	
direct	influences	on	key	Victorian	writers.	Reid	cites	several	examples	of	the	use	of	
Wordsworth’s	poems	in	anthologies	for	schools	in	the	Victorian	era.	Indeed,	long	
before	his	death,	Wordsworth’s	poetry	had	been	introduced	into	schools.	Alan	
Richardson	points	out	that	a	collection	of	Wordsworth’s	poems,	edited	by	a	
schoolmaster	named	Joseph	Hine,	was	in	use	in	schools	by	1831.702	There	were	
several	reasons	for	Wordsworth’s	popularity	as	a	poet	for	schoolchildren.	Firstly,	his	
use	of	simple	‘language	as	really	used	by	men’	made	his	poems	particularly	suited	to	
a	young,	unsophisticated	readership.	Secondly,	Wordsworth’s	poems	were,	arguably,	
uncontroversial	both	politically	and	religiously.	Finally,	Wordsworth’s	radical	past	
																																																						
701	Ian	Reid,	Wordsworth	and	the	Formation	of	English	Studies	(Aldershot:	Ashgate,	
2004).	
	
702	Richardson,	p.	263.	
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was	either	forgotten,	or	no	longer	problematic	in	the	light	of	a	reformed	Parliament	
and	the	fading	memory	of	the	French	Revolution.	
As	J.	P.	Ward	points	out,	three	major	educational	theorists	in	the	Victorian	era	
were	great	admirers	of	Wordsworth	(John	Henry	Newman,	John	Stuart	Mill	and	
Matthew	Arnold),	and	all	three	saw	poetry	as	a	necessary	‘humanising’	element	in	
education.	Ward	argues	that	for	Arnold	and	Newman,	the	study	of	literature	could	
mitigate	the	de-humanising	effects	of	industrialisation	and	compensate	to	some	
extent	for	the	loss	of	simple	Christian	faith	in	the	light	of	Darwinism;	indeed,	as	
discussed	below,	Arnold	saw	poetry	as	eventually	taking	the	place	of	religion.	Ward	
points	out	that	Mill,	lacking	Arnold’s	and	Newman’s	Christian	beliefs,	advocated	the	
use	of	poetry,	and	the	poetry	of	Wordsworth	in	particular,	as	a	means	of	‘educating	
the	feelings’,	following	his	own	experiences	as	a	young	man	in	the	early	1830s.703		
In	the	later	chapters	of	Women	and	the	shaping	of	the	nation's	young,	Mary	
Hilton	explores	the	impact	of	Wordsworth	and	other	Romantic	writers	on	
nineteenth	century	female	educational	reformers,	particularly	Mary	Carpenter,	
whose	work	focused	on	‘delinquent’	youths	who	were	excluded	from	mainstream	
educational	institutions.	In	Hilton’s	words	‘Wordsworth’s	radical	humanitarianism	
clearly	attracted	[the]	liberal	intelligentsia	in	an	age	of	hunger	and	distress,	an	age	in	
which	were	counterpoised	contrasting	scenes	of	spoliation	through	technological	
progress	with	those	of	extraordinary	opulence.’704	As	Hilton	points	out,	Carpenter’s	
views	drew	upon	Wordsworth’s	concept	of	the	child	as	a	‘wild’,	active	subject,	rather	
than	merely	the	passive	object	of	adults’	intentions,	but	it	is	doubtful	whether	the	
																																																						
703	J	P	Ward	‘"Came	from	Yon	Fountain":	Wordsworth's	Influence	on	Victorian	
Educators’,	Victorian	Studies,	Vol.	29,	No.	3	(Spring,	1986),	pp.	435-436.	
	
704	Mary	Hilton,	pp.	195-96;	p.	198.	
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conservative	Wordsworth	would	have	approved	of	Carpenter’s	ultra-liberal	
approach	to	the	education	of	juvenile	delinquents.705	
John	Stuart	Mill	
John	Stuart	Mill’s	father,	the	Utilitarian	philosopher	James	Mill,	wrote	in	the	
entry	on	‘Education’	in	the	Encyclopaedia	Britannica	(1815)	that	the	purpose	of	
education	was	‘to	render	the	individual	as	much	as	possible	an	instrument	of	
happiness,	first	to	himself,	and	next	to	other	beings’.706	John	Stuart	Mill	was	in	turn	
unequivocal	about	the	duty	of	the	State	to	ensure	satisfactory	education	of	its	
citizens,	writing	in	On	Liberty	(1859):	‘Is	it	not	almost	a	self-evident	axiom,	that	the	
State	should	require	and	compel	the	education,	up	to	a	certain	standard,	of	every	
human	being	who	is	born	its	citizen?	Yet	who	is	there	that	is	not	afraid	to	recognise	
and	assert	this	truth?’707	It	is	important	to	note	that	Mill	states	only	that	the	State	
should	‘require	and	compel’	education;	as	explained	below,	Mill’s	belief	in	the	
primacy	of	liberty	and	individual	choice	meant	that	he	was	opposed	to	the	State	
either	providing	or	funding	such	education,	except	in	extreme	circumstances.	In	an	
early	debating	speech	on	education,	entitled	‘Perfectibility’,	Mill’s	tone	is	not	unlike	
Hazlitt’s,	asserting	that	‘such	a	system	of	education	should	exist,	as	will	give	the	
masses	of	mankind,	not	learning	–	but	commonsense	–	practical	judgment	in	
																																																						
705	Although	the	term	‘juvenile	delinquent’	became	popular	during	the	1950s,	it	is	
recorded	by	the	Oxford	English	Dictionary	as	being	used	as	early	as	1817.	The	OED	
also	cites	Dickens’	invented	‘Juvenile	Delinquent	Society’	in	Oliver	Twist	(1838).	
http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/102272?rskey=7gamL5&result=1&isAdvanced=f
alse#eid222700076	[Accessed	2	April	2018]	
	
706	F.	W.	Garforth,	John	Stuart	Mill	on	Education	in	Society	(Oxford,	Martin	Robertson	
&	Company	Limited,	1979),	pp.	2-3.	
	
707	John	Stuart	Mill,	‘On	Liberty’,	Collected	Works	XVIII,	Essays	on	Politics	and	Society	
I,	ed.	by	John	M.	Robson	(Toronto:	University	of	Toronto	Press,	1977),	pp.	213-310	
(p.	301).	
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ordinary	affairs,	and	shall	enable	them	to	see	that	a	thing	is	wrong,	when	it	is	wrong,	
as	shall	make	them	despise	humbug	and	see	through	casuistry	and	imposture.’708	As	
discussed	in	Chapter	four,	Hazlitt	would	have	seen	both	‘common	sense’	and	
‘practical	judgment’	as	best	acquired	through	experience	rather	than	formal	
education;	indeed	he	argued	that	education	could	actually	have	an	adverse	effect	on	
such	abilities.		
Mill’s	solitary	childhood	sounds	very	similar	to	those	of	Coleridge	and	Hazlitt,	
although,	unlike	them,	Mill	was	taught	solely	at	home,	thus,	‘as	I	had	no	boy	
companions,	[…]	my	amusements,	which	were	mostly	solitary,	were	in	general	of	a	
quiet,	if	not	a	bookish	turn.’709	Mill	acknowledges	that	even	during	his	Utilitarian	
education	he	was	allowed,	indeed	encouraged,	by	his	father	to	read	poetry.	He	
records	in	his	Autobiography	having	read,	on	his	father’s	recommendation,	
Thomson’s	The	Seasons	(1726-30),	Pope’s	Essay	on	Man	(1733-4)	and	Gray’s	The	
Bard	(1757),	and	the	poems	of	William	Cowper	and	Robert	Burns.	His	father	saw	
‘scarcely	any	merit’	in	the	poetry	of	the	nineteenth	century,	apart	from	the	‘metrical	
romances’	of	Walter	Scott.710	At	the	age	of	thirteen,	Mill	‘met	with’	the	poems	of	
Thomas	Campbell,	‘among	which	“Lochiel”,	“Hohenlinden”	and	“The	Exile	of	Erin”	
[…]	gave	me	sensations	I	had	never	before	experienced	from	poetry.		Here	too,	I	
																																																						
708	Mill,	‘Perfectibility’	(1828),	Collected	Works	XXVI,	Journals	and	Debating	Speeches	
I,	ed.	by	John	M.	Robson	(Toronto:	University	of	Toronto	Press,	1988),	pp.	428-33	(p.	
433).		
	
709	Mill,	‘Autobiography’,	Collected	Works:	I,	Autobiography	and	Literary	Essays,	ed.	by	
John	M.	Robson	and	Jack	Stilling	(Toronto:	University	of	Toronto	Press,	1981),	pp.	1-
290	(p.	39).	
	
710	Mill,	‘Autobiography’,	p.	19.	Whilst	Pope	was	anathema	to	the	early	Romantics,	
Cowper	and	Burns	were	influential	in	the	development	of	both	Wordsworth’s	and	
Coleridge’s	poetic	style.	
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made	nothing	of	the	longer	poems,	except	the	striking	opening	of	“Gertrude	of	
Wyoming”,	which	appeared	to	me	as	the	perfection	of	pathos.’711		
Mill	comments	that,	even	in	what	he	calls	‘the	most	secular	phase	of	my	
Benthamism’,	poetry	had	had	an	emotional	effect	on	him.	He	writes	of	Pope’s	Essay	
on	Man	(1733-34):	‘though	every	opinion	in	it	was	contrary	to	mine,	I	well	
remember	how	powerfully	it	acted	on	my	imagination.	Perhaps	at	that	time	poetical	
composition	of	any	higher	type	than	eloquent	discussion	in	verse,	might	not	have	
produced	a	similar	effect	on	me;	at	all	events	I	seldom	gave	it	an	opportunity.’	Mill	
adds	that	this	early	phase	of	reading	poetry	was	‘short-lived’.	He	was	then	
‘theoretically	indifferent’	to	poetry;	he	‘disliked	any	sentiments	in	poetry	which	I	
should	have	disliked	in	prose;	and	that	included	a	great	deal’,	and	at	this	stage	he	
was	‘wholly	blind’	to	the	function	of	poetry	in	‘educating	the	feelings’.712		
At	the	age	of	twenty,	Mill	suffered	a	nervous	breakdown	following	a	crisis	of	
conscience	over	the	validity	of	the	Utilitarian	philosophy	under	which	he	had	been	
educated	and	considered	suicide.	In	an	attempt	at	consolation	he	read	through	‘the	
whole	of	Byron’,	but	with	only	a	negative	effect:	‘[Byron’s]	state	of	mind	was	too	like	
my	own.	His	was	the	lament	of	a	man	who	had	worn	out	all	pleasures	and	who	
seemed	to	think	that	life	to	all	who	possessed	the	good	things	of	it,	must	necessarily	
be	the	vapid	uninteresting	thing	which	I	found	it.’713			
																																																						
711	Mill	‘Autobiography’,	p.	20.	‘Gertrude	of	Wyoming	–	a	Pennsylvanian	Tale’	(1809)	
is	a	long	narrative	poem	by	Thomas	Campbell	(1777-1844).	Coincidentally,	Matthew	
Arnold	wrote	scathingly	about	‘Gertrude	of	Wyoming’	in	one	of	his	General	Reports	
as	Inspector	of	Schools:	‘the	poem	[…]	has	no	great	merit	and	is	by	no	means	
universally	read,	even	by	educated	people.’	Matthew	Arnold,	Reports	on	Elementary	
Schools	1852-1882,	p.	161.	
	
712	Mill,	‘Autobiography’,	p.	115.	
	
713	Mill,	‘Autobiography’,	p.	150.	
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Mill	and	Wordsworth	
Mill	then	turned	to	Wordsworth’s	poems	in	the	two-volume	1815	edition,	
which	he	found	to	be	‘the	precise	thing	for	my	mental	wants	at	that	particular	
juncture’.	More	specifically,	Mill	explains:	
What	made	Wordsworth's	poems	a	medicine	for	my	state	of	mind,	was	that	
they	expressed,	not	mere	outward	beauty,	but	states	of	feeling,	and	of	thought	
coloured	by	feeling,	under	the	excitement	of	beauty.	[…]	In	them	I	seemed	to	
draw	from	a	source	of	inward	joy,	of	sympathetic	and	imaginative	pleasure,	
which	could	be	shared	in	by	all	human	beings;	which	had	no	connexion	with	
struggle	or	imperfection,	but	would	be	made	richer	by	every	improvement	in	
the	physical	or	social	condition	of	mankind.	[…]	The	consequence	[…]	was	
that	I	gradually	but	completely	emerged	from	my	habitual	depression.714		
Mill	came	to	believe	that	both	Coleridge	and	Shelley	were	in	some	ways	better	poets	
than	Wordsworth	(perhaps	significantly,	Mill	quotes	two	lines	from	Coleridge’s	
poem	‘Work	Without	Hope’	as	being	the	truest	description	of	his	own	feelings	during	
his	nervous	breakdown).715	Nevertheless,	as	Mill	puts	it:	‘Compared	with	the	
greatest	poets,	[Wordsworth]	may	be	said	to	be	the	poet	of	unpoetical	natures,	
possessed	of	quiet	and	contemplative	tastes.	But	unpoetical	natures	are	precisely	
those	which	require	poetic	cultivation.	This	cultivation	Wordsworth	is	much	more	
fitted	to	give,	than	poets	who	are	intrinsically	far	more	poets	than	he.’716	After	this	
																																																																																																																																																																		
	
714	Mill,	‘Autobiography’,	pp.	151-52.	
	
715	Mill,	‘Autobiography’,	pp.	143-45.	The	lines	are	‘Work	without	hope	draws	nectar	
in	a	sieve/And	hope	without	an	object	cannot	live.’	
	
716	Mill,	‘Autobiography’,	p.	153.	
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experience,	Mill	came	to	regard	Wordsworth	almost	with	reverence,	making	several	
visits,	which	amounted	to	pilgrimages,	to	Wordsworth	in	the	1830s.	Mill	wrote	to	a	
friend	following	one	such	visit	that	he	had	come	to	regard	the	whole	of	the	Lake	
District	as	Wordsworth’s	‘kingdom’,	and	that	he	had	found	Wordsworth	in	person	to	
be	‘still	more	admirable	&	delightful	a	person	on	a	nearer	view	than	I	had	figured	to	
myself	from	his	writings.’	As	Alan	Gill	puts	it:	‘Mill	went	to	the	Lake	District	with	a	
formed	idea	of	the	Wordsworth	he	wanted	to	find,	and	found	him.’717	
Mill	set	out	his	reasons	for	preferring	the	poetry	of	Wordsworth	above	others	
for	the	‘education	of	feeling’	in	two	debates	in	1829	with	his	fellow	Utilitarian	and	
Benthamite	John	Roebuck	on	the	respective	merits	of	Wordsworth	and	Byron.	In	
Mill’s	words:	
Wordsworth’s	thoughts	comprise	a	better	and	more	comprehensive	morality	
than	all	other	poets	together	–	and	alone	of	all	poets	he	seems	to	be	able	to	
make	moralizing	interesting.	[…]	Wordsworth	illustrates	all	the	most	
important	features	of	the	happiest	and	most	virtuous	character	and	unfolds	
most	recondite	truths	in	morals	and	mental	philosophy	–	while	the	poems	in	
which	he	does	this	are	by	far	the	most	delightful	as	mere	poems	that	he	ever	
wrote.718		
																																																						
717	Mill,	Collected	Works	XII,	Earlier	Letters	1812-1848,	ed.	by	Francis	E.	Mineka	
(Toronto:	University	of	Toronto	Press,	1983),	pp.	80-82,	cited	in	Alan	Gill,	
Wordsworth	and	the	Victorians	(Oxford:	Clarendon	Press,	1998),	pp.	50-51.		
			
718	Mill,	‘Wordsworth	and	Byron’,	Collected	Works	XXVI,	434-442	(p.	441).	Roebuck	
was	an	independent	Member	of	Parliament	for	most	of	his	adult	life,	being	elected	
MP	for	Bath	in	1832	at	the	age	of	thirty	and	serving	as	an	MP	for	various	
constituencies	until	his	death	in	1879.	In	1843	he	attempted	unsuccessfully	to	
introduce	a	Bill	for	compulsory	secular	education.	See	Oxford	Dictionary	of	National	
Biography,	‘Roebuck,	John	Arthur,	(1802–1879)’	by	S.	R.	Beaver.	
<https://doi.org/10.1093/ref:odnb/23945>	[Accessed	2	May	2018]	
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As	Gill	points	out,	many	of	the	arguments	used	by	Mill	in	support	of	
Wordsworth’s	poems	either	draw	upon,	or	are	lifted	wholesale	from,	Wordsworth’s	
own	preface	to	the	1815	collection	of	his	poems.719	Mill	was	not,	however,	uncritical	
in	his	advocacy	of	Wordsworth’s	poems.	Mill,	like	Arnold,	believed	Wordsworth	
failed	when	he	tried	to	philosophize	over	his	feelings:	‘What	is	bad	then	in	
Wordsworth’s	account	of	his	own	peculiar	feelings	is	not	where	he	describes	them,	
nor	where	he	gives	the	history	of	them,	but	where	he	philosophizes	over	them	and	
endeavours	to	account	for	them,	as	in	certain	parts	of	The	Excursion	[…]	and	The	
Recluse.’720	Mill	often	lamented	the	inability,	or	unwillingness,	of	Utilitarian	thinkers	
to	allow	for	the	salutary	effects	of	poetry,	and	an	equivalent	lack	of	understanding	of	
philosophy	amongst	poets.	Although,	as	noted	above,	Mill	was	in	general	critical	of	
Wordsworth’s	‘philosophical’	poems	such	as	The	Excursion,	in	this	particular	context	
he	criticized	Wordsworth	for	failing	to	philosophize:	‘[W]e	must	be	permitted	to	
express	our	regret,	that	a	poet	who	has	meditated	as	profoundly	on	the	theory	of	his	
art	[…]	should	have	put	forth	nothing	which	can	convey	any	adequate	notion	to	
posterity	of	his	merits	in	this	department.’721	
	 As	well	as	describing	the	salutary	effects	of	poetry	on	his	own	character,	Mill	
defined	the	distinct	role	poets	had	in	society,	beyond	that	of	providing	purely	
aesthetic	pleasure.	This	role	was,	in	Mill’s	words:		
[T]o	batter	down	obstinate	prejudices;	to	throw	light	on	the	dark	places;	to	
discover	and	promulgate	ideas,	which	must	be	meditated	for	years	before	
																																																						
719	Gill,	pp.	49-50.	
	
720	Mill,	‘Wordsworth	and	Byron’,	p.	440.	
	
721	Mill,	‘Use	and	Abuse	of	Political	Terms’	Collected	Works	XVIII,	4-13	(p.	5n).		
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they	will	be	appreciated;	to	form	mankind	to	closer	habits	of	thought;	to	
shame	them	out	of	whatever	is	mean	and	selfish	in	their	behaviour;	to	elevate	
their	tastes;	to	inspire	them	with	nobler	and	more	beneficent	desires;	to	teach	
them	that	there	are	virtues	which	they	have	never	conceived,	and	pleasures	
beyond	what	they	have	ever	enjoyed.722			
There	is	a	distinct	similarity	in	Mill’s	words	‘to	discover	and	promulgate	ideas,	which	
must	be	meditated	for	years	before	they	will	be	appreciated’	to	Shelley’s	claim	in	A	
Defence	of	Poetry	that	poets	are	‘the	unacknowledged	legislators’	of	their	time,	
although	A	Defence,	written	in	1821,	was	not	published	until	1840.		
Mill	provided	a	more	detailed	explanation	of	the	benefits	of	poetry	in	
education	in	his	Inaugural	Address	after	being	elected	Rector	of	St	Andrew’s	
University	in	1861.	Beginning	by	outlining	the	relatively	low	value	placed	on	poetry	
in	Britain	in	the	recent	past	(‘it	was	hardly	looked	upon	in	any	serious	light,	or	
having	much	value	except	as	an	amusement	or	excitement’),	Mill	went	on	to	quote	
the	words	of	Fletcher	of	Saltoun	that	‘Let	who	will	make	the	laws	of	a	people	if	I	
write	their	songs’,	adding	that	Fletcher‘s	words	‘might	have	taught	us	how	great	an	
instrument	for	acting	on	the	human	mind	we	were	under	valuing.	It	would	be	
difficult	for	anybody	to	imagine	that	“Rule	Britannia”	[…]	or	“Scots	wha	hae”	had	no	
permanent	influence	on	the	higher	region	of	human	character;	[…]	and	songs	are	far	
from	being	the	highest	or	most	impressive	form	of	poetry.’723	Mill	reflected	that,	to	
																																																						
722	Mill,	‘Attack	on	Literature’,	The	Examiner,	12	June	1831,	Collected	Works	XXII,	
Newspaper	Writings	December	1822	-	July	1831,	I,	318-327	(p.	325),	cited	in	Garforth,	
Educative	Democracy,	p.	61.	
	
723	Mill,	‘Inaugural	Address	Delivered	to	the	University	of	St.	Andrews’,	Collected	
Works	XXI,	Essays	on	Equality,	Law	and	Education,	ed.	by	John	M	Robson	(Toronto:	
University	of	Toronto	Press,	1984),	pp.	215-58	(p.	252).	Andrew	Fletcher,	known	as	
‘Fletcher	of	Saltoun’,	was	a	Scottish	patriot,	political	theorist,	and	book	collector.	See	
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the	amazement	of	Englishmen,	other	nations	had	historically	regarded	art,	in	its	
broadest	sense,	as	‘little	inferior	in	importance	to	either	its	religion	or	its	
government.’724	Mill	goes	on	to	say	that:	
It	is	worth	training	[men]	to	feel,	not	only	actual	wrong	or	actual	meanness,	
but	the	absence	of	noble	aims	and	endeavours,	as	not	merely	blameable	but	
also	degrading;	to	have	a	feeling	of	the	miserable	smallness	of	mere	self	in	the	
face	of	this	great	universe,	of	the	collective	mass	of	our	fellow	creatures;	in	
the	face	of	past	history	and	the	indefinite	future.	[…]	We	learn	to	respect	
ourselves	only	so	far	as	we	feel	capable	of	nobler	objects.725		
Mill	saw	poetry	and	literature	in	general	as	the	‘great	source	of	inspiration’	for	such	
an	‘elevated	tone	of	mind’,	adding	that	although	‘We	may	imbibe	exalted	feelings	
from	Plato,	or	Demosthenes,	or	Tacitus,	[…]	it	is	only	in	so	far	as	these	great	men	are	
not	solely	philosophers	or	orators,	or	historians	but	poets	and	artists.’726		
The	advantages	of	poetry	were,	in	Mill’s	view,	not	limited	to	promoting	
‘loftiness’	and	‘heroic	feelings’.	On	an	individual	level	(and	here	Mill	drew	upon	his	
own	experience):	
Its	power	is	as	great	in	calming	the	soul	as	in	cultivating	it	–	in	fostering	the	
milder	emotions,	as	the	more	exalted.	It	brings	home	to	us	all	those	aspects	of	
life	which	take	hold	of	our	nature	on	its	unselfish	side,	and	lead	us	to	identify	
																																																																																																																																																																		
‘Fletcher,	Andrew,	of	Saltoun,	(1653?-1714)’	by	John	Robertson	in	the	Oxford	
Dictionary	of	National	Biography.	<https://doi.org/10.1093/ref:odnb/9720>	
[Accessed	2	June	2018].	‘Scots	wha	hae’	is	a	lyrical	poem	by	Robert	Burns	in	the	form	
of	a	speech	given	by	Robert	the	Bruce	before	the	Battle	of	Bannockburn.	
	
724	Mill,	‘Inaugural	Address	Delivered	to	the	University	of	St.	Andrews’,	pp.	252-53.	
	
725	Mill,	‘Inaugural	Address	Delivered	to	the	University	of	St.	Andrews’,	p.	254.	
	
726	Mill,	‘Inaugural	Address	Delivered	to	the	University	of	St.	Andrews’,	p.	254.	
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our	joy	and	grief	with	the	good	or	ill	of	the	system	of	which	we	form	a	part;	
and	all	those	solemn	or	pensive	feelings,	which,	without	having	any	direct	
application	to	conduct,	incline	us	to	take	life	seriously.727			
Reading	great	poetry	therefore	directly	affected	an	individual’s	personality	and	
outlook:	‘Who	does	not	feel	a	better	man	after	a	course	of	Dante,	or	of	Wordsworth,	
or	[…]	after	brooding	over	Gray’s	“Elegy”	or	Shelley’s	“Hymn	to	Intellectual	
Beauty”?’728	The	best	poetry,	in	Mill’s	view,	thus	addressed	both	the	Utilitarian	ideal	
of	promoting	‘the	greatest	happiness	for	the	greatest	number’,	and	the	Romantic	
ideal	of	elevating	the	individual’s	soul.		
	 Expanding	on	the	latter,	Mill	went	on	to	link	the	idea	of	poetry	‘s	effect	upon	
the	individual	with	the	corresponding	effect	of	natural	beauty,	particularly	that	of	
mountainous	regions:		
[T]he	mere	contemplation	of	beauty	of	a	high	order	produces	in	no	small	
degree	this	elevating	effect	on	the	character.	The	power	of	natural	scenery	
addresses	itself	to	the	same	region	of	human	nature	which	corresponds	to	
Art.	There	are	few	capable	of	feeling	the	sublime	order	of	natural	beauty	[…]	
who	are	not,	at	least	temporarily,	raised	by	it	above	the	littleness	of	
humanity.729		
It	is	perhaps	significant	that	Mill	refers	to	those	‘capable	of	feeling	the	sublime	order	
of	natural	beauty’;	this	suggests	that	he,	like	Coleridge	but	unlike	Wordsworth,	
																																																						
727	Mill,	‘Inaugural	Address	Delivered	to	the	University	of	St.	Andrews’,	pp.	254-55.	
	
728	Mill,	‘Inaugural	Address	Delivered	to	the	University	of	St.	Andrews’,	p.	254.	
	
729	Mill,	‘Inaugural	Address	Delivered	to	the	University	of	St.	Andrews’,	p.	255.	
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believed	that	not	everyone	was	equally	capable	of	fully	appreciating	the	beauty	of	
scenery.		
In	preferring	the	poems	of	Wordsworth	to	those	of	Byron,	Mill	was,	by	
implication,	attacking	what	he	saw	as	an	increasing	tendency	to	‘surface’	reading.	
Noticing	the	spread	of	literacy	(‘Our	working	classes	have	learned	to	read,	and	our	
idle	classes	have	learned	to	find	pleasure	in	reading’),	Mill	cautions	that,	because	
reading	has	become	‘one	of	the	most	approved	and	fashionable	ways	of	killing	time	
[…]	the	number	of	persons	who	have	skimmed	the	surface	of	literature	is	far	greater	
than	at	any	previous	period	in	our	history.’730		As	a	result,	in	Mill’s	view,	the	standard	
of	writing	had	declined,	as	authors	were	forced	to	write	on	demand	to	satisfy	the	
needs	of	a	growing	number	of	‘light’	periodicals.	As	he	put	it	in	his	1836	essay	‘On	
Civilization’:	‘[W]e	see	that	literature	is	becoming	more	and	more	ephemeral:	books,	
of	any	solidity,	are	almost	gone	by;	even	reviews	are	not	now	considered	sufficiently	
light;	the	attention	cannot	sustain	itself	on	any	serious	subject,	even	for	the	space	of	
a	review-article.’	Mill	concludes	that	‘literature	becomes	more	and	more	a	mere	
reflection	of	the	current	sentiments,	and	has	almost	entirely	abandoned	its	mission	
as	an	enlightener	and	improver	of	them.’731	These	sentiments	echo	Wordsworth’s	
(possibly	slighting)	reference	to	reading	as	a	‘gentlemanly	occupation’	(see	Chapter	
two),	and	Coleridge’s	warnings	against	the	voracious,	unthinking	reading	of	‘modern	
novels’	in	Biographia	Literaria.	
Mill’s	views	on	education	
																																																						
730	Mill,	‘The	Present	State	of	Literature’	(1827)	Collected	Works	XXVI,	409-417	(pp.	
411-412).	
	
731	Mill,	‘On	Civilization’,	Collected	Works	XVIII,	135.	
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Despite	his	positive	view	of	Wordsworth’s	poetry,	Mill	was	scathingly	critical	
of	the	Bell	system	of	pupil-monitors	which	Wordsworth	and	Coleridge	had	so	
strongly	advocated	several	decades	previously,	and	which	was	still	in	operation	in	
many	schools	in	the	1830s.732	Mill	believed	that	Bell’s	system,	and	the	rival	Lancaster	
system,	invariably	led	to	the	sort	of	‘cramming’	which	neither	required	nor	
encouraged	independent	thinking.	Mill	felt	this	approach	led	eventually	to	a	
fundamental	separation	in	children’s	minds	between	words	and	the	things	to	which	
they	related.	Coleridge	had	pointed	out	this	danger	when	writing	of	William	Pitt	the	
Younger’s	education,	which	was	conducted	under	methods	similar	to	Mill’s	(see	
Chapter	three),	but	had	not	identified	it	as	a	danger	in	Bell’s	system.		
In	his	1832	article	‘Reform	in	Education’,	Mill	quotes	at	length	from	George	
Edward	Biber’s	Lectures	on	Christian	Education	(1830).	Biber	was	equally	critical	of	
the	National	schools,	which	derived	from	Joseph	Lancaster’s	monitorial	system,	and	
of	the	British	schools,	which	derived	from	Andrew	Bell’s	rival	model.		
Biber	cites	many	examples	of	schoolchildren	being	able	to	define	words	only	in	the	
context	of	other	words;	the	fatal	dissociation	between	word	and	object	that	
Coleridge	and	others	had	warned	about	had,	ironically,	been	reinforced	by	the	very	
system	which	Coleridge	had	advocated.	
	 For	Mill,	the	rote	learning	approach	of	both	monitorial	systems	was	
fundamentally	flawed;	it	was,	in	Biber’s	words:	‘the	direct	way	of	preventing	
[children]	from	ever	thinking	about	what	they	are	doing,	and	thus	cutting	off	every	
																																																						
732	The	two	systems	remained	in	place	for	much	of	the	nineteenth	century,	although	
the	use	of	pupil-teachers	diminished.	The	‘British’	schools	were	subsumed	into	the	
non-denominational	system	of	elementary	education	in	England	and	Wales	
following	the	Forster	Education	Act	of	1870,	whilst	many	of	the	‘National’	schools	
remained	under	the	control	of	the	Church	of	England.			
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chance	of	their	understanding	it.’733		Worse	still,	the	methods	of	the	monitorial	
systems	had	spread	to	infant	schools,	which	had	thereby	become	merely	
‘treadmill[s]	for	the	minds	of	the	poor	children’.734	Mill	was	enraged	that	‘an	
institution	designed	for	moral	culture	only	–	a	place	where	a	child	learned	nothing,	
in	the	vulgar	sense	of	learning,	but	only	learned	to	live;	that	places	designed	
exclusively	for	the	cultivation	of	the	kindly	affections,	should,	by	dulness,	hardness	
and	miserable	vanity,	be	converted	into	places	for	parroting	gibberish.’735	The	tone	
here	is	remarkably	similar	to	that	used	by	Wordsworth	and	Coleridge	in	their	later	
criticisms	of	infant	schools	as	discussed	in	Chapters	two	and	three.	As	explained	
below,	Mill	was	later	unwittingly	instrumental	in	ensuring	the	continuation	of	such	
practices.	
As	F.	W.	Garforth	points	out,	Mill,	reacting	against	his	own	‘hothouse’	
education	and	reverting	to	the	earlier	ideas	of	Comenius,	Locke,	and	Rousseau,	
advocated	learning	through	discovery:	‘I	must	verify	[what	my	teacher	tells	me]	by	
my	own	observation,	or	by	interrogating	my	own	consciousness.’736	Mill	followed	
Rousseau	in	arguing	that	such	child-centred	education	did	not	mean	allowing	the	
child	to	do	as	they	pleased;	education	should	take	place	within	a	controlled	
environment;	Rousseau’s	‘well-regulated	liberty’.737	Indeed,	despite	his	reputation	as	
																																																						
733	Biber,	pp.	162-65,	quoted	in	Mill,	‘Reform	in	Education’,	Collected	Works	XXI,	61-
74	(p.	68).	
	
734	Biber,	pp.	172-77,	quoted	in	Mill,	‘Reform	in	Education’,	p.	73.		
	
735	Mill,	‘Reform	in	Education’,	pp.	70-71.	
	
736	Mill,	‘On	Genius’,	Collected	Works	I,	331,	cited	in	Garforth,	Educative	Democracy:	
John	Stuart	Mill	on	Education	in	Society,	p.	185.		
	
737	Rousseau,	Emile,	p.	92,	cited	in	Garforth,	Educative	Democracy:	John	Stuart	Mill	on	
Education	in	Society	p.	186.	
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an	advocate	of	individual	liberty,	Mill	was	perhaps	surprisingly	authoritarian	in	his	
ideas	about	children’s	education.	In	his	Autobiography,	he	writes:	‘I	do	not	believe,	
that	boys	can	be	induced	to	apply	themselves	[…]	to	dry	and	irksome	studies,	by	the	
sole	force	of	persuasion	and	soft	words.	Much	[…]	must	be	learnt,	by	children,	for	
which	rigid	discipline,	and	known	liability	to	punishment,	are	indispensable	as	
means.’738	Moreover,	Mill	deplored	the	increasing	tendency	in	‘modern	education’	to	
teach	children	only	what	is	‘easy	and	interesting’	to	learn;	in	his	view	this	sacrificed	
one	of	the	chief	objects	of	education,	and	risked	‘training	up	a	race	of	men	incapable	
of	doing	anything	which	is	disagreeable	to	them.’739		
Mill’s	reservations	about	the	way	in	which	education	was	carried	out	echo	
those	expressed	by	Coleridge	in	his	lectures	on	education	(see	Chapter	3).	In	an	
essay	entitled	‘On	Genius’,	published	under	a	pseudonym	in	the	Monthly	Repository	
in	October	1832,	Mill	criticized	‘modern	education’	as	‘all	cram	–	Latin	cram,	
mathematical	cram,	literary	cram,	political	cram,	theological	cram,	moral	cram.	The	
world	already	knows	everything,	and	has	only	to	tell	it	to	its	children	who,	on	their	
part,	have	only	to	hear,	and	lay	it	to	rote	(not	to	heart).’740	The	underlying	problem	
from	Mill’s	point	of	view	was	that,	at	school,	‘what	is	the	child	taught,	except	to	
repeat	by	rote,	or	at	most	to	apply	technical	rules,	which	are	lodged,	not	in	his	
reason,	but	in	his	memory?	When	he	leaves	school,	does	not	everything	which	a	
young	person	sees	and	hears	conspire	to	tell	him,	that	it	is	not	expected	that	he	shall	
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think,	but	only	that	he	shall	profess	no	opinion	on	any	subject	different	from	that	
professed	by	other	people?’741	Moreover,	‘the	most	valuable	kind	of	mental	
gymnastics’	previously	provided	by	disciplines	such	as	logic	and	metaphysics	was	
becoming	rarer,	and	even	the	ancient	languages	which	‘when	rationally	taught	are	
[…]	a	lesson	of	logical	classification	and	analysis’,	as	well	as	giving	access	to	‘a	
literature	more	rich	than	any	other’	were	‘insensibly	falling	into	disrepute	as	a	
branch	of	liberal	education.’742		Mill’s	proposed	solution,	again	echoing	Coleridge,	
was	that	education	should	focus	on	teaching	children	how	to	think:	‘Let	the	
education	of	the	mind	consist	in	calling	out	and	exercising	[its]	faculties:	never	
trouble	yourself	about	giving	knowledge	–	train	the	mind	–	keep	it	supplied	with	
materials,	and	knowledge	will	come	of	itself.	Let	all	cram	be	ruthlessly	discarded.’743		
Mill	expanded	on	the	theme	of	types	of	instruction,	and	the	danger	of	
separating	words	from	things,	in	his	review	of	Horace	Grant’s	Arithmetic	for	Young	
Children	and	Exercises	for	the	Improvement	of	the	Senses	(1835).744	Mill	writes	that:		
It	has	[…]	been	long	felt	that	there	are	two	methods	of	what	is	called	
instruction	[…].	One	of	these	is	the	system	of	cram;	the	other	is	the	system	of	
cultivating	mental	power.	[…]	One	treats	a	child	like	a	creature	that	has	
nothing	but	a	memory,	and	loads	that	memory	with	words,	trusting	to	
Providence	for	enabling	the	child	some	time	or	other	to	put	meaning	into	
																																																						
741	Mill,	‘On	Genius’,	p.	337.	
	
742	Mill,	‘On	Genius’,	p.	338.	
	
743	Mill,	‘On	Genius’,	p.	338.	
744	Mill,	review	of	Horace	Grant’s	Arithmetic	for	Young	Children	and	Exercises	for	the	
Improvement	of	the	Senses,	published	in	the	Globe	and	Traveller,	23	October	1835,	
Collected	Works	XXIV,	Newspaper	Writings	II,	ed.	by	Ann	P.	Robson	and	John	M.	
Robson	(Toronto:	University	of	Toronto	Press,	1986),	pp.	785-87.		
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those	words;	the	other	trusts	the	child	to	possess	intelligence	as	well	as	
memory,	and	believes	it	to	be	the	main	object	of	instruction	to	strengthen	
that	intelligence.745		
As	discussed	in	Chapters	three	and	four,	both	Coleridge	and	Hazlitt	had	criticized	the	
concentration	on	purely	mechanical	memory	as	a	way	of	testing	children’s	
knowledge	and	understanding.	Mill	commends	Grant’s	book	as	presenting	ideas	to	
children	‘in	such	an	order,	that	the	child’s	intellect	is	carried	with	him	throughout;	
and	at	every	step	the	child	acquires	not	only	a	set	of	sounds,	but	ideas,	and	with	
those	ideas	the	habit	of	really	discovering	truths	for	himself;	of	using	his	eyes,	his	
hands,	[…]	and	his	first	nascent	powers	of	judgement	and	reasoning.’746		There	is,	
however,	an	unresolved	conflict	here	between	Mill’s	advocacy	of	children	learning	
through	discovery,	and	his	suggestion	elsewhere	that	‘rigid	discipline	and	known	
liability	to	punishment’	will	be	needed	to	force	children	to	learn.		
Mill	had	serious	reservations,	not	only	about	the	quality	of	teaching	at	public	
schools	and	universities,	but	also	with	proposed	Utilitarian	reforms	to	these	
institutions.	He	wrote	in	‘Civilization’	(1836)	that	‘We	are	at	issue	equally	with	the	
admirers	of	Oxford	and	Cambridge,	and	with	the	generality	of	their	professed	
reformers.	We	regard	the	system	of	those	institutions	[…]	with	sentiments	little	
short	of	utter	abhorrence.’	However,	demonstrating	how	far	he	had	moved	away	
from	the	views	of	‘pure’	Utilitarian	reformers	such	as	Bentham,	Mill	goes	on	to	say	
that	‘we	do	not	conceive	that	their	vices	would	be	cured	by	bringing	their	studies	
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into	a	closer	connexion	with	[…]	“the	business	of	the	world”;	by	dismissing	the	logic	
and	classics	which	are	still	professedly	taught,	to	substitute	modern	languages	and	
experimental	physics.’	What	Mill	saw	as	fundamental	in	education	was	‘the	great	
business	of	every	rational	being	–	the	strengthening	and	enlarging	of	his	own	
intellect	and	character’;	the	‘empirical	knowledge	which	the	world	demands	[…]	the	
stock	in	trade	of	money-getting-life’	he	would	leave	for	the	world	itself	to	provide.	747	
Mill	goes	on	to	praise	‘ancient	literature’,	however	imperfectly	it	was	currently	
taught,	as	being	‘the	sole	ennobling	feature	in	the	slavish,	mechanical	thing	which	the	
moderns	call	education.’748	
	 In	his	review	of	William	Ware’s	translation	of	Piso’s	Letters	from	Palmyra	
(1838),	Mill	describes	what	he	sees	as	the	effects	of	an	educational	system	
increasingly	dominated	by	‘the	religious	and	[…]	the	scientific	education-mongers’,	
who	between	them	were	denying	access	to	the	sort	of	fiction	that	would	‘awaken	
high	aspirations’	by	representing	characters	‘whose	actions	and	sentiments	were	of	
a	more	generous	and	loftier	order	than	ordinarily	to	be	met	with	[…]	in	every-day	
life.’749	Such	books,	in	Mill’s	view,	were	potentially	just	as	powerful	‘instruments	of	
national	education’	as	the	‘catalogues	of	physical	facts	and	theological	dogmas’	with	
which	they	had	been	replaced.	He	added:	‘Not	what	a	boy	or	girl	can	repeat	by	rote,	
but	what	they	have	learnt	to	love	and	admire,	is	what	forms	their	character.’750	In	
words	similar	to	those	used	by	Coleridge	in	his	defence	of	imaginative	literature,	Mill	
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asserts	that	the	popular	novels	of	the	day	teach	only	‘worldliness’	and	the	sort	of	
‘huckstering	virtues	which	conduce	to	getting	on	in	the	world’,	and	concludes,	that,	
whilst	they	might	have	lacked	realism,	the	‘old	romances,	whether	of	chivalry	or	of	
faery	[…]	filled	the	youthful	imagination	with	pictures	of	heroic	men,	and	of	what	are	
at	least	as	much	wanted,	heroic	women.’751	Mill	was	at	this	point	equally	opposed	to	
the	narrowly	sectarian	religious	education	of	the	British	and	National	Schools	and	
the	narrowly	factual	education	of	the	Utilitarian	type	envisaged	by	Jeremy	Bentham.	
It	is	significant	in	this	context	that	amongst	the	subjects	Bentham	had	proposed	to	
exclude	from	the	curriculum	of	the	Chrestomathic	school	was	belles-lettres,	
including	all	types	of	literary	composition	and	criticism.752	
	 Despite	his	misgivings	about	the	effects	of	mass	literacy,	Mill	saw	the	spread	
of	education	to	the	working	class	as	beneficial	both	for	individuals	and	for	society.	
He	believed	its	spread	to	be	an	inevitable	consequence	of	growing	wealth,	which:	‘by	
conferring	on	the	working	classes	the	inestimable	benefit	of	leisure	[…]	forces	them	
to	seek	education.’753	Mill	consistently	urged	some	minimal	level	of	education	as	a	
necessary	requirement	to	extending	the	franchise.	In	Mill’s	words:	‘there	is	surely	no	
reason	why	every	one	who	applies	to	be	registered	as	an	elector,	should	not	be	
required	to	copy	a	sentence	in	English	in	the	presence	of	the	registering	officer,	and	
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752	Jeremy	Bentham,	Chrestomathia	in	Collected	Works,	ed.	by	M.	J.	Smith	and	W.	H.	
Burson	(Oxford:	Clarendon	Press,	1983),	p.	18,	Table	1.	These	subjects	were	to	be	
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discipline	in	the	context	of	the	new	University	of	London.	
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to	perform	a	common	sum	in	the	rule	of	three.’754	This	was	exactly	the	opposite	view	
to	that	of	earlier	Radicals,	such	as	Hazlitt,	who	had	argued	that	mass	
enfranchisement	was	a	natural	right	and	should	therefore	not	be	conditional	upon	
education.	(See	Chapter	four).	Moreover,	Mill	argued	in	favour	of	a	system	of	plural	
voting,	with	an	‘ordinary	unskilled	labourer’	having	one	vote,	increasing	to	five	or	six	
votes	for	a	member	of	‘any	profession	requiring	a	long,	accurate	and	systematic	
mental	cultivation,	-	a	lawyer,	a	physician	or	surgeon,	a	clergyman	of	any	
denomination,	a	literary	man,	an	artist,	a	public	functionary.’	University	graduates	
would	be	allowed	at	least	five	votes	as	a	matter	of	course.755	In	Mill’s	view,	some	
such	system	was	essential	if	the	least-educated	were	not	to	gain	control	of	
government	under	a	system	of	universal	suffrage,	stating	that:	‘None	are	so	illiberal,	
none	so	bigoted	in	their	hostility	to	improvement,	none	so	superstitiously	attached	
to	the	stupidest	and	worst	of	old	forms	and	usage,	as	the	uneducated.	[...]	An	
uneducated	mind	is	almost	incapable	of	clearly	conceiving	of	the	rights	of	others.’756		
Unusually	for	the	time,	and	in	contrast	to	the	misogynistic	views	of	Hazlitt,	
Mill	advocated	truly	universal	suffrage,	in	which	all	women	as	well	as	all	men	would	
have	the	vote.	Given	his	views	about	education	as	a	necessary	condition	of	the	
franchise,	Mill	focused	on	the	limited	and	unequal	education	then	available	to	girls.	
In	a	speech	to	the	House	of	Commons	on	26	May	1867	advocating	equal	suffrage	for	
men	and	women,	Mill	asked:	‘Are	there	many	fathers	who	care	as	much,	or	are	
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willing	to	expend	as	much,	for	the	education	of	their	daughters,	as	of	their	sons?	
Where	are	the	Universities,	where	are	the	High	Schools,	or	the	schools	of	any	high	
description,	for	them?’757	Mill	pointed	out	that	charitable	trusts	originally	
established	for	the	education	of	both	boys	and	girls	were	not	being	used	fairly,	or	for	
the	purposes	intended	by	the	benefactors:	‘What	has	become	of	the	endowments	
which	the	bounty	of	our	ancestors	destined	for	the	education,	not	of	one	sex	only,	
but	both	indiscriminately?	[…]	Christ’s	Hospital	[…]	now	maintains	and	educates	
1100	boys,	and	exactly	26	girls.’758		
Mill	and	Coleridge		
	 As	well	as	drawing	on	Coleridge’s	ideas	on	the	value	of	imaginative	fiction,	
Mill	greatly	admired	him	as	a	philosopher.	In	his	1840	essay	‘Coleridge’,	Mill	stated	
that	Coleridge’s	influence	‘extends	far	beyond	those	who	share	in	the	peculiarities	of	
his	religious	or	philosophical	creed.	He	has	been	the	great	awakener	in	this	country	
of	the	spirit	of	philosophy,	within	the	bounds	of	traditional	opinions.’759	Comparing	
Coleridge	to	Bentham,	Mill	argues	that,	despite	their	very	different	beliefs,	both	
‘agreed	in	making	it	their	occupation	to	recal	[sic]	opinions	to	first	principles;	taking	
no	proposition	for	granted	without	examining	into	the	grounds	of	it,	and	
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ascertaining	that	it	possessed	the	kind	and	degree	of	evidence	suitable	to	its	
nature.’760		
In	the	context	of	education,	Mill	saw	Coleridge’s	approach	as	having	two	
particular	merits.	Firstly,	by	pointing	out	the	discrepancy	between	what	a	national	
church	establishment	was,	and	what	it	ought	to	be,	Coleridge	and	his	followers	had	
‘done	more	than	would	have	been	effected	in	thrice	the	time	by	Dissenters	and	
Radicals,	to	make	the	Church	ashamed	of	the	evil	of	her	ways,	and	to	determine	that	
movement	of	improvement	from	within,	which	has	begun	where	it	ought	to	begin,	at	
the	Universities	and	among	the	younger	clergy.’761		Secondly,	Coleridge	had	
vindicated	the	concept	of	‘an	endowed	class,	for	the	cultivation	of	learning,	and	for	
diffusing	its	results	among	the	community.	[…]	On	this	subject	we	are	entirely	at	one	
with	Coleridge	[…]	and	we	consider	the	definitive	establishment	of	this	fundamental	
principle,	to	be	one	of	the	permanent	benefits	which	political	science	owes	to	the	
Conservative	philosophers.’762	As	John	Robson	points	out	in	his	Introduction,	what	
Mill	saw	in	Coleridge’s	ideas	in	contrast	to	those	of	the	Utilitarians	was	‘a	mind	alive	
to	the	complexity	of	human	nature,	of	human	society,	of	human	institutions,	and	a	
healthy	corrective	to	the	arid	and	formalist	reduction	of	eighteenth-century	
thought.’763	Mill’s	idea	of	a	cultured,	educated	class	which	could	be	entrusted	to	lead	
society	was	similar	to	Coleridge’s	concept	of	a	‘clerisy’	set	out	in	On	the	Constitution	
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of	Church	and	State,	but	Mill	went	further	than	Coleridge	in	urging	social	mobility	
through	education,	with	individuals’	ability	being	tested	by	regular	examinations.	
Notwithstanding	his	admiration	for	Coleridge’s	thinking,	Mill	was	
fundamentally	opposed	to	the	Church	of	England	being	given	an	exclusive	or	even	
the	leading	role	in	the	provision	of	education.	In	his	essay	on	Coleridge,	he	argues	
that,	given	the	multiplicity	of	religious	sects,	the	State	had	no	option	but	to	continue	
with	‘the	imperfect	scheme’	of	allowing	each	sect	to	provide	its	own	religious	
instruction.	The	alternative	would	be	to	entrust	education	to	‘perhaps	the	most	unfit	
body	for	the	purpose	for	the	exclusive	charge	of	it	that	could	be	found	among	
persons	of	any	intellectual	attainments,	namely	the	established	clergy	as	at	present	
trained	and	composed.	Such	a	body	would	have	no	chance	of	being	selected	as	the	
exclusive	administrators	[…]	on	any	foundation	other	than	that	of	divine	right.’764	
Mill	reiterated	this	view	in	his	1866	paper	on	‘Educational	Endowments’	submitted	
to	the	Education	Commissioners,	stating	that:	‘It	is	evidently	proper	that	the	
restriction,	in	many	foundations,	of	the	office	of	schoolmaster	to	persons	in	holy	
orders,	should	be	abolished.’765	In	state	schools	at	least,	the	non-denominational	
nature	of	the	elementary	schools	established	by	the	1870	Education	Act	addressed	
this	point,	whilst	the	Universities	Tests	Act	of	1871	removed	all	restrictions	on	non-
Christians	taking	up	fellowships	at	Oxford,	Cambridge	and	Durham.	
Matthew	Arnold	
Matthew	Arnold	had	known	Wordsworth	for	many	years.	Arnold’s	father,	
Thomas	Arnold,	the	reforming	headmaster	of	Rugby	School,	had	been	friends	with	
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Wordsworth	since	1824,	when	Matthew	Arnold	was	only	two.		As	Leon	Gottfried	
points	out,	this	familiarity	with	Wordsworth	gave	Arnold	some	perspective	on	both	
Wordsworth	and	his	poems.	In	the	preface	to	his	selection	of	Wordsworth’s	poems,	
Arnold	wrote:	
It	is	not	for	nothing	that	one	has	been	brought	up	in	the	veneration	of	a	man	
so	truly	worthy	of	homage;	that	one	has	seen	him	and	heard	him,	lived	in	his	
neighbourhood,	and	been	familiar	with	his	country.	No	Wordsworthian	has	a	
tenderer	affection	for	this	pure	and	sage	master	than	I,	or	is	less	really	
offended	by	his	defects.766	
Arnold	held	that	Wordsworth’s	best	work,	which	he	believed	had	all	been	written	in	
the	ten	years	between	1798	and	1808,	had	been	obscured	by	a	‘mass	of	inferior	
work	[…]	imbedding	the	first-rate	work	and	clogging	it,	obstructing	our	approach	to	
it.’767		
Arnold,	like	Mill,	had	little	time	for	Wordsworth’s	longer,	philosophical	
poems,	such	as	The	Excursion.	In	his	Preface	to	his	selection	of	Wordsworth’s	poems,	
Arnold	quotes	an	extract	from	the	section	of	Book	IX	of	The	Excursion	dealing	with	
national	education,	and	imagines	it	being	quoted	‘at	a	Social	Science	Congress	[…]	in	
one	of	our	dismal	provincial	towns;	dusty	air	and	jaded	afternoon	daylight;	benches	
full	of	men	with	bald	heads	and	women	in	spectacles;	[…]	in	the	soul	of	any	poor	
child	of	nature	who	may	have	wandered	in	[…]	an	unutterable	sense	of	lamentation,	
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and	mourning,	and	woe!’768	In	the	Preface	to	his	selection	of	Byron’s	poems,	Arnold	
quotes	the	opening	line	from	the	same	section	of	The	Excursion:	‘O	for	the	coming	of	
that	glorious	time’	as	an	example	of	Wordsworth’s	‘pompous	dulness	[sic]’.769	Arnold	
saw	Wordsworth’s	true	worth	as	being	hidden	by	the	unthinking	adoration	of	those	
he	termed	‘Wordsworthians’,	who	praised	all	of	Wordsworth’s	poems	without	
discrimination.	(In	contrast	to	Mill’s	respect	for	Coleridge,	Arnold	saw	Coleridge	as	a	
‘poet	and	philosopher	wrecked	in	a	mist	of	opium.’)770		
Whilst	Mill	was	an	influential	commentator	and,	from	1865	to	1868,	the	
Member	of	Parliament	for	Westminster,	he	did	not	have	any	direct	influence	on,	or	
any	first-hand	experience	of	how	poetry	was	taught	in	schools.771	Matthew	Arnold,	
some	twenty	years	Mill’s	junior,	was	an	Inspector	of	Schools	from	1851	until	his	
retirement	in	1886,	and	was	therefore	in	a	good	position	to	judge	to	what	extent,	and	
with	what	effect,	poetry	had	become	part	of	the	elementary	school	curriculum,	and	
also	to	have	some	limited	influence	on	how	it	was	taught.		Arnold	wrote	a	series	of	
Annual	Reports	on	Elementary	Schools	from	1852	until	his	retirement	in	1882,	and	
these	provide	a	useful	insight	into	what	comprised	literary	education	in	elementary	
																																																						
768		Arnold,	‘Wordsworth’,	p.	50;	the	lines	quoted	are	293-302.	
	
769	Arnold,	‘Byron’,	Complete	Prose	Works	IX,	217-237	(p.	230).	As	Super	points	out	in	
his	explanatory	notes,	the	line	quoted	comes	from	the	section	of	The	Excursion	
arguing	for	the	State’s	responsibility	for	elementary	education,	a	sentiment	with	
which	Arnold	would	have	agreed,	however	dull	he	found	Wordsworth’s	poetical	
treatment	of	the	subject.	
	
770	Arnold,	‘Byron’,	p.	237.	
	
771	Mill	attended	neither	school	nor	university,	and	this	lack	of	direct	experience	of	
formal	education	may	have	led	to	him	having	unreasonable	expectations	of	the	sort	
of	teaching	that	schools	could	provide.	For	example,	Mill	believed	that	the	
mathematical	aspects	of	the	curriculum	at	Cambridge	was	no	more	than	could	be	
easily	mastered	in	six	months	by	a	‘boy	of	fourteen	of	ordinary	capacity’.	Mill,	‘The	
Universities’	(1826),	Collected	Works	XXVI,	348-58	(p.	351).		
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schools	during	that	period.	(A	selection	from	the	reports,	edited	by	F.	S.	Martin,	was	
published	by	His	Majesty’s	Stationery	Office	in	1908.)	
	 At	the	request	of	the	Newcastle	Commission,	appointed	to	inquire	into	the	
state	of	popular	education	in	England,	Arnold	visited	the	Continent	in	1859	to	
examine	methods	of	education	in	France,	Switzerland	and	Holland	and	compare	
them	to	those	used	in	English	schools.772	One	aspect	he	explored	was	the	use	of	
literature,	and	here	he	found	English	schools	at	a	distinct	disadvantage	compared	to	
their	French	counterparts:		
In	the	study	of	the	mother-tongue	the	French	school-boy	has	a	[…]	real	
advantage	over	ours;	he	certainly	does	learn	something	of	the	French	
language	and	literature,	and	of	the	English	our	schoolboy	learns	nothing.	[…]	
French	literature	possesses	prose	works,	perhaps	even	poetical	works,	more	
fitted	to	be	used	as	classics	for	schoolboys	than	any	which	English	literature	
possesses.	I	need	not	say	that	the	fitness	of	works	for	this	purpose	depends	
on	other	considerations	than	those	of	the	genius	alone	which	they	exhibit.773		
Arnold	also	praised	the	French	system	of	national	education,	‘which	[…]	is	all	that	a	
Government	can	prudently	attempt	to	make	universal	–	a	system	fixing	a	low	level,	
certainly,	of	popular	instruction,	but	one	which	the	rising	tide	of	national	wealth	[…]	
will	inevitably	push	up	higher.’774	He	cautioned	against	expanding	the	existing	
English	voluntary	system,	still	divided	between	the	Church	of	England’s	National	
																																																						
772	The	Newcastle	Commission	was	appointed	by	Royal	Warrant	on	30	June	1858	to	
‘Enquire	into	popular	education	in	England’.	
	
773	Arnold,	‘A	French	Eton’,	Complete	Prose	Works	II,	Democratic	Education,	ed.	by	R.	
H.	Super	(Ann	Arbor:	University	of	Michigan	Press,	1965),	pp.	262-327	(p.	270).	
	
774	Arnold,	‘Popular	Education	of	France’,	Complete	Prose	Works	II,	Democratic	
Education,	pp.	13-166	(p.	164).	
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schools	and	the	Dissenters’	British	schools,	into	a	national	system.	The	main	
objection	to	such	a	move,	from	Arnold’s	point	of	view,	was	that	it	would	make	
national	‘a	system	[…]	which	submissively	accompanies	the	hatefulest	[sic]	and	most	
barren	of	all	dispute,	religious	dispute,	into	its	smallest	channels;	-	stereotypes	every	
crotchet,	every	prejudice,	every	division.’775		
Building	on	the	findings	of	his	Continental	tour	in	his	Inspector’s	report	of	
1861,	Arnold	addressed	the	issue	of	the	lack	of	good	reading	books	in	English	
schools:		
I	have	seen	school-books	belonging	to	the	[…]	most	popular	series	in	use	in	
our	primary	schools,	in	which	far	more	than	half	of	the	poetical	extracts	were	
the	compositions	either	of	the	anonymous	compilers	themselves,	or	of	
American	writers	of	the	second	or	third	order.	[…]	To	this	defectiveness	of	
our	reading-books	I	attribute	much	of	that	grave	and	discouraging	deficiency	
in	anything	like	literary	taste	and	feeling,	which	[…]	even	well-instructed	
pupil-teachers	[…]	continue	almost	invariably	to	exhibit.776		
In	Arnold’s	view,	the	introduction	of	better	reading	books	would,	more	than	
anything,	‘afford	the	best	chance	of	inspiring	quick	scholars	with	a	real	love	[…]	of	
literature’,	with	the	added	advantage	that	‘the	literature	for	which	they	acquired	a	
taste	would	be	a	good,	a	sound,	and	a	truly	refining	literature;	not	a	literature	[…]	
																																																						
775	Arnold,	Popular	Education	of	France,	p.	165.	In	the	event,	the	Elementary	
Education	Act	of	1870,	which	introduced	compulsory	elementary	education,	allowed	
the	existing	voluntary	schools	to	continue,	but	brought	them	under	the	aegis	of	the	
school	boards.	The	newly	established	state	schools	provided	limited,	non-
denominational	religious	teaching.				
	
776	Arnold,	‘Inspector’s	Report	for	January	1861’,	quoted	in	Complete	Prose	Works	II,	
Notes,	p.	341.	
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over	which	no	cultivated	person	would	dream	of	wasting	his	time.’777	At	around	the	
same	time,	D.	Middleton,	the	inspector	for	Church	of	Scotland	schools,	who	had	
himself	been	pressing	for	better	reading	books,	reported	an	improvement:	‘The	
school	reading-books	now	publishing	are	greatly	superior	to	most	of	their	
predecessors.	[…]	This	is	true,	both	of	the	prose	and	verse,	now	offered	for	school-
reading.’778			
	 In	contrast	to	Mill,	Arnold	placed	what	he	termed	‘great	value’	on	rote	
learning	and	suggested	that	poetry	should	be	preferred	to	prose	for	such	exercises.	
In	his	General	Report	for	1863,	Arnold	wrote	that:	‘the	learning	by	heart	from	good	
authors	is	[…]	a	lesson	offering	great	value.	[…]	No	more	useful	change	has	been	
introduced	than	that	which	has	lately	been	added	of	learning	by	heart	passages	from	
some	standard	author.’779	He	reported	that	in	most	elementary	schools	‘the	whole	
upper	part	of	the	school	[…]	learn	by	heart	from	one	to	three	hundred	lines	of	good	
poetry.’780	Arnold’s	views	on	this	remained	unchanged;	in	his	General	Report	for	
1882,	he	commented:	‘people	talk	contemptuously	of	“learning	lines	by	heart”,	but	if	
a	child	is	brought	[…]	to	throw	himself	into	a	piece	of	poetry,	an	exercise	of	creative	
activity	has	been	set	up	in	him.’781	In	his	1863	Report,	Arnold	goes	on	to	state	what,	
																																																						
777	Arnold,	‘Inspector’s	Report	for	January	1861’	quoted	in	Complete	Prose	Works	II,	
Notes,	p.	342.	
	
778	Arnold,	‘Inspector’s	Report	for	January	1861’,	quoted	in	Complete	Prose	Works	II,	
Notes,	p.	342.	An	editorial	note	comments	that,	at	around	this	time,	both	Nelson’s	
School	Series	and	Longman’s	Graduated	Series	of	Reading-Lesson	Books	were	being	
introduced	into	schools.			
	
779	Arnold,	Reports	on	Elementary	Schools	1852-1882,	pp.	98-99.	
	
780	Arnold,	Reports	on	Elementary	Schools	1852-1882,	p.	186.	
	
781	Arnold,	Reports	on	Elementary	Schools	1852-1882,	p.	228.	
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in	broad	terms,	he	saw	as	the	benefits	of	learning	poetry,	and	these	are	not	
dissimilar	to	those	described	by	Mill.	Primarily,	the	distinctive	quality	of	poetry	was	
what	Arnold	termed	its	‘formative’	nature.	In	Arnold’s	words:	‘Good	poetry	is	
formative;	it	has	too	the	precious	power	of	achieving	by	itself	and	in	a	way	managed	
by	nature,	not	through	the	instrumentality	of	that	somewhat	terrible	character,	the	
scientific	instructor.’782	Arnold	was	less	concerned	than	Mill	about	the	risk	of	
dissociation	between	words	and	their	meaning	arising	from	rote-learning,	as	he	
believed	that	‘even	the	rhythm	and	diction	of	good	poetry	are	capable	of	exercising	
some	formative	effect,	even	though	the	sense	be	imperfectly	understood.’783		
Arnold,	like	Mill,	placed	a	particularly	high	value	on	Wordsworth’s	poetry.	As	
Gottfried	puts	it:	‘Arnold	believed	Wordsworth	to	be,	of	all	modern	poets,	uniquely	
qualified	by	the	purity,	truth,	elevation	and,	at	its	best,	beauty	of	both	his	style	and	
his	moral	vision	for	carrying	on	among	the	populace	the	beneficent	spiritual	labour	
which	he,	like	his	master,	believed	to	be	poetry’s	high	calling.’784	Indeed,	Arnold	
went	even	further	than	Wordsworth	in	this	respect,	seeing	poetry	as	eventually	
taking	the	place	of	religion	and	philosophy	in	meeting	humanity’s	spiritual	needs.	As	
he	put	it	in	Thoughts	on	Poetry	(1872),	‘More	and	more	mankind	will	discover	that	
we	have	to	turn	to	poetry	to	interpret	life	for	us	[…];	most	of	what	now	passes	[…]	as	
																																																						
782	Arnold,	Reports	on	Elementary	Schools	1852-1882,	p.	187.	Arnold’s	implied	
criticism	of	the	‘scientific	instructor’	is	significant.	Unlike	Mill,	who	saw	no	need	for	
conflict	between	the	arts	and	sciences	as	academic	disciplines,	Arnold	in	his	reports	
celebrated	schoolchildren’s	preference	for	poetry	above	other	subjects.	See	for	
example	his	General	Report	for	1880,	in	which	he	claims	that	in	Westminster	schools	
‘a	decisive	majority’	of	pupils	would	prefer	poetry	over	scientific	subjects	(ibid,	p.	
200).			
	
783	Arnold,	Reports	on	Elementary	Schools	1852-1882,	p.	187.	
	
784	Gottfried,	p.	71.	
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religion	and	philosophy	will	be	replaced	by	poetry.’785	Such	an	idea	would,	of	course,	
have	been	anathema	to	the	deeply	religious	Wordsworth.	Significantly,	when	the	
issue	of	secular	education	arose	in	the	debates	about	compulsory	education	leading	
up	to	Forster’s	1870	Elementary	Education	Act,	Arnold	suggested	that	the	Bible	
should	be	studied	in	schools	primarily	as	a	work	of	literature.	As	he	put	it,	Bible	
studies	should	be:	‘part	of	the	regular	school	work,	to	be	submitted	for	inspection	
and	to	be	seen	in	its	strength	or	weakness	like	any	other.	[…]	There	was	no	Greek	
school	in	which	Homer	was	not	read;	cannot	our	popular	schools,	with	their	narrow	
range	and	their	jejune	[…]	secular	literature,	do	as	much	for	the	Bible?’786	For	a	
‘broad	church’	Anglican	such	as	Arnold,	this	would	have	seemed	an	uncontroversial	
proposal,	but	he	clearly	failed	to	grasp	the	particular	significance	attached	to	the	
Bible	as	Holy	Writ	both	by	Evangelical	Anglicans	and	Dissenters.	
As	well	as	extolling	the	‘character-forming’	benefits	of	poetry,	Arnold,	in	his	
reports	as	Inspector	of	Schools,	highlighted	its	utilitarian	value	in	an	educational	
context,	that	of	‘remedying	what	I	have	noticed	as	the	signal	mental	defect	of	our	
school	children	–	their	almost	incredible	scantiness	of	vocabulary.	We	expand	their	
vocabulary,	and	with	their	vocabulary,	their	whole	circle	of	ideas.’787	He	was,	
however,	unimpressed	by	the	current	teaching	of	what	he	termed	‘that	immense	
field	called	literature’,	where	‘neither	plan	nor	order	of	study	exists,	or	any	well-
																																																						
785	Arnold,	‘The	Study	of	Poetry’,	Complete	Prose	Works	IX,	161-88	(pp.	161-62),	cited	
in	Gottfried,	p.	70.		
	
786	Arnold,	General	Report	for	1869,	Reports	on	Elementary	Schools	1852-1882,	pp.	
138-39.		
	
787	Arnold,	General	Report	for	1869,	Reports	on	Elementary	Schools	1852-1882,	p.	
188.	Arnold	gives	as	examples	of	poor	vocabulary	the	inability	of	most	elementary	
schoolchildren	to	accurately	define	such	words	as	‘ford’	and	‘steed’.	
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conceived	choice	of	books.	[…]	The	whole	use	that	the	Government	makes	of	the	
mighty	engine	of	literature	in	the	education	of	the	working	classes,	amounts	to	little	
more	[…]	than	[…]	giving	them	the	power	to	read	the	newspapers.’788	Arnold	goes	on	
to	explain	what	he	means	by	‘good	poetry’	in	the	context	of	teaching	elementary	
schoolchildren:		
We	must	not	be	so	rigid	as	to	exclude	all	poetry	but	the	very	best.	[…]	Still,	an	
effort	should	be	made	to	fix	the	standard	high.	Gray’s	‘Elegy’	and	extracts	
from	Shakespeare	should	be	chosen	in	preference	to	the	poetry	of	Scott	and	
Mrs	Hemans,	and	very	much	of	the	poetry	in	our	present	school	reading	
books	should	be	entirely	rejected.789		
As	explained	below,	Arnold	later	lowered	his	sights	regarding	the	type	of	poetry	he	
recommended	as	suitable	for	elementary	schoolchildren.	
In	his	General	Report	for	1880,	Arnold	invoked	Wordsworth	directly	in	
support	of	the	use	of	poetry	in	teaching,	writing	‘Wordsworth	says:	“To	be	incapable	
of	a	feeling	of	poetry,	in	my	sense	of	the	word,	is	to	be	without	love	of	human	nature	
and	reverence	for	God”.	And	it	is	only	through	acquaintance	with	poetry	[…]	that	this	
“feeling	of	poetry”	can	be	given.’790		Good	poetry,	in	Arnold’s	opinion,	thus	helped	to	
form	the	soul	and	character,	and	to	nurture	‘a	love	of	truth	and	beauty	in	allegiance	
																																																						
788	Arnold,	‘General	Report	for	1869’,	Reports	on	Elementary	Schools	1852-1882,	142.	
Is	there	perhaps	an	echo	here,	conscious	or	unconscious,	of	Wordsworth’s	phrase	
‘this	simple	engine’	in	The	Excursion	relating	to	Bell’s	monitorial	system?		
	
789	Arnold,	‘General	Report	for	1869’,	Reports	on	Elementary	Schools	1852-1882,	p.	
188.	
	
790	Arnold,	‘General	Report	for	1880’,	Reports	on	Elementary	Schools	1852-1882,	p.	
200.	It	is	interesting	to	speculate	on	what	view	Wordsworth,	with	his	suspicion	of	
‘book-learning’,	would	have	taken	of	the	practice	of	setting	schoolchildren	to	learn	
hundreds	of	lines	of	poetry.			
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together’	(a	possibly	intentional	echo	of	Keats).	Moreover,	poetry	gives	its	readers	
ideas	about	‘high	and	noble	principles	of	action,	and	[…]	inspires	the	emotions	so	
helpful	in	making	principles	operative.	Hence	its	extreme	importance	to	all	of	us;	but	
in	our	elementary	schools	its	importance	seems	to	me	at	present	quite	
extraordinary.’791	Arnold,	believing	that	the	spread	of	democracy	was	inevitable,	felt	
that	it	was	the	duty	of	the	state	to	‘civilize’	the	masses	in	preparation	for	such	a	
change.		In	this,	he	differed	from	both	Wordsworth,	who	regarded	mass	democracy	
as	a	harbinger	of	anarchy	(see	Chapter	two),	and	from	Mill,	who,	whilst	sharing	
Arnold’s	views	about	the	value	of	poetry	in	education,	saw	attempts	by	the	State	to	
‘mould’	society	as	leading	inexorably	to	State	control.	Ironically,	given	his	low	
opinion	of	Coleridge	as	a	philosopher,	Arnold’s	view	of	the	purpose	of	mass	
education	was	in	fact	closest	to	Coleridge’s.	
In	this	report,	Arnold	revisits	the	question	of	which	particular	poems	teachers	
should	use.	After	stating	that	the	‘choice	of	passages	to	be	learnt	is	of	the	utmost	
importance’,	he	comments:	‘Some	years	ago	it	was	the	fashion	to	make	[children]	
learn	Goldsmith’s	‘Deserted	Village’.	Nothing	could	be	more	unsuitable	[…]	and	the	
use	of	the	poem	has	happily	almost	ceased.’792	Arnold	specifies	as	‘conditions	to	be	
insisted	upon’	that	the	poetry	chosen	should	have	‘real	beauties	of	expression	and	
feeling	[…]	such	as	the	children’s	hearts	and	minds	can	lay	hold	of,	and	a	distinct	
																																																						
791	Arnold,	‘General	Report	for	1880’,	Reports	on	Elementary	Schools	1852-1882,	pp.	
200-201.	
	
792	Arnold,	‘General	Report	for	1880’,	Reports	on	Elementary	Schools	1852-1882,	p.	
202.	Arnold,	who	comments	that	the	poem	had	been	set	for	schools	following	the	
recommendation	of	‘the	late	Lord	Lyndhurst’,	is	silent	on	the	reasons	for	the	
unsuitability	of	‘The	Deserted	Village’,	but	it	may	be	that	the	poem	was	simply	too	
long	for	children	to	learn.	
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point	or	centre	of	beauty	should	occur	within	the	passage	learnt.’793		By	this	time,	
Arnold’s	opinion	of	Mrs	Hemans’	poetry	seems	to	have	improved,	as	he	suggests	that	
poems	such	as	her	‘The	Graves	of	a	Household’,	‘The	Homes	of	England’	and	‘The	
Better	Land’	are	‘to	be	recommended’,	as	‘they	have	real	merit	of	expression	and	
sentiment,	the	merits	are	such	that	children	can	feel,	and	the	centre	of	interest	[…]	
occurs	within	the	limits	of	what	is	learnt.’794	These	particular	poems	of	Hemans	had	
several	other	advantages	as	elementary	school	texts.	They	employed	simple	
language	and	rhyme	schemes,	expressed	unexceptionable,	if	trite,	sentiments,	and	
were	written	from	a	conservative,	patriotic	perspective.	‘The	Homes	of	England’,	for	
example,	describes	rural	upper-	and	lower-class	houses	in	idyllic	terms	(‘huts	and	
halls’)	and	implies	that	the	social	structure	they	represent	is	God-given.795	In	
contrast	to	his	earlier	recommendations,	in	this	Report	Arnold	cautions	against	the	
use	of	extracts	from	Shakespeare,	citing	as	an	example	of	this	the	‘judgement	scene’	
from	The	Merchant	of	Venice,	as	‘the	point	of	interest	is	often	not	reached	within	the	
one	hundred	lines,	which	is	all	the	children	learn.’796			
																																																						
793	Arnold,	‘General	Report	for	1880’,	Reports	on	Elementary	Schools	1852-1882,	p.	
202.	
	
794	Arnold,	‘General	Report	for	1880’,	Reports	on	Elementary	Schools	1852-1882,	p.	
202.	
	
795	Of	Hemans’	many	poems,	perhaps	only	‘The	Homes	of	England’	and	‘Casabianca’	
are	still	known	to	the	general	reader,	and	both	through	parodies.	Noel	Coward’s	song	
‘The	Stately	Homes	of	England’	from	his	musical	Operetta	parodied	the	former,	
whilst	the	first	line	of	‘Casabianca’,	‘The	boy	stood	on	the	burning	deck’,	has	formed	
the	beginning	of	several	comic	versions,	perhaps	the	best-known	being	Spike	
Milligan’s	‘The	boy	stood	on	the	burning	deck/Whence	all	but	he	had	fled	-	The	twit!’	
	
796	Arnold,	‘General	Report	for	1880’,	Reports	on	Elementary	Schools	1852-1882,	p.	
203.	
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It	is	necessary	to	bear	in	mind	when	reading	these	sometimes	contradictory	
extracts	from	his	Reports	that	Arnold	was	to	a	great	extent	constrained	in	what	he	
could	write.	Especially	after	the	1862	‘Revised	Code’,	which	brought	in	payment	by	
results	for	school	grants	(a	change	which,	as	discussed	below,	Mill	supported,	but	
Arnold	opposed),	school	inspectors	had	to	balance	accurate	reporting	of	what	they	
found	against	the	risk	of	the	government	reducing	funding	for	under-performing	
schools,	many	of	which	were	already	struggling	with	inadequate	resources.797	
Inspectors	therefore	tended	to	underplay	examples	of	poor	teaching,	and	to	
exaggerate	children’s	achievements.	Arnold’s	suggestions	for	poems	may,	in	part,	
have	reflected	the	books	which	schools	actually	possessed.	(Unlike	in	France,	schools	
in	England	were	not	awarded	funds	specifically	for	the	purchase	of	books).	In	the	
political	climate,	which	increasingly	favoured	a	Utilitarian	approach	to	education,	
Arnold	would	have	stressed	in	his	Reports	the	usefulness	of	poetry	in	improving	
vocabulary	and	training	the	memory,	rather	than	praising	its	humanising	effect	on	
character,	or	indeed	its	intrinsic	literary	merits.		
The	Revised	Code	
The	reason	for	the	introduction	of	the	Revised	Code	was	a	desire	amongst	
Liberal	politicians	to	see	proven	value	for	money	in	State-funded	education.	Arnold	
satirised	their	Utilitarian	viewpoint	in	‘The	Twice-Revised	Code’:	‘The	duty	of	a	State	
in	public	education	is,	when	clearly	defined,	to	obtain	the	greatest	possible	quantity	
																																																						
797	Arnold,	‘The	Twice-Revised	Code’,	Complete	Prose	Works	II,	212-243	(pp.	212-13).	
Arnold	saw	the	Code	as	(whatever	its	ostensible	purpose)	a	cynical	cost-cutting	
exercise,	writing:	‘What	the	Code	will	actually	do,	is	to	reduce	considerably	the	
grants	at	present	contributed	by	the	State	towards	the	support	of	schools	for	the	
poor.’	He	estimated	that	around	forty	per	cent	of	the	total	budget	would	be	cut.		
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of	reading,	writing	and	arithmetic	for	the	greatest	number.’798	Against	this	view,	
Arnold	objected	that,	especially	in	the	poorer	areas,	it	was	far	more	important	to	
improve	children’s	‘discipline,	civilization,	[…]	religious	and	moral	training’	than	to	
get	them	through	the	compulsory	examinations	which,	under	the	Revised	Code,	
would	determine	the	level	of	schools’	grants.	In	a	letter	to	the	Daily	News,	printed	
under	a	pseudonym	on	25	March	1862,	Arnold	explained	that:		
In	London,	in	a	school	filled	with	the	children	[…]	of	poor	weavers	of	
Spitalfields,	every	child	will	under	the	Revised	Code	be	examined	by	the	
Inspector.		Great	numbers	of	them	will	fail:	so	backward	are	they,	so	long	
neglected,	so	physically	feeble.	Yet	most	of	the	good	they	get,	they	get	from	
that	school.	[…]	The	grant	will	sink	to	nothing,	and	the	school	managers	will	
be	left	to	enjoy	perfect	“liberty	of	action”.799		
In	the	event,	Arnold’s	pessimism	about	the	effects	of	the	Code	was	more	than	
justified;	in	just	over	five	years	the	elementary	schools	lost	£190,000	in	grants,	and	
class	sizes	increased	considerably,	as	the	number	of	teachers	was	static	from	1860	to	
1866,	even	though	pupil	numbers	increased	by	120,000	over	the	same	period.800		
Mill’s	support	for	the	Revised	Code	was	based	on	his	belief	that	the	only	way	
to	test	children’s	progress,	and	thus	the	efficiency	of	schools,	was	through	regular	
examinations.	Moreover,	as	an	incentive	to	good	teaching,	Mill	believed	that	
teachers’	pay	should	be	based	on	results.	In	Mill’s	words:	‘The	true	principle	for	the	
																																																						
798	Arnold,	‘The	Twice-Revised	Code’,	pp.	214-15.	
	
799	Arnold,	The	“Principle	of	Examination”,	Complete	Prose	Works	II,	244-246	(p.	
246).	Another	vehement	opponent	of	the	Code	was	Derwent	Coleridge,	at	that	time	
Principal	of	St	Mark’s	College,	Chelsea,	the	first	teacher	training	college	to	be	
established	for	elementary	schoolmasters.		
	
800	Frank	Smith,	p.	270.	
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remuneration	of	schoolmaster	[…]	is	that	of	payment	for	results.	The	results	of	their	
teaching	can,	in	general,	only	be	tested	by	examinations,	conducted	by	independent	
public	examiners.’	801	Mill	also	held	that	regular	examinations	would	enable	the	
dismissal	of	incompetent	teachers:	‘the	greatest	security	of	all,	without	which	no	
other	will	permanently	avail,	is	the	assured	prospect	of	removal,	in	case	of	
incompetency	proven	by	experience.’802	In	an	argument	still	advanced	by	some	
politicians	today,	Mill	believed	that	the	better	schools	would	drive	out	the	worse	
schools	through	the	exercise	of	parental	choice.	
Mill	remained	fundamentally	opposed	to	state	funding	of	education	for	all	but	
the	poorest	children;	middle-class	parents	‘can	afford	to	pay;	[…]	they	have	no	claim	
to	be	relieved	from	the	duty	of	providing	education	for	their	children;	and	entire	
relief	from	that	obligation	on	other	any	ground	than	inability,	appears	to	me	to	have	
a	highly	demoralizing	tendency.’803		(This	attitude	reflects	Wordsworth’s	
reservations	about	free	education;	see	Chapter	two.)	Mill	shared	Arnold’s	concerns	
about	the	poor	quality	of	private	middle-class	schools,	which	were	not	subject	to	
Government	inspection,	criticizing:	‘the	wretched	incompetency	of	the	great	
majority	of	the	existing	schools	for	the	children	of	the	middle	class.’	In	support	of	
this	view,	he	cited	the	evidence	of	Edward	Carleton	Tufnell,	‘one	of	the	ablest	and	
most	experienced	of	Her	Majesty’s	inspectors	of	schools’	that	teachers	at	pauper	
schools,	dismissed	‘on	account	of	gross	ignorance	or	gross	immorality’	and	debarred	
by	the	Poor	Law	Board	from	future	employment	in	pauper	schools,	generally	found	
																																																						
801	Mill,	‘Educational	Endowments’,	p.	210.			
	
802	Mill,	‘Educational	Endowments’,	p.	214.	
	
803	Mill,	‘Educational	Endowments’,	p.	210.			
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employment	‘as	ushers	in	schools	for	the	middle	or	upper	classes.’804	Mill’s	solution	
to	the	poor	quality	of	schools	for	the	middle	class	was,	as	indicated	above,	to	require	
all	pupils	at	all	schools	to	be	examined	regularly	to	assess	the	quality	of	their	
education.		
Arnold’s	position	on	educational	issues	was,	in	many	respects,	not	far	from	
that	of	Mill.	It	is	important	to	bear	in	mind	that	both	men	were	Liberals;	this	was	not	
an	argument	between	a	Radical	and	a	Tory.	Arnold,	like	Mill,	advocated	compulsory	
education,	and	was	not	averse	to	parents	being	charged	for	their	children’s	
education,	citing	the	example	of	Prussia,	where	education	was	compulsory,	but	every	
school	charged	a	fee,	albeit	at	a	low	level.805	Where	Arnold	differed	from	Mill	was	in	
wanting	the	government	to	adopt	a	more	interventionist	approach.	For	example,	
Arnold,	in	a	speech	to	the	Ipswich	Working	Men’s	College	in	January	1879,	said	he	
wanted	the	State	to	establish	‘public	schools	for	the	middle	class’,	by	which	he	meant	
‘an	establishment	of	the	same	kind	as	we	now	have	for	popular	education.	I	mean	the	
provision,	by	law	[…]	of	a	supply	of	properly	guaranteed	schools	[…]	giving	
secondary	education,	as	it	is	called,	–	that	fuller	and	higher	instruction	[…]	at	a	cost	
not	exceeding	a	certain	rate.’806	The	quality	of	education	provided	by	individual	
schools	would,	in	Arnold’s	view,	be	better	guaranteed	by	regular	inspections	than	
																																																						
804	Mill,	‘Educational	Endowments’,	pp.	213-14.	One	is	reminded	of	Paul	
Pennyfeather	in	Evelyn	Waugh’s	Decline	and	Fall	(1928),	sent	down	from	Oxford	for	
indecency,	but	being	found	employment	at	a	private	school	through	an	educational	
agency.	
	
805	Arnold,	‘General	Report	for	1869’,	Reports	on	Elementary	Schools	1852-1882,	pp.	
138-39.	
	
806	Arnold,	“Ecce,	Convertimur	ad	Gentes”,	Complete	Prose	Works	IX,	1-19	(p.	13).	As	
Super	points	out	in	his	Notes,	the	title	of	the	talk	translates	as	‘Lo,	we	turn	to	the	
Gentiles’,	a	quotation	of	St	Paul	from	the	Acts	of	the	Apostles	referring	to	his	decision	
to	widen	the	Christian	mission	beyond	the	Jews.	
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through	examinations.807		The	fundamental	difference,	therefore,	was	that	Mill	
trusted	the	market	rather	than	the	State	to	ensure	the	provision	of	a	good	quality	of	
education,	whilst	Arnold	took	the	opposite	view.		
There	is	no	evidence	that	Arnold	ever	met	Mill,	and	the	two	do	not	seem	to	
have	corresponded.	Arnold	had	been	impressed	by	On	Liberty,	recommending	it	to	
his	mother	as	‘worth	reading	attentively,	being	one	of	the	few	books	that	inculcate	
tolerance	in	an	unalarming	and	inoffensive	way.’808	Some	ten	years	later,	when	he	
went	to	see	Mill	speak	in	the	House	of	Commons,	Arnold	was	profoundly	
unimpressed.	He	wrote	to	James	Spedding	in	January	1868	of	seeing	Mill	‘spring	up	
in	a	white	heat	of	passion	and	scream	out	his	words	with	almost	feminine	fury.	He	
has	never	been	very	interesting	to	me,	simply	because	notwithstanding	his	
intellectual	powers	he	has	always	seemed	to	me	to	have	so	little	of	the	Sage	about	
him.’809	No	doubt	Mill’s	advocacy	of	the	Revised	Code	and	payment	by	results	had	
done	much	to	lessen	Arnold’s	admiration,	but	also,	alarmed	by	increasing	working-
class	radicalism,	culminating	in	the	Hyde	Park	riot	of	1867,	Arnold	had	moved	away	
from	Mill’s	libertarian	views,	fearing	such	a	philosophy	would	eventually	lead	to	
																																																						
807	Private	schools	were	not	subjected	to	the	regular	inspections	required	of	schools	
which	received	State	funding.	Even	today,	independent	schools	have	their	own	‘light	
touch’	inspectorial	regime,	separate	from	that	of	Ofsted.	
	
808	Arnold,	letter	to	Mary	Penrose	Arnold,	Letters	of	Matthew	Arnold	ed.	by	Cecil	Y.	
Lang	(Charlottesville:	University	of	Virginia	Press,	1996),	I,	468.	
	
809	Arnold,	Letter	to	James	Spedding,	18	January	1868,	in	Letters	of	Matthew	Arnold,	
III,	222.		
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anarchy.	It	is	no	coincidence	that	the	title	of	the	second	chapter	of	Arnold’s	Culture	
and	Anarchy	(1867-8)	is	‘Doing	As	One	Likes.’810	
Classical	and	Commercial	Academies		
For	the	majority	of	middle-class	children,	for	whom	a	public	school	education	
was	either	unattainable	or	unaffordable,	an	alternative	was	a	private	or	‘classical	and	
commercial’	academy.	As	Mary	Wollstonecraft’s	criticisms	of	‘common’	private	
schools	indicate	(see	Chapter	one),	they	had	a	sometimes	deserved	reputation	for	
providing	a	poor	education.	An	example	of	the	worst	type	was	depicted	by	Dickens	
in	Nicholas	Nickleby	(1838-39)	as	a	hellhole	where	unwanted	children	could	be	
dumped	by	their	parents	or	guardians,	and	be	subjected	to	physical	abuse,	a	poor	
diet,	and	little	or	no	education.	Dickens’	fictional	Dotheboys	Hall	was	based	on	two	
schools	in	Yorkshire	he	had	visited	as	a	journalist,	but	his	poor	opinion	of	such	
institutions	also	drew	upon	his	own	experiences	as	a	child	at	a	commercial	academy	
in	London.	In	his	article	‘Our	School’,	published	in	Household	Words	on	11	October	
1851,	Dickens	describes	a	school	dominated	by	an	ignorant,	sadistic	‘Chief’,	with	
most	of	the	teaching	being	undertaken	by	a	downtrodden	‘Usher’.	Dickens	concludes	
the	article	with	a	couplet	from	Book	VII	of	Wordsworth’s	The	Excursion:	‘So	fades	
and	languishes,	goes	dim	and	dies/All	that	the	world	is	proud	of.’	The	lines	are	used	
ironically,	as	the	school,	demolished	as	part	of	a	railway	construction	scheme,	was	an	
institution	whose	passing	Dickens	celebrated	rather	than	mourned;	in	Dickens’	
words	‘And	is	not	proud	of,	too.	It	had	little	reason	to	be	proud	of	Our	School,	and	
																																																						
810	Arnold,	‘Culture	and	Anarchy’,	Complete	Prose	Works:	V,	Culture	and	Anarchy:	with	
Friendship’s	Garland	and	some	literary	essays,	ed.	by	R.	H.	Super	(Ann	Arbor:	
University	of	Michigan	Press,	1965),	pp.	115-136.			
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has	done	much	better	since	in	that	way,	and	will	do	better	yet.’811		That	school	
provided	the	model	for	Mr	Creakle’s	‘Salem	House’	in	David	Copperfield	(1850),	and	
Arnold	cites	it	in	an	1880	article	entitled	‘The	Incompatibles’,	claiming,	on	the	basis	
of	reports	of	‘young	Germans,	trained	in	their	own	German	schools’	who	have	later	
‘served	as	teachers	of	foreign	languages	[…]	in	the	ordinary	private	schools	for	the	
middle	class	in	England’,	that	‘establishments	like	Salem	House	and	principals	like	
Mr	Creakle’	were	still	prevalent.812	As	George	Gissing	points	out,	whatever	Dickens’	
views	may	have	been	about	the	value	of	education,	two	of	his	most	insufferable	child	
characters	are	schoolboys;	‘Rob	the	Grinder’	in	Dombey	and	Son	(1848),	the	product	
of	a	charity	school	who	proves	to	be	a	‘very	troublesome	young	rascal’,	and	the	
obnoxious	Charley	Hexham	in	Our	Mutual	Friend	(1865),	the	prototype	of	what	
Gissing	terms	‘the	less	happy	results	of	the	board-school	system.’813	
	 However,	many	commercial	academies	provided	a	good	education	at	a	
reasonable	cost.	If	they	lacked	the	cachet	and	social	connections	provided	by	a	public	
school,	they	taught	a	wider	variety	of	subjects.	In	particular,	they,	like	the	Dissenting	
Academies,	offered	teaching	in	‘useful’	subjects,	rather	than	focusing,	as	the	public	
and	grammar	schools	did,	on	the	Classics.	As	mentioned	in	Chapter	one,	Humphry	
Repton’s	father	had	removed	him	from	Norwich	Grammar	School	because	of	its	
narrow	classical	curriculum	and	as	the	nineteenth	century	progressed,	subjects	with	
practical	value	became	increasingly	important.	In	part,	at	least,	this	was	because	the	
																																																						
811	Dickens,	‘Our	School’,	in	Gone	Astray	and	Other	Essays	from	Household	Words	ed.	
by	Michael	Sadler	(London:	J.	M.	Dent,	1998),	p.	42.		
	
812	Arnold,	‘The	Incompatibles’,	Complete	Prose	Works	IX,	238-285	(pp.	273-75).	
	
813	George	Gissing,	Charles	Dickens:	A	Critical	Study	(London:	Blackie	and	Sons,	
1898),	pp.	207-14.				
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system	of	patronage	for	posts	in	the	Army	and	Civil	Service	was	giving	way	to	
appointment	via	examination,	and	progression	on	merit,	a	change	enthusiastically	
supported	by	Mill.	Examinations	for	entry	to	the	Indian	Civil	Service	were	
introduced	in	1838,	for	parts	of	the	Home	Civil	Service	in	1855,	and	for	Army	officers	
in	1857.814		
	 The	commercial	academies	drew	particularly	hostile	attention	from	Arnold,	
firstly	because	he	saw	them	as	contributing	to	what	he	termed	the	‘Philistinism’	of	
the	English	middle	class	by	promoting	entirely	materialistic	values,	and	secondly,	
because	the	academies	were	not	subject	to	any	form	of	inspection,	there	was	no	
independent	assessment	of	the	value	of	the	education	they	provided.	Geoffrey	Best	
provides	a	useful	account	of	the	way	in	which	various	types	of	schools	were	
inspected.815	As	Best	puts	it,	for	non-inspected	schools:	‘it	was	[…]	a	crime	physically	
to	maim	or	kill	a	schoolboy	or	schoolgirl	[…]	and	that	was	the	only	legal	protection	
schoolchildren	had	against	the	ignorance,	folly	or	cruelty	of	their	elders.’816		
In	A	French	Eton,	Arnold	mockingly	quotes	several	of	the	grandiose	claims	
made	by	some	academies	from	the	advertisements	in	The	Times,	such	as	one	which	
offers	to	provide	an	‘Educational	Home’	where	‘discipline	is	based	upon	moral	
influence	and	emulation,	and	every	effort	is	made	to	combine	home-comforts	with	
																																																						
814	As	discussed	in	Chapter	two,	Wordsworth’s	appointment	as	Distributor	of	Stamps	
for	Westmoreland	in	1813	came	from	patronage,	and	he	in	turn	secured	a	post	for	
his	son	Willy	as	Sub-distributor	of	Stamps	for	Carlisle	in	1843.	His	elder	son	John	
was	found	a	living	as	a	clergyman	through	patronage.	
	
815	Geoffrey	Best,	Mid-Victorian	Britain	1851-75	(London:	Fontana	Press,	1979),	pp.	
170-75.		
	
816	Geoffrey	Best,	Mid-Victorian	Britain	1851-75,	p.	172.	
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school-training.’817	Arnold,	directly	contradicting	Mill,	suggests	that	to	rely	on	
‘supply	and	demand’	for	the	provision	of	good	schools	is	fundamentally	misguided,	
because	‘the	mass	of	mankind	do	not	[…]	know	what	distinguishes	good	teaching	
and	training	from	bad;	they	do	not	know	what	they	ought	to	demand,	and,	therefore,	
the	demand	cannot	be	relied	on	to	give	us	the	right	supply.’818		
Although	private	schools	were	not	subject	to	inspection	by	HM	Inspectors,	
evidence	from	other	sources	suggests	that	the	worst	were	indeed	very	bad.	An	1834	
report	by	the	Manchester	Statistical	Society	revealed	that,	in	the	majority	of	the	
schools	they	visited,	the	lack	of	order,	the	poor	qualifications	of	the	masters,	the	
large	number	of	scholars	and	the	absence	of	any	plan	of	instruction	meant	that	they	
were	‘nearly	inefficient	for	any	real	purpose	of	education.’819	Some	thirty	years	later,	
the	report	of	the	Newcastle	Commission	on	Education	(1861)	suggested	there	had	
been	little	improvement;	one	private	school,	with	130	children	on	its	register,	was	
housed	in	two	rooms	of	about	fifteen	square	feet,	with	‘no	ventilation	and	not	much	
light’.	The	Report	was	scathing	about	the	quality	of	teachers,	particularly	in	London.	
In	the	words	of	the	Report:	‘None	are	too	old,	too	poor,	too	ignorant,	too	feeble,	too	
unqualified	in	one	or	every	way,	to	regard	themselves,	and	to	be	regarded	by	others,	
as	unfit	for	school-keeping’.	The	keepers	of	such	schools	included	‘men	and	women	
of	seventy,	or	even	eighty,	persons	who	spell	badly,	[…]	who	can	scarcely	write,	and	
who	cannot	cipher	at	all.’820	
																																																						
817	Arnold,	‘A	French	Eton’,	p.	281.		
	
818	Arnold,	‘A	French	Eton’,	p.	282.	
	
819	Cited	in	Frank	Smith,	p.	151.	
	
820	Newcastle	Commission	Report,	Vol	I,	pp.	92-93,	cited	in	Frank	Smith,	pp.	246-47.		
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	 Arnold’s	criticisms	of	the	range	of	subjects	taught	at	commercial	academies	
also	echo	the	objections	raised	by	Wordsworth,	Coleridge,	De	Quincey	and	Mill	(and	
to	some	extent,	Hazlitt)	about	the	danger	of	teaching	only	‘useful’	subjects	instead	of	
instilling	in	children	a	love	of	knowledge	for	its	own	sake,	and	teaching	them	how	to	
think	and	reason.	Arnold	clearly	placed	a	higher	value	on	the	Classics	and	English	
literature	than	he	did	on	science	and	mathematics.	There	is,	for	example,	a	telling	
section	in	Arnold’s	report	of	an	inspection	of	Borough	Road	and	Stockwell	Colleges,	
where	he	states	that	‘instruction	civilises	a	raw	nature	only	so	far	as	it	delights	and	
enkindles	it’,	adding	that	‘no	refining	influence	is	more	powerful	than	that	of	literary	
culture;	but	this	influence	seems	to	need	in	the	recipient	a	certain	refinement	of	
nature	at	the	outset	[…]	and	with	this	previous	refinement	[…]	physical	science	
appear[s]	able	to	dispense.’821		This	links	to	Mill’s	idea,	mentioned	above,	that	only	
certain	people	are	fully	‘capable	of	feeling	the	sublime	order	of	natural	beauty’.	The	
conflicting	claims	of	the	humanities	and	the	sciences	were	continually	debated	
throughout	the	nineteenth	and	twentieth	centuries,	exemplified	in	C.	P.	Snow’s	1959	
Rede	Lecture	‘The	Two	Cultures’.		
Conclusion	
In	the	1860s	both	Mill	and	Arnold,	as	Liberal	educational	reformers,	faced	
essentially	the	same	challenge	as	that	which	had	confronted	Coleridge	and	
Wordsworth	some	half-century	before:	how	could	mass	elementary	education	be	
implemented	in	a	way	which	avoided	‘cramming’	children	and	denying	their	
individuality?	As	indicated	in	Chapters	two	and	three,	both	Coleridge	and	
Wordsworth,	after	their	initial	enthusiastic	support	for	Bell’s	monitorial	system,	
																																																						
821	Arnold,	Reports	on	Elementary	Schools	1852-1882,	pp.	250-51.		
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eventually	came	to	reject	all	‘schemes	of	education’	as	being	dehumanizing,	and	this,	
from	the	outset,	was	also	Mill’s	view.		
Mill’s	preference	was	for	a	mixed,	market-driven	system,	where	parental	
choice	would	direct	the	type	of	education	provided,	thus	avoiding	State	conditioning	
and	control	of	individuals,	and	encouraging	diversity	of	provision.		The	effect	of	the	
Revised	Code,	however,	was	to	make	education	more	mechanical,	and	less	
imaginative.	To	get	children	through	the	examinations,	teachers	would	make	them	
memorize	the	relevant	information,	without	testing	their	understanding	of	it.	The	
focus	on	examinations	to	the	exclusion	of	everything	else	also	meant	that	schools	
were	unwilling	or	unable	to	provide	anything	beyond	the	three	Rs.	As	a	report	from	
the	Education	Department	put	it:	‘a	child	at	an	elementary	school	[…]	knows	little	or	
nothing	of	the	history	of	his	own	country	[…]	is	ignorant	of	the	political	constitution	
under	which	he	lives,	or	the	laws	by	which	he	is	surrounded,	and	is	incapable	of	
expressing	in	terms	anything	approaching	to	accuracy	[…]	any	minimum	of	
knowledge	he	might	possess.’822	In	Frank	Smith’s	summary,	‘memorizing,	repeating,	
passively	listening,	were	the	main	requirements	of	the	system’;	children	were	not	
expected	to	engage	in	discussion,	still	less	to	question	their	teachers	about	what	they	
were	being	taught.823	Mill’s	support	for	the	Code	had	thus	ironically	helped	to	ensure	
that,	especially	for	the	children	of	the	poor,	education	was	based	even	more	on	
‘cram’	than	it	had	been	under	the	Bell/Lancaster	systems.	Progress	in	such	a	system	
was,	essentially,	dependent	on	precisely	the	sort	of	mechanical	memory	that	Mill	
consistently	decried.	
																																																						
822	Report	of	Education	Department,	1875-6,	p.	366,	quoted	in	Frank	Smith,	p.	306.		
	
823	Frank	Smith,	p.	307.	
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Arnold,	as	discussed	above,	was	sceptical	about	the	operation	of	the	market	
in	education.	He	robustly	countered	the	warnings	of	Mill	and	others	about	state	
control	of	education,	stating	in	1864:	‘People	talk	of	Government	interference,	
Government	control,	as	if	State-action	were	necessarily	something	imposed	upon	
them	from	without;	something	despotic	which	[…]	left	no	freedom	to	their	activity.	
Can	anyone	really	suppose	that,	in	a	country	like	this,	State-action	–	in	education,	for	
instance	–	can	ever	be	that,	unless	we	choose	to	make	it	so?	We	can	make	[the	State]	
our	agent,	not	our	master.’824	His	arguments,	and	those	of	like-minded	
contemporaries	such	as	Derwent	Coleridge,	failed	to	prevent	the	introduction	of	the	
Revised	Code	which,	with	some	amendments,	remained	in	force	until	1897.		
Not	content	with	merely	lamenting	the	unsatisfactory	nature	of	reading-
books	in	schools,	however,	Arnold	set	about	rectifying	matters	to	some	extent	by	
compiling	and	editing	selections	from	major	authors,	including	Wordsworth,	for	the	
‘Golden	Treasury’	series	of	poetry	anthologies.	The	books,	although	controversial	
with	scholars	because	of	Arnold’s	cavalier	editorial	methods,	were	hugely	popular	
both	with	schools	and	the	general	public,	as	they	were	inexpensive,	but	attractively	
produced.	The	books	went	through	many	editions,	and	were	still	in	use	in	the	early	
1960s.825	
	 	
																																																						
824	Arnold,	‘A	French	Eton’,	p.	309.		
	
825	See	Gottfried,	pp.	72-74.	As	Gottfried	points	out,	Arnold	mainly	ignored	
Wordsworth’s	later	revisions	to	some	of	his	poems,	and	occasionally	combined	
stanzas	from	different	versions	of	the	same	poems	without	indicating	where	he	had	
done	so.	Arnold	made	clear	in	his	Preface	to	the	collection	that	he	had	intended	to	
produce	a	popular	rather	than	a	scholarly	edition	of	Wordsworth’s	poems.	
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Conclusion	
Returning	to	the	questions	I	posed	at	the	beginning	of	this	thesis,	firstly,	to	what	
extent	were	these	writers’	ideas	about	education	influenced	by	their	own	
educational	experiences,	compared	to	their	reaction	to	contemporary	theories?	
Previous	studies	have	focused	on	the	influence	of	theorists	such	as	Comenius,	
Rousseau	and	Andrew	Bell,	but	it	is	clear	that	the	personal	experiences	of	
Wordsworth,	Coleridge,	Hazlitt	and	De	Quincey	at	school	and	university	were	at	least	
as	important.	For	Wordsworth,	although	his	experiences	at	Hawkshead	Grammar	
School	were	essentially	positive,	his	time	at	Cambridge	gave	him	a	deep	dislike	and	
distrust	of	all	forms	of	competition	and	what	he	termed	‘emulation’	in	education.	
Bell’s	system,	by	focusing	on	cooperation	rather	than	competition,	seemed	a	good	
way	of	avoiding	such	dangers,	and	would	also	allow	the	level	of	teaching	to	be	
matched	to	the	ability	of	each	individual	child.	For	the	latter	reason,	Wordsworth	
sought	to	have	his	elder	son	John,	who	was	a	willing	but	slow	learner,	educated	at	
Charterhouse,	at	that	time	run	on	Bell’s	system.	The	school’s	refusal	to	admit	John	
was	probably	one	factor	in	Wordsworth’s	eventual	disillusion	with	the	system.			
Coleridge’s	enthusiastic	response	to	Bell’s	ideas	can	be	explained	as	being	
mainly	a	reaction	to	what	Coleridge	saw	as	the	chief	drawbacks	of	the	system	of	
teaching	in	place	at	Christ’s	Hospital	School	(a	narrow	curriculum;	too	much	‘empty’	
time;	favouritism	by	teachers	towards	some	pupils	and	victimisation	of	others).	
Coleridge	saw	Bell’s	system	as	overcoming	all	these	disadvantages,	whilst	
simultaneously	offering	the	chance	of	providing	education	for	large	numbers	of	
children	at	a	relatively	low	cost.	More	generally,	Coleridge	always	placed	more	value	
on	formal	education	than	Wordsworth,	who	was	consistently	sceptical	about	‘book	
learning’.	
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In	contrast	to	Wordsworth	and	Coleridge,	De	Quincey’s	enthusiasm	for	Bell’s	
system	was	based	on	a	degree	of	personal	experience.	At	Manchester	Grammar	
School,	as	under	Bell’s	system,	the	day-to-day	running	of	the	school	was	devolved	in	
large	part	to	the	older	boys,	and	again	as	in	Bell’s	system,	all	forms	of	both	corporal	
and	‘shaming’	punishments	had	been	abolished.	De	Quincey	saw	the	main	
disadvantages	of	his	education	at	Manchester	Grammar	School	as	being	attributable	
to	the	character	of	the	Headmaster,	and	he	believed	that	Bell’s	system	could	
overcome	this	weakness,	operating	equally	well	regardless	of	any	individual	
teacher’s	abilities.		
	 Hazlitt’s	opposition	to	all	types	of	educational	reform,	meanwhile,	can	
perhaps	be	ascribed	in	part	to	his	dissatisfaction	with	the	education	he	had	received	
at	Hackney	New	College,	a	progressive	institution	by	contemporary	standards.	
Whilst	aware	of	the	potential	dangers	of	a	traditional,	Classical	education,	such	as	
pedantry	and	narrow-minded	scholarship	remote	from	real-world	concerns,	Hazlitt	
retained	a	sentimental	attachment	to	the	idea	of	a	Classical	education	at	what	he	
termed	an	‘old	established	place’	in	preference	to	‘new-fangled	experiments	or	
modern	seminaries’.	It	was	the	type	of	school	to	which	he	would	have	sent	his	son	
William	if	the	choice	had	been	his	to	make.		
	 This	is	not	to	deny	Richardson’s	thesis	that	these	writers’	support	for,	or	
opposition	to,	certain	‘systems	of	education’	was	also	partly	due	to	political	and	
religious	concerns.	The	moral	panic	of	the	later	eighteenth	century	about	an	
uneducated	mob	overthrowing	existing	social	structures	and	bringing	about	
anarchy,	which	was	escalated	by	the	French	Revolution	and	ensuing	Terror,	was	still	
of	serious	concern	to	Matthew	Arnold	as	late	as	1867.	Education	of	the	‘lower	orders’	
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was	seen	as	a	vital	weapon	in	countering	unrest,	partly	by	taking	young	people	off	
the	streets,	and	partly	by,	in	Coleridge’s	phrase,	‘imposing	virtuous	habits.’	In	
addition,	Bell’s	system,	linked	as	it	was	to	the	Established	church,	had	an	inherently	
moral	dimension,	in	contrast	to	the	‘Godless’	system	of	Joseph	Lancaster.	Hazlitt’s	
opposition	to	both	systems,	meanwhile,	can	be	seen	as	reflecting	his	suspicion	that	
they	would	amount	to	a	means	of	indoctrination	and	State	control.	However,	his	
position	on	working-class	education,	in	response	to	Samuel	Whitbread’s	proposal	for	
a	system	of	voluntary,	free,	State-funded	education;	‘let	them	alone’,	could	be	
described	in	the	same	way	as	Tom	Duggett	describes	Wordsworth’s	eventual	anti-
system	position:	‘as	theoretically	liberating	in	direct	proportion	as	it	is	practically	
exclusionary	and	elitist’.	
	 Secondly,	what	choices	did	these	writers	make	in	their	own	children’s	
education?	Wordsworth	did	his	best	to	ensure	that	his	two	surviving	sons	were	
educated	under	Andrew	Bell’s	monitorial	system,	though	without	much	success.	
Although	he	often	protested	against	the	idea	of	sending	young	girls	away	to	school,	
his	own	daughter	Dora	was	sent	to	boarding	schools	from	the	age	of	five,	mainly	
because	she	was	seen	as	unruly	and	difficult	to	manage.	In	the	cases	of	both	
Coleridge	and	Hazlitt,	the	breakdown	of	their	marriages	meant	that	their	influence	
on	their	children’s	education	was	limited.	In	Coleridge’s	case,	this	was	exacerbated	
by	his	neglect	of	his	children	after	Southey	took	them	into	his	care.	Hazlitt’s	
preference	for	an	‘old	established’	school	such	as	Charterhouse	for	his	son	came	to	
nothing,	as	his	first	wife	and	her	mother	took	over	responsibility	for	the	boy’s	
education.		De	Quincey,	for	reasons	of	poverty,	seems	to	have	had	only	limited	
influence	over	his	sons’	education,	though	all	of	them	did	relatively	well	in	‘worldly’	
terms.	His	daughters	were	essentially	self-taught.	
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Thirdly,	what	influence	did	these	writers	have	on	educational	practices?	The	
main	influence	of	Wordsworth	and	Coleridge	in	their	own	time	was	in	their	advocacy	
of	Andrew	Bell’s	monitorial	system.	It	is	difficult	to	say	precisely	how	great	their	
influence	was,	but	their	voices,	allied	to	those	of	powerful	conservative	champions	
such	as	Sara	Trimmer	and	Hannah	More,	and	key	figures	in	the	Church	of	England	
gave	a	degree	of	intellectual	respectability	to	Bell’s	system	which	it	might	otherwise	
have	lacked.	Hazlitt’s	anti-education	stance	seems	to	have	had	little	influence	in	his	
own	time,	as	radicals	increasingly	saw	education	as	key	to	social	change.	De	
Quincey’s	rear-guard	struggle	against	compulsory	education	was	equally	
unsuccessful,	and	his	dire	warnings	against	the	dangers	of	mass	literacy	remained	
unfulfilled.	Ironically,	the	ultra-conservative	De	Quincey’s	unfavourable	view	of	
State-funded,	compulsory	mass	education	was	not	far	removed	from	that	of	the	
radical	Hazlitt.	Both	believed	that	the	choice	of	how,	or	indeed	whether	children	
should	be	educated	must	be	entirely	one	for	parents.	Both	also	believed	that	mass	
education	was	being	offered	as	a	distraction	from	real	societal	problems	such	as	low	
wages	and	rising	prices.	
Finally,	what	role	did	these	writers	see	for	literature	in	education?	All	had	a	
preference	for	the	‘humane’	disciplines,	in	particular	for	Classical	literature,	above	
mathematics	and	science,	especially	applied	science.	They	saw	the	value	of	literature	
as	being	two-fold.	Firstly,	studying	Classical	literature	exercised	the	mind.	Many	
writers	on	education,	from	Locke	onwards,	had	argued	that	teaching	children	how	to	
think	was	more	important	than	the	specific	knowledge	they	gained	through	
education.	Several	argued	that	studying	the	Classics	was	an	effective	means	of	
developing	such	logical	thinking,	but	there	was	general	agreement	that	the	way	in	
which	the	Classics	were	actually	taught	resulted	only	in,	as	De	Quincey’s	put	it,	a	
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‘disgust	for	literature	and	knowledge’.	Of	the	writers	I	discuss,	although	both	
Coleridge	and	De	Quincey	intended	to	produce	‘ideal’	curriculums,	neither	developed	
anything	resembling	a	coherent	plan,	and	De	Quincey’s	abortive	attempts	at	teaching	
John	Wordsworth	and	his	own	son	William	demonstrated	that	it	was	easier	to	
theorize	about	education	than	to	teach	effectively.	
In	the	view	of	all	the	writers	I	discuss,	imaginative	fiction	and	poetry	gave	
children	the	ability	to	grasp	abstract	concepts,	and,	by	raising	them	above	mundane	
concerns,	enabled	them	to	‘forget	themselves’.	Hazlitt	was	occasionally	sceptical	
about	the	value	of	studying	the	Classics,	identifying	the	risk	of	narrow	pedantry	from	
an	exclusively	Classical	education.	However,	Hazlitt	was	just	as	vociferous	as	more	
conservative	writers	such	as	De	Quincey	in	condemning	‘useful’	subjects	as	being	
somehow	of	less	value	than	true	learning,	which	he	termed	the	‘fine	pabulum	of	
useful	enthusiasm’.	
The	teaching	of	literature	in	schools	raises	a	fundamental	conundrum.	If,	as	
De	Quincey	claimed,	literature	can	teach	us	nothing,	why	should	it	be	taught	in	
schools?	Even	if	it	needed	to	be	taught	because	of	its	‘humanizing’	influence,	how	
could	pupils’	progress	in	the	subject	be	examined?	As	became	apparent	following	the	
introduction	of	‘payment	by	results’,	the	only	way	elementary	schoolchildren	were	in	
fact	examined	in	the	subject	was	by	repeating,	parrot-fashion,	a	piece	of	poetry	or	
prose.	Arnold	could	at	least	see	some	practical	use	in	learning	poetry	‘by	heart’;	it	
widened	children’s	vocabulary,	and	he	saw	rote	learning	as	a	useful	tool	in	
developing	memory,	but	it	is	likely	that	Coleridge,	Wordsworth,	and	De	Quincey	
would	have	dismissed	these	claimed	advantages	as	being	both	banal	and	missing	the	
whole	point	of	education.	
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One	conclusion	that	could	be	drawn	from	the	involvement	of	Wordsworth,	
Coleridge,	and	later	Mill	in	educational	controversies	is	that,	however	well	
intentioned,	the	effects	of	their	interventions	were	both	deleterious	and	the	opposite	
of	what	they	had	intended.	In	the	case	of	Wordsworth	and	Coleridge,	the	adverse	
effects	were	twofold.	Firstly,	the	monitorial	system	they	advocated,	however	sound	
in	principle,	resulted	in	an	increase	in	mechanical	rote	learning.	Secondly,	their	
sectarian	support	for	Andrew	Bell	and	their	corresponding	opposition	to	Joseph	
Lancaster,	helped	to	ensure	that	education	remained	divided	on	religious	grounds,	
and	thus	delayed	the	introduction	of	a	truly	universal	system	of	mass	education	by	
several	decades.	Against	this,	the	monitorial	system	provided	education	of	a	sort	for	
large	numbers	of	children	who	might	otherwise	have	remained	uneducated.	More	
importantly,	perhaps,	even	the	minimal	grants	provided	by	the	government	for	the	
two	systems	established	a	precedent	for	State-funded	education.		
Mill’s	libertarian	beliefs	led	him	to	oppose	universal	State	provision	of	
education,	and	he	held	that	the	State,	whilst	legally	requiring	that	children	be	
educated,	should	only	provide	such	education	in	cases	of	extreme	need.		The	
outcomes	of	competing	systems	of	education	would	then	be	determined	by	regular	
examinations,	with	funding	for	each	school	being	dependent	upon	results.	The	
expectation,	or	hope,	was	that	‘good’	schools	would	drive	‘bad’	schools	out	of	the	
market.	The	drawback	with	such	a	system,	as	Matthew	Arnold	predicted,	was	that	it	
caused	schools	to	fall	back	on	the	very	systems	of	rote-learning	to	which	Mill	was,	in	
principle,	opposed.	The	system,	moreover,	resulted	in	schools	in	the	poorest	areas	
losing	funding,	as	they	could	not	compete	on	equal	terms	with	schools	in	more	
affluent	districts.	
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It	is	striking	how	many	of	the	debates	and	controversies	explored	in	this	
thesis	resound	today.	Mill’s	argument	for	a	market-based	educational	system	in	
which	parents	are	free	to	choose	what	type	of	education	their	children	should	
receive	is	periodically	revived,	and	the	related	issue	of	how	progress	should	be	
tested,	and	how	often,	continues	to	divide	opinion.	The	attackers	and	defenders	of	
‘humane’	as	opposed	to	vocational	education	still	argue	over	the	fundamental	
questions	of	what	education	is,	and	what	education	is	for.		
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